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Congratulations

Murray High golfers survive
rain-plagued afternoon

- Seven at MSU receive
KIPA awards at conference

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

Initial matches for transplants found at MSU
By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Lodger & Tinto. Staff Writer

The rainy weather may have
dampened some people's spirits,
but at Murray State University spirits were lifted with the news that
three donors were found to be initial matches for bone marrow transplant recipients.
Stacy Sommer, the Murray State

Tonight: Showers and thunderstorms likely. Low in the
upper 50s. Wind becoming
southeast around 10 mph.
Chance of rain 70 percent.
Thursday: Several periods of
showers and thunderstorms.

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State James A. Baker III is heading to Europe for talks on the future of Germany and the Western
alliance with Senate criticism of U.S. policy on Lithuania ringing in
his ears.
WASHINGTON — All American hostages must be freed before the
United States can move beyond the "small gestures" of thanks already
given to Iran, President Bush's spokesman says.
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador — Leftist guerrillaa.dyntunited
power stations and attacked strategic targeB-iii-the'capital early today
in what appeared to be their biggest such action since a huge-Novem="-ber offensive.
SHERIDAN, Ark. — Parents and teen-agers cried and held hands
and counselors were placed on 24-hour call as a shocked community
attempted to recover from the suicides of three high -school students in
two days.
WASHINGTON — The Pentagon, touting the contribution its new
radar could make in the drug war, is seeking money for the high-tech
system that Congress wouldn't buy for its military value.

LOUISVILLE — A 15-year-old girl who fatally shot Phillip Clopton after he allegedly held her captive and repeatedly raped her at ,a
rural campsite said Clopton told her he raped and murdered two of her
friends.
HAZARD — A Perry Circuit judge says another county grand jury
should investigate allegations that a man was promised public housing
in exchange for making false vote fraud claims against an opponent of
Magistrate Freddie Combs'.
LOUISVILLE — Tom Cruise and Patrick Duffy have been
scratched. Favorites include%Whdbpi Goldberg and James Garner. A
long_shot is Prince Albert of Monaco.

student who was diagnosed with
acute myelogenous leukemia in
October 1988 and who needs a
bone marrow transplant, was not
matched by the donors, but the
odds of three possible donors coming from one campus has got Donna Herndon, coordinator of donor
efforts on campus, excited.
"It wasn't for Stacy, but just the
idea that our efforts are paying off

is wonderful," Hemdon said.
The odds are 1 in 20,000 for one
non-related donor to be found for a
patient so the odds of three matching donors being found on one
campus are astronomical.
"We have always been told that
for the possibility of getting that
one match, we need at least
100,000 in the Bone Marrow Registry," said Debbie Wallace, director

for donor operations at the Lifeblood Mid-South Regional Blood
Center in Memphis, Tenn. "We are
quite amazed with what happened
at Murray State."
"I called her (Donna Herndon)
Monday and told her that we had
one donor," Wallace said. "Then
when I was in her office yesterday

Faculty senate
members elected
to positions at
Murray State
By KRIS FAZI
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Five Murray State University
Faculty Senate members were
elected to positions for the 1990-91
school year Tuesday at the senate's
monthly-meeting
Farouk Umar and Ray Conklin
were re-elected to serve third terms
as senate president and vice president, respectivley. Elected to represent the senate on the academic
council were Ed Zakrzewski,
undergraduate studies committee;
Ken Carstens and Dieter Jedan,
library and academic support systems committee.
In other business, Board of
Regents Chairman Kerry Harvey
asked the senate for input about
reorganizing the University's central administration. Harvey said the
most popular proposal to date is
merging the vice presidencies of
academic affairs and student affairs
as well as merging the vice prcs-

Fhe Murray State University Faculty Senate members were elected to positions for the 1990-91 school
year at the senate's monthly meeting Tuesday. They are from left, Ed Zakrzewski, senate representatke
on the academic council; Farouk Umar, president of the senate for a third term; Ken Carstens, senate
representative on the academic council; Ray Conklin, vice president of the senate for a third term, and
Dieter Jedan, re-elected to represent the senate on the academic council.

15th annual Hardin Day events scheduled
NEW YORK — The National League said it will announce a timetable for expansion by two teams following a major league owners'
meeting in Cleveland on June 14. One day after the league's expansion
committee went over plans for adding two more teams, all NL owners
met in New York to be updated.
BERN, Switzerland — Team USA won its sixth straight game in
the World Championships, 3-2 over Finland in its final tournament
game. The Americans streak topped their five-game run in 1957, the
last time the U.S. became world champions. The United States finished
fifth and Finland sixth.

The 15th annual Hardin Day
events will be Friday and Saturday,
May 4 and 5, at Hardin Community
Center.
A local talent show and Little
Mr. and Miss Hardin Day Contest
will start the event off on Friday,
May 4, at 7 p.m.
Prizes for the talent show will be
$150 savings bond for first, $50
savings bond for second, and $25
for third. Bonds were donated by

Bank of Marshall County, Bank of
Benton, Republic Bank and First
Liberty Bank.
Admission will be $2 for adults
and $I for students.
Trophies and prizes will be
awarded for Little Mr. and Miss
Hardin Day Contest for ages 0 to
12.
Mason Powell will be grand
marshall for the annual Hardin Day
Parade at 11 a.m. Saturday, May 5.

He and his wife, Elizabeth, formerly owned and operated Hardin's
Pig and Whistle restaurant.
After graduation from Murray
State College, Powell started his
teaching career at Brewers and
later became principal. He also was
principal at Fairdealing and
Jonathan, before becoming director
of transportation working out of
Marshall County Board Office.
Powell retired from his director-

Jury seated in
Burnette trial;
defense to spell
out contentions

WASHINGTON — The
Food and Drug Administration
approved irradiation of poultry
to control salmonella and other
bacteria that cause food-borne
illnesses. But the industry said it
had no plans to use the
procedure.
The FDA said Tuesday irradiation is safe and effective in eliminating most bacteria in chicken, turkey and other fresh and
frozen birds, making poultry
safe for longer periods under
refrigeration.
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Subscribers who have not receked their home-delkered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

ship in 1981, but continued to do
substitute teaching. He has a hobby
of collecting antique cars and he
and his wife will be riding in onc.
of them, a Volkswagen, as they
lead the parade.
Other activities on Saturday will
be the following:
',Breakfast at 4 Seasons Restaurant and Country Crossroads

Kate Lochte (center), promotions development director at WKMS, talks with Roy Davis,
director
Clara M. Eagk Gallery, and Mary Herman, gallery assistant, at the Business After Hours reception of the
in the
plkry lobby Tuesday. The reception, sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerc
e,
was in honor of WICMS's 20th anniversary.
Staff Oats by Todd O. Ran

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
defense contention that charter
airplane trips taken before Agriculture Commissioner Ward "Butch"
Bumette took office were for state
business will be spelled Out during
opening statements in Burnctte's
theft trial.
The prosecution's argument that
Bumette was taking personal trips
arid then trying to have the state
pay for them will. also be outlined
as the meat of the trial gets under
way today.
Jury selection moved -more
quickly than had been expected
Tuesday and a panel of four men
and 10 women, including two alternates, was seated to bear the case.
Franklin Circuit Judge William
Graham warned prospective jurors
the trial could take two weeks.
Franklin Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton crncentrated on
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Taking a mud bath — MSU style

Brig. Gen. Charles R. Hartsell,
commander of the U.S. Army second region ROTC cadet command
at Fort Knox, will be the speaker
for the ROTC commissioning ceremony at Murray State University
on Friday evening, May 11.
To begin at 7 p.m. in Rooms
226-228 of Roy Stewart Stadium,
the program to commission 16
cadets as Army second lieutenants
will also be one of the last official
functions of Lt. Col. James T.
Vaughan as professor of-'military
science. He will retire June 30.
Vaughan will introduce Hansel'

Seven at MSU
receive KIPA
awards during
annual event

Murray State University graduate student John Bell of St. Louis, Mo.,
escaped the clutches of junior David McDowell of Murray momentarily during a match in the second annual Mudball Tournament held as
a kick off to the recent MSC Alumni Weekend festivities. The volleyball competition was a fund-raiser for scholarships at MSU with a

portion of the proceeds going to the Stacy Sommer Bone Marrow
Drive. Held at the Intramural Field near the dormitory complex, the
tournament featured male/female student teams from various clubs
and organizations across campus. Laughingly cheering the teams to
victory were numerous mud-soaked students and spectators.
Starr photo by Greg Travis

Burnette...
(Cont'd from page 1)
quizzing prospective jurors about
their feelings about stealing from
the state on Tuesday.
That line of questioning
prompted quick objections by
defense attorneys for Burnette and
his three co-defendants.
Nevertheless, Burton pressed the
issue and asked jurors what they
thought about such topics as submitting false documents to the state
and taking personal trips and trying
to have the state pay for them.
"How many of you have the
reaction,'Why bother being here ...
Why bother, it's going to happen?
It's happened before and its going
to happen?" Burton asked.

Hardin Day...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Restaurant from 6 to 10 a.m.
#Pet •Show by Humane Society
at 12:30 p.m.
#Auction at 2:30 p.m.
#Singing by King's Sons at 6•
p.m.

Detense questioning of prospective jurors concentrated on publicity that has surrounded the case and
Burnette's conviction earlier this
year on theft charges.
Burnette is charged with theft by
deception. over $100, for allegedly
billing the state for charter airplane
trips he took in December 1987,
after his election as commissioner
but before he took office.
Also charged with theft by
deception was ID. Wolf, the deputy commissioner of the department.
The charges are Class D felonies
that carry a possible penalty of up
to five years in prison.
Two other people are charged
with trying to cover up the trips.
Bruce Harper, the former manager of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
Mercer County Tann, was charged
with making the arrangements for

Also featured with be arts and
crafts and a flea market on Friday
and Saturday.
Al! proceeds will go • to, the
Hardin/South Marshall Fire
Department.
For , more information call
437-4656.

the flights and then telling employees of the charter service to delay
submitting the invoices until after
Burnette took office.
The airplane was chartered
through Wilkinson Flying Service,
owned by the governor.
Burton told prospective jurors
that Wilkinson himself was not
implicated.
John Kelly, a former Finance
Cabinet official, was charged with
telling Wilkinson Flying Service
personnel to include false information on invoices for the charters.
Kelly and Harper are charged
with complicity to commit theft,
also a Class D felony.
Burnette was convicted of complicity to commit theft earlier this
year for placing a ghost employee
on the Agriculture Department payroll. He was sentenced to a year in
prison and fined 51,500.
He was allowed to remain free
on his own fecogripance pending
an appeal of the conviction.
Attorneys in the case identified
some 40 potential witnesses who
could be called to testify, including
Finance Secretary L. Rogers Wells
Jr., Cabinet Secretary Richard
"Smitty" Taylor, Adjutant General
Michael Davidson and Bruce Wilkinson; the governor's nephew who
also works in the governor's office.
Also likely to be called is David
Boswell, who preceded Burnette as
commissioner. At a pre-trial conference, defense attorneys said they
expect Boswell to testify that he
would have approved of the charters if hc had known about them.
All of the defendants have
pleaded innocent. Defense attorneys acknowledge the trips were
taken, but say they involved legitimate state business.

Fac. senate...
(Cont'd from page 1)
idency of financial administration
(budget operations have been
moved to the president's office)
with university relations. The
senate, who has wanted restructuring along these lines for two years,
approved. But some concern about
eventually having a layer of people
between the central administration
and the deans of the six colleges
was expressed.
"Clearly, there's going to have
to be enough people on board to
get the job done," Harvey said,
"and certainly there would be an
opportunity for assistants to the
vice presidents, but the number and
the duties of those individuals has
yet to be resolved."
Mayor Bill Cherry reassured the
senate, who had unofficially heard
that a payroll tax was being discussed by city officials, that no
payroll tax was currenty being discussed. He aid the recent 2.5 percent incr e in • insurance tax
should "buy enough time for about
24 months."
A university policy statement
dealing with sexual harrassment
was referred to the handbook and
personnel committee for further
study.
A commendation from the senate
honoring the late Dr. Alfred Wolfson, a former -chairman of the biology department, was approved to
be presented to the biology
department.

Seven Murray State _University
students from Murray received
awards in Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association (KIPA) competition at the annual KIPA conference
recently at Henderson Community
College.
Brad Crafton received an honorable mention for original
illustrations.
Melissa George received an honorable mention in advertising
design.
Terry Griffin placed second in
advertising copy and honorable
mentions in advertising art and
advertising copy.
Leigh Landini placed second in
the deadline writing 'contest_
Todd Ross, a 1989 Murray State
graduate, placed third in editorials
and honorable mentions for informational graphics and general
interest column.
Members of Murray State's campus newspaer, The Murray State
News, received 36 awards in writ
ing, photography, layout/design
and advertising categories.
Two staff members were elected
officers of KIPA for 1990-91.
Robert Wilkerson of Henderson
was elected second vice president
and Rhonnda Kerr of Murray was
elected second secretary.
Dr. Ann Landini, adviser to the
Murray State News and an instructor in the Department of Journalism
and Radio-TV, was elected executive secretary of KIPA. She will
serve until 1991.
KIPA is composed of public and
private universities and colleges in
the state and divided into two divisions based on enrollment levels.

Fulton man dies
near Bardwell
in one-car wreck
A Fulton man was pronounced
dead at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah after the car he was driving left
the road and struck a tree near
Bardwell Tuesday.
Vester E. Lemons, 38, of Rt. 1
Fulton, died of massive head and
chest injuries after his car failed to
negotiate a curve on U.S. 51 and
struck a tree head-on about three
miles north of Bardwell around
6:55 p.m. Tuesday, according to a
report from the Kentucky State
Police.
Lemons was transported to Lourdes Hospital by the Carlisle County
Ambulance Service.
Wet road conditions may have
contributed to the accident, police
said.
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HOPKINS COUNTY SHRINE CLUB WILL HOST A DERBY DAY BALL
SATURDAY MAY 5th
AT RIZPAH TEMPLE ACTIVITY BUILDING

The Dance is open to Shriners and
the general public
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One-car accident
injures two Lynn
Grove residents
A one-vehicle accident Tuesday
morning injured two Lynn Grove
residents, according to a report
from the Kentucky State Police.
Lilian A. Rainville, 21, and
Ricky Offord, 32, both of Lynn
Grove, were sustained injuries after
the vehicle Rainville was driving
went out of control, ran off the
road and struck a tree on Kentucky
1824 a few miles north of Almo
around 11:10 Tuesday, police said.

Murray Police
investigating
similar thefts
Murray Police are investigating
two possibly-related thefts which
occured early Tuesday morning at
two local automobile businesses.
According to a report from the
Murray Police Department, a suspect or suspects took a total of six
sets of wire wheel covers from the
lots — three sets from Cunningham
Auto Repair on S. 4th Street and
three sets from Ed's Used Cars on
S. 3rd Street — sometime after
midnight Monday.
Investigation into the incidents is
continuing.

CASA schedules
parents' seminar
Calloway County/ Citizens
Against Substance Abuse will
sponsor "For Sniart Parents Only",
on Tuesday, May 8, from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m, at North Calloway Elementary School.
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. Substance Abuse Prevention Specialists, Rebecca
McQuage and Carol Collins will
present a parenting education program. Mr. Walter Mehr, of Walter's Pharmacy in Murray, will also
be speaking to the group.
Anyone can pre-register for the
presentation by calling a CASA
member at 759-4938 or 489-2364.
May is National Mental 'Health
Month. The focus of the observance is on parenting.

The Theme of the Ball will be
—I% III N111"

One Better nesi-iooking
Rec. WI•

WERE FIGHTING FOR
'CUR LIFE

and the recipient of the 1990 Distinguished ROTC Graduate Award
to be gathering.
Officers to be commissioned will
increase to 1,009 the number of
second lieutenants who have
earned their bars through the
ROTC program at Murray State
since it was begun in 1952.
Hansel!, a Corpus Christi, Texas,
native who has served his country
since graduating from the U.S. Military Academy in 1961, commands
a nine-state ROTC region that has
79 host institutions, including Murray State, and 13 extension centers.
He is the former deputy commanding general at Fort Jackson,
S.C., where he was responsible for
all training.
A veteran of two combat tours in
Vietnam, Hansell has also served
as chief of staff/garrison commander at Fort Jackson, commander of
the Field Artillery Training Center
at Fort Sill, Okla., and chief, Force
Readiness Division, Directorate of
Operations, Readiness and Mobilization, Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Operations and Plans in
Washington, D.C.
His awards and decorations
include the Legion of Merit with
Oak Leaf Cluster, Bronze Star
Medal, Meritorious Service Medal
with Oak Leaf Cluster, several Air
Medals, and two Army Commendation Medals, one with "V" Device.
He also earned the Parachutist
Badge and the Ranger Tab.
Hansell is married to the former
Karen Schuetz and they have three
children, sons Charles and James
(Nick) and daughter Gretchen.
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House embraces Democratic budget that spurns Bush plan
WASHINGTON — The House
on Tuesday adopted the Democrats' $U trillion federal budget
for next year, making deep cuts in
President Bush's defense plans and
channeling much of the savings
into social programs.
Before the vote, Democrats
taunted the Republicans for abandoning the administration's own
spending plan.
Meanwhile, Senate Budget Committee Chairman James Sasser
finally lined up enough votes for
his committee to approve a budget
of its own, a congressional source
said.
Until now, solid GOP opposition
and several balking Democrats
have prevented the panel from
drawing up a spending package.
But Sen. Charles Robb, D-Va., told
Sasser he would support a plan that
claims to reduce next year's deficit
by $43 billion, said the source, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
That would produce a majority
on the panel for the proposal,
which could approve a budget as
early as Wednesday. The plan

Arkansas town
reports another
teen-age death
believed suicide
SHERIDAN, Ark. — A Sheridan
High School student died of an
apparent self-inflicted wound Tuesday, a day after two of his classmates apparently took their lives,
police said.
Lt. Lenard Lewis said a student
killed himself at his home in East
End, a Saline County community
eight miles south of Little Rock.
The body of Jerry Paul MeCool, a
F'-year-old sophomore, was found
by his father, who called police at
2:28 p.m., Lewis said.
McCool attended Sheridan High
School and knew the two students
who police believe killed themselves Monday.
'Meanwhile, professional counselors joined school officials at Sheridan High School talking with students affected by the deaths of
their two schoolmates.
One student killed himself
before a classroom of students on
Monday and a second died of an
apparent self-inflicted gunshot at
his home about nine hours later.
The two students, who had at
least one class together, were Thomas Smith, 17, who shot himself in
a history class Monday after professing his love for a girl, and Thomas M. Chidester, 19, who died of
a single shot to the head with a
.45-caliber weapon late Monday.
Chidester was a senior; Smith, a
junior.
Police say Chidester may have
been distraught over Smith's suicide earlier in the day, Grant County Sheriff Cary Clark said Tuesday.
Steve Brown, assistant school
superintendent, said the victims
had been friends.
Chidester "left a short note saying, 'I can't go on any longer,—
Clark said. The body was sent to
the state medical examiner for
autopsy, Clark said.
Tuesday's death, if officially
ruled a suicide, would be the fourth
suicide by high school students in
the community of about 3,000,
about 25 miles south of Little
Rock. Clark said a 17-year-old
killed himself about a month ago.
Three other suicides have been
committed in the county in the last
six weeks, Clark said.
Sheridan Police Chief David
Hooks said Smith was pronounced
dead about four hours after the 1
p.m. shooting.
"(Smith) walked to the front of
the class and told a girl, 'I love
you,— Hooks said. "He pulled out
a small-caliber revolver that was in
his pants under his shirt and shot
one time."
The bullet struck him in the
forehead.
He was pronounced dead at Baptist Medical Center in Little Rock.
Chidester lived with his grandmother, Annie Mae Funderburg.
She told Clark that when she went
to bed about 9 p.m., her grandson
was watching television.
Clark said the woman told him
that she awoke early in the morning and noticed the house lights
were still on. She said she got up
and found Chidester sprawled
across his bed at an odd angle. She
uid she tried to wake him and
noticed blood around his head.

would allow $294 billion for
defense spending, officials said.
On a 218-208 largely party-line
vote, the Democratic-controlled
House adopted a plan that would
provide $295.5 billion for next
year's military programs. That is
$8.3 billion less than Bush proposed and $11.5 billion below the
amount needed to keep pace with
inflation, a step supporters said was
merited by eased tensions with the
Soviet bloc.
"The budget here provides for a
transition from a Cold War economy to a peacetime economy, and
that is what we need to do for the
future," said the plan's chief
architect, House Budget Committee
Chairman Leon Panetta, D-Calif.
Republicans opposed the package en masse, with all 174 GOP
lawmakers who cast ballots voting
against it. They criticized it as
weak on defense and argued that
any budget will be meaningless
unless negotiations with the White
House first yield agreements on its
components.
They were joined by 34 Democrats who voted against the
measure.
"This is the Dukakis platform.
This is the Mondale platform. This
is the Carter presidency. This is the
McGovern movement," said Rep.
Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., the No. 2
GOP leader, recalling the ghosts of
the recent Democratic past.
But much of the debate centered
on the Republican decision not to
offer Bush's own spending blueprint,for a vote, reversing a customary practice. Rep. Bill Frenzel
of Minnesota, ranking Republican
on the House Budget Committee,
revealed the change of heart late
Monday, saying the president's
package had been "passed by by
economic and political events."
"Perhaps that spealefouder than
even offering the president's
budget," said Panetta. "To govern
is to choose, not to run and hide,
not to cop out."
Frenzel replied, "In our judgment, leadership required meeting
with the president two months
ago" to negotiate a compromise
budget.
Realizing they would not be able
to rely on any GOP support, Democrats brought Speaker Thomas S.
Foley, D-Wash., to the floor. He
rallied his members by asking them
to show that "we can march, not
drift into the next century."
Aiming to reshape Bush's
defense plans, the Democratic
budget places long-range constraints on Pentagon spending.
The plan shrinks defense budget
authority to $283 billion, $24 billion less than Bush. Budget authority is the amount of spending the
Pentagon can commit itself to .for
programs that may last several
years, such as the purchase of a
warship. Limiting that figure would
necessitate future cuts in defense.
The House package would spend
$224.3 billion — $5.6 billion more
than Bush — on dozens of domestic and foreign aid programs ranging from grants to scientists to protecting abused children.
The plan seeks to slash $36 bit-

lion from next year's deficit, the
same amount proposed by Bush but
with a different mix. Both sides
would rely on $13.9 billion in new
tax receipts, but the president
wants higher savings from benefit
programs while Democrats rely
more on defense cuts.
This year's shortfall is expected

by the non-partisan Congressional
Budget Office to reach $158 billion. But under the budget process's peculiar mathematics, the
proposed cuts would enable lawmakers to meet the GrammRudman law's requirement for a
1991 budget gap of no more than
$64 billion. The 1991 fiscal year

begins Oct. 1.
The government will have to pay
$183 billion in interest next year
on the $3 trillion national debt,
nearly 15 percent of all federal
spending.
Before final passage, the House
rejected by 334-90 a budget offered
by the liberal Congressional Black

Caucus. It would have limitcsi
defense spending to $279.5 billio,
and boosted spending for housini
education and other domest
programs.
The budget maps the govern
ment's fiscal plans for the year, but
leaves binding spending and tax
decisions for later bills

.
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Delegation vote
on budget listed
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
how the Kentucky delegation voted
in the 218-208 roll call Tuesday by
which the HQUSC approved a $1.2
trillion budget for fiscal 1991,
which begins Oct. 1.
A "yes" vote is a vote to
approved the budget.
Voting yes were 218 Democrats
and 0 Republicans.
Voting no were 34 Democrats
and 174 Republicans.
There is one vacancy in the
435-member House.
KENTUCKY Democrats —
Hubbard, Y; Mazzoli, Y; Natcher,
Y; Perkins, Y.; Republicans —
Bunning, N; Hopkins, N; Rogers,
N.
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PERSPECTIVE
Today In History
Today is Wednesday, May 2, the 122nd day of 1990. There are 243
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
One hundred years ago, on May 2, 1890, the Oklahoma Territory was
organized.
On this date:
In 1519, artist Leonardo da Vinci died at Cloux, France.
In 1670, the Hudson Bay Co. was chartered by England's King Charles
In 1863, Confederate Gen. Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson was accidentally wounded by his own men during the battle of Chancellorsville, Va.
He died eight days later.
In 1885, Good Housekeeping magazine was first published by Clark W.
Bryan in Holyoke, Mass.
In 1932, Jack Benny's first radio show made its debut on the NBC Blue
network.
In 1936, "Peter and the Wolf," a symphonic tale for children by Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev, had its world premiere in Moscow.
In 1945, the Soviet Union announced the fall of Berlin, and the Allies
announced the surrender of Nazi troops in Italy and parts of Austria.
In 1957, Joseph R. McCarthy, the controversial Republican senator
from Wisconsin, died at Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland.
In 1960, Caryl Chessman, a convicted sex offender who became a bestselling author while on death row, was executed at San Quentin Prison in
California.
In 1965, the Early Bird satellite was used to transmit television pictures
across the Atlantic.
t.")
In 1972, after serving 48 years as head of the FBI under eight presidents, J. Edgar Hoover died in Washington z.*_ age 77.
In 1974, former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew was disbarred by the
Maryland Court of Appeals, effectively preventing him from practicing
law anywhere in the United States.
In 1983, 47 people were injured when a 28-second earthquake measuring 6.7 on the Richter scale struck Coalinga, Calif.
In 1987, a horse named Alysheba won the 113th running of the Kentucky Derby to earn a record $618,600 dollars.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Labor Department reported that the nation's
unemployment rate rose sharply to 7 percent in April, up from 6.2 percent
in March.
•
Five years ago: President Reagan, visiting West Germany, and his host,
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, tried to blunt criticism of plans to lay a wreath
at the Bitburg military cemetery by inviting relatives of Nazi resisters to
join in the ceremony.
One year ago: At a Baltimore gathering, physicists said they were persuaded that claims of "cold fusion" were based on nothing more than
experimental errors by scientists in Utah.
Today's birthdays: Author-activist Dr. Benjamin Spock is 87. Actor
Theodore Bikel is 66. Singer Lesley Gore is 44. Singer-songwriter Larry
Gatlin is 42.
Thought for today: "Like ships, men founder time and _again." —Henry Wier. Amencan novelist (1891-1980)
— By The Associated Press

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Phillip E. Merrell was promoted
to sergeant first class while serving
as a battalion chemical noncommissioned officer with 15th
Infantry of U.S. Army at Kitzengen, Germany.
Mrs. Minnie Thweatt observed
her 96th birthday on April 24.
Elected as officers of Rho Chapter . of Alpha Delta Kappa were
Doll Redick, Agnes McDaniel, Juana Dodson, Jo Lovett, Linda Feltner, Betty Jackson, Alberta Korb
and Sue Chaney.
Dr. Yushin Yoo and Mrs. C.C.
Lowry we featured speakers at
May Fellowship Day program of
Church Women United of Murray
and Calloway County today at First
Christian Church.
Twenty years ago
Danny Ray Todd, Larry H.
Chrisman and John Hayne Hammons were inducted into the U.S.
Army in April draft call from Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, executive secretary
of Local Board No. 10 of Selective
Service.
Richard West is valedictorian
and Kathy Crider is salutatorian of
Senior Class of Murray High
School. Third honor student is
Leslie Furgerson, fourth is Richard
Blalock and fifth is Celia
Simmons.
Joe Richard Nance, 42, died
from injuries sustained in a car
accident at 1:45 a.m. today near

Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Harris will
be married for 50 years on May 3.
Thirty years ago
The City of Murray is just 125
people short of 10,000 population,
according to unofficial returns of
1960 census. The 1950 census for
Murray was 6,035.
Army Pfc. Hafford Adams Jr.
has been assigned to U.S. Army
Garrison of White Sands Missile
Range, N.M.
Army Pvt. Billy E. Brandon has
been assigned to 44th Artillery at
Fort Bliss, Texas.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard James, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hayden Wood, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Glendale
Underhill.
Forty years ago
Blue mold has been found in
tobacco beds of Lynn Grove community, according to County Farm
Agent S.V. Foy.
The Jersey cattle of Dr. Rob
Mason took top honors at Purchase
Parrish Jersey Cattle Club Show
held at Barlow.
Betty Jean Thurman and Chad
Lee Stewart were married April 30
at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Colson Jr.,
April 29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Nanny, April 30; and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hill, May I.

Thoughts in Season
by Ken Wolf
We are all told that a wise person learns from his/her mistakes.
But what should those of us think
who do make the same mistake
twice?
According to Jane Heard, we
needn't worry ton much:
A well-adjusted person is one
who makes the same mistake
twice without getting nervous.
The next time you are invited
to a party, meeting or other event
where the conversation is boring,
remember these words from the
American publisher Frank
Ward:
One way to prevent conversadon from being boring is to say
the wrong thing.
Of course if you act on this
advice, you will probably not be

& Times

Fox was sly, but hardly dangerous
Not long before Earth Day, a
conservative think tank issued a
warning about radical ecologists
who break laws while protesting
assaults on the environment.
Although the think tank tried to
portray the protesters as being as
dangerous as John Dillinger, most
of the examples they gave
amounted to not much more than
the kind .of vandalism that occurs
on Halloween.
But in reading the report, I got to
the part where the think tank traced
the origins of this kind of ecological warfare.
And I almost fell out of my chair
from laughing.
This dangerous behavior was
started more than 20 years ago, the
think tankers said, by a menacing
character from the Chicago area
known only as "The Fox."
They said that "The Fox," in his
misguided attempts to protect the
environment, committed furtive
acts of sabotage against corporations that not only broke laws, but
endangered innocent life and limb.
And it was his irresponsible and
dangerous behavior that encouraged others to take the law into
their own hands.
It "The Fox" read that, he probably laughed louder than I did. On
second thought., he probably
wouldn't laugh. He might have
giggled nervously.
As it happens, I knew "The
Fox." Over the years, we're lost
contact. But when he was active, I
was his jounalistic pipeline to the
public.
We met when he came in to see
me one day. A mild-mannered, professional man, he lived in the Fox
River Valley and was alarmed by

draped derogatory signs on highto get a jar of the discharged waste.
way overpasses near their plants
Then, as a flourish, he added some
—mit he plugged a few factory
scallops, oysters, shrimps and minchimneys.
nows to the jar of glop to symbolOnce, he crawled under the
ize what the steel company ws
fence of an asphalt plant, figured
doing to wildlife.
out a way to turn a few knobs, and
He then went to the Loop corposhut down the plant for about two rate headquarters of the steel comdays.
pany and asked to see the vice
Whenever he did something, he
president for public relations.
would leave behind a note of warnthe spread of pollution.
Although "The Fox" was dressed
ing to the polluter, with his signa- in a business suit, the secretary
He told me about his attempts to
talk sense to big and small corporature — a drawing of a fox. He became suspicious. Probably
called himself "The Fox" because because of the beads of sweat on
tions that were dumping wastes
into streams and Lake Michigan, he was from the Fox River Valley
his forehead and his trembling
and because foxes are sly, hard-to- hands. When she reached for the
and his failure to get past a recepcatch creatures.
tionist or receive something more
phone, he suspected that she was
After each of his capers, he'd about to call security.
than a soothing corporate form letcall or come and see me and give
ter about his concerns.
So he tookNothe jar out of his
me the details. Then I'd write briefcase and dumped the contents
So he said he was through talkabout it. And angry executives of on the plush office carpet. The secing. He would become an exologithe polluting corporations would retary screeched. He dashed out
cal warrior and take direct action to
phorfe me or my editor and sputter and escaped before the cops got
dramatize the problem.
and threaten lawsuits and demand there.
to know who this dangerous charThe vice president for public
I have to admit that I was a little
acter was.
relations was on the phone to me
skeptical. And you would have
What I remember most about even before I wrote about it. He
been, too, if you had known him.
him
was how out of character his • bellowed that I was just encouragTry to imagine a slightly larger
Woody Allen playing the part of activities were. After each of his ing the villain.
adventures, he would be trembling,
I said something like: "Oh,
Rambo.
panting from nervousness and bare- what's a little carpet to a Fortune
500 company?"
But he said he was going to do it ly able to talk.
And despite what the conservaand would phone me when he
Then he made my day with one
planned to do something dramatic, tive think tank now says, he never of the better quotes I've ever printand come see me after the deed did anything that endangered ed. He said:
"Do you know what that man
was done. I told him ,that I didn't anyone.
Well, maybe once. It was on his did? You say he isn't dangerous?
want to know what his intentions
Well, he made my secretary
were in advance because that last raid, I believe.
He phoned me that morning and hyperventilate!"
would make me some sort of
accomplice. I wasn't sure why that nervously said he was going to- do
After that, "The Fox" said he
was, but my lawyer told me that something more dramatic and dar- was going to work within the syswhat I didn't know would keep me ing than anything in the past.
tem and try to educate people about •
And in its own goofy way, it environmental concerns.
out of court.
The last I
was.
heard, that's what he was doing.
And to my amazement, he went
He went to an outlet of a steel
And I'm sure that approach has
ahead and did it. He stopped up company that was dumping slop been
effective. But making somedrainage outlets of big polluters; he into Lake Michigan. He managed body
hyperventilate was more fun.

Letters to the Editor

Woman's Club president gives thanks
Dear Editor,
As president of the Murray
Woman's Club, I would like to
take this opportunity to thank the
many people who have made the
1989-90 club year the great success
that it was.
Thank you, Ledger & Times, for
putting us in the public's eye. With
Jo Burkeen's writing and Martha
Guier's editing, our press book
won first place in the state for
towns population 15,000-20,000.
Our Community Improvement
Project report was written by Oneida Boyd and was chosen first in the
district.
Neva Gray Allbritten reported all
of the activities showing the volunteer projects of Irma La Follette.
Mrs. La Follette was selected Kentucky Volunteer Club Woman of
the Year over 8,200 other ladies.
Our 15 district and state awards
which we received at the recent
state convention in Lexington were
the direct results of the 324 hard
working club members of the 10
departments. The chairmen of these

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

departments — Alpha: Irma La Hazel Matthai, Corresponding Sec- she in charge of club house rental,
Follette; Creative Arts: Marilyn retary Bonnie Jones and Treasurer but this year has been in charge of
Flickinger and Vicky Holton; Naomi Rogers — hold the general the renovation and redecoration of
Delta: Vanda Gibson; Garden: club together and guide the 10 dif- the club house.
Mary Hopson and Blanche Allbrit- ferent departments.
To each of you. I salute you.
ten; Home: Dorothy Jennings; KapBarbara Brandon
Finally, the entire club is deeply
pa: Brenda Turner; Music: FranPresident, Murray Woman's
suelle Cole; Sigma: Leah Hart; in debt to Margaret Yuill, immedi- Club
Theta: Anna Mae Thurman; and ate past president and chairman of
1617 Magnolia St.
Zeta: Charlotte Barker and Christ- the Advisory Council. Not only is
Murray, Ky. 42071
ine Batts — made sure that all of
their activities were reported.
This year, $2,450 was given in
local scholarships and 15,000 hours
were put back into the community
in volunteer work.
The remainder of the executive
trucks in the Christmas parade,
board — Auditor: Sina Richardson;' Dear Editor,
As our school year is ending, I
Pagliai's for a meeting place,
Civic: Oneida Boyd; Legislative:
would like to take a few moments W.A.T.C.H., Peggy Billington for
Betty Boston; Finance: Eddie Mae
to thank some people in my organiher help, the E.M.T.S. for the first
Outland; Yearbook: Donna Cathey
and Emily Gore; and Parliamenta- zation and some businesses in Mur- aid course, Fisher-Price for their
ray for their help.
"Dollars for Doers Program," Murrian: Neva Grey Allbritten — and
I would like to thank Pam Smith, ray State for banquet supplies, Mr.
the officers — First Vice President
Dorothy Tucker, Louise Roach, Walker and the school custodians
Gerry Reed, Second Vice President
Sheri Mitchell, Dawn Todd, Kathy for the use of North Calloway
Wanda Dick, Recording Secretary
Mohler, Dolorise Boggess, Judith County school and their kind
Vaughn, Shelia Smith, Cindy understanding, the bus drivers
Shaw, Ken Shaw, Alexia Pritchett, allowing the boys to ride to den
Sherri Garland, Guthrie McNeeley, meetings, all the people who
1990 united Feature Syndicate In.
Roy Helton, Bobby Galloway, donated food for our "Scouting for
Janet Prescott, Arthur Cripps, Ray Food Program," Mr. and Mrs.
Cummings, Rhanda Pitman, Doug Smith for the use of their pond for
Vandermolen, Roger Mitchell, Sam our fishing derby, the support from
Todd, Tane Alexander, Rita Cum- Southwest and East Cub Scout
mings, Jim Simmoms, and Larry paLks and everyone else whose
McCoy. These people volunteered name didn't get passed on to me. I
their time to help our Cub Scout know you are out there, so
thank
pack be the best it could be this you also.
year.
We had a great year and I hope
I would also like to thank to see everyone back again.
Dennison-Hunt for trophies, PeoThank you again,
ples Bank and Larry Krouse for all
Cindi Cripps
the copies they made for me, MurCubmaster-Cub Scout
ray Lumber and Myers Lumber for
Pack 76
the wood, Cheri Theaters, Shoncy
Rt. 2, Box 29
Inn, WSJP, Shirley Florist, CBM
Murray, Ky.
Computers, Dwain Taylor for the

Cub Scout cubmaster thanks
organizations, supporters
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:
4-9-6.

0491k

Attention deserved

invited back. Maybe not such a bad
thing, either?
CPEN

One of the most striking things
about Kentucky is the strong sense
of place which "outsiders" notice
when they first move to this state.
Kentuckians may live in other
states for most of their lives, yet
they always set Kentucky as home
and generally try to get "back
home," even to their home county.
before they die.,r----•
Jim Adams, a new "CourierJournal" columnist writing in the
March 25 issue of the paper, identified the reason for this strong sense
of place in language which is colorful and to the point:
Place firms the sense of self
and grounds the circuitry. It
establishes heritage, framework,
depth, and dimension. It is in the
blood.
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Dear Editor,
On April 20 as I approached the
Calloway County Courthouse I was
alerted by the unusual activity surrounding the building.
Numerous workmen with two
trucks containing landscaping
material were planting 12 white
Dogwood trees and eight Boxwood
shrubs.
This project was planned and
financed by the Community
Improvement Volunteers, in cooperation with Calloway County

Judge/Executive George Weaks.
They are COITIMited to the improvement and beautification of our
community. They already have
additional plans now on record.
Chairman of the C.I.V. is Jo
Benson of Panorama Shores.
This fine young organization
certainly deserves recognition and
assistance in keeping Out city number one.
Willard L. Alford
Rt. 05
Murray, Ky.
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Anniversary reception planned Sunday Hutchens-Moody wedding to be Ma
y 19

Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Butler will
be honored with a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding
annivenary on Sunday; May 6.
The event will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at the home bf their son, Rickey Butler,_ Rt. 2, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The family
requests that-guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married May 3.
1940, at the home of the Rev. Loyd
Wilson.
Mrs. Butler, the former Margie
Collie, is the daughter of the late
H.G. Collie and Sayan Henson
Collie of Paducah. She is retired
from Fern Terrace Lodge.
Mr. Butler is the son of the late
Will Butler and Linnie Crick Butler
of the Hickory Grove area of Calloway County. He is retired from
Murray Division of Tappan
Company.
They have four children — Jerry
Don Butler and wife, Edna, Rickey
Butler and wife, Cathey, Mrs. Patricia Garland and husband, Floyd,
and Mrs. Dian Dixon and husband,
Dale, all of Murray.
,Their five grandchildren are Tina
Butler, Craig Butler, Michael Butler, Stacie Dixon and Crystal
Kimbro.
Otie son, Larry Butler, and one
granddaughter, Rene Butler, are
deceased.

Ms. Janet Darlene Fisher Hutchens of Puryear, Tern, and Jeffrey
Wayne Moody of Rt. 2, Puryear,
announce their approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. V.L. Fisher of RL 6,
Paris, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy F. Moody of Rt.
2, Puryear. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Julie Moody and the late
Gobel Moody of Ri 8, Murray, and
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Garland of
Almo.
Ms. Hutchens is an employee of
Dennison & Hunt Sporting Goods,
Murray.
Mr. Moody is employed at
Emerson Electric of Paris, Tenn.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 19, at
6:30 p.m. at Puryear Baptist
Church, Puryear.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

f

Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Butler
will be married for 50 years
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Janet Darlene Hutchens and
Jeffrey Wayne Moody to marry

Murray Art Guild has Benton exhibit

Cub Scouts visit biological station

•

1

f
Webelos Dens 2 and 3 of Cub Scout Pack 73 from Southwest
Calloway Elementary School reeently visited
the Murray State University Hunter-Hancock Biological Station
scouts fulfill part of the requirements for the Naturalist Activit on Kentucky Lake. The visit helps the
identified poisonous plants, snakes and sont of the area's birds. y Badge. The group toured the facilities,
Erick Young, Aaron Noffsinger, Tommy Starks, MSU Associate Pictured in the laboratory are, from left,
Biology Professor Tom Timmons, Kenny
Ernstberger, Charles Taylor, David Perlow, Jason Tidwell,
Grant Orr, Adam Nance and Scott Anderson.

Members of Benton Artl Guild
have an exhibit of their works at
Murray Art Guild during the month
of May.
The public is invited to view the
artists' work on Wednesdays from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and on Sundays
from 1 to 4 p.m.
...A reCepticsn for the Benton group
will be Sunday, May 6, from 1 to 4
p.m. at the Murray Guild at 103
North Sixth Si. Murray.
Benton artists displaying their
work are as follows:
Polly Levine, a newcomer from
California, who does portraits and
seascapes in oils;
JoAnne Donahue of Gilbertsville, who has taken drawing, painting
and basic design at Paducah Community College;
Polly Jones who works in oils
and specializes in 'home places,'
and has one of her 'home places'
on exhibit for annual Woman's
Club of Paducah show;
Bonnie Frzier who paints animals, birds and landscapes;
. Mary Whiteside who works in
oils, acrylics and watercolors;
Mary L. Jones, a former member
of Greenbrie,r Art League, Parma,
Ohio;
Viola Solomon who has studied
under Frank Miller of Arcadia,
Fla.;

Clara Creason who works in
watercolors, oils and pen and ink;
Melodean Hicks of Hardin who
enjoys working with landscapes
and buildings;
Maryann Huebschmann who has
studied under Clyde Lawter, Harold DeFord and who enjoys working with landscapes 'and-huiklings:
Carolyn Daniels who bas taken
classes at PCC and is now studying
att at Murray State University;
Katie Rose, Benton Art Guild
president, who works in oils and
Watercolors, and has studied under
DeFord and attended classes at
PCC,'
Mildred Jackson,.a well-known
artist and; teacher of artists above,
is known for her artistic ability in

Kelly Cathey
bride-elect of
. Don Ray
has made
her selection
from
c• Pier l's
Bridal Registry.

Zsa Zsa Gabor ordered to perform 60 extra hours

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
— An angry judge ordered Zsa Zsa
Gabor to perform 60 extra hours of
community service Tuesday, saying
fund raising at her Bel-Air mansion
was not the way to serve time for
slapping a policeman.
"If there is any violation of
probation, County Jail will be the
sanction," warned Municipal Court
Judge Charles Rubin.
He asked Miss Gabor if she
accepted his decision.
"Yes, what can I do?" Miss
Gabor,said.
- "You could go to jail. Do you
want that?" the judge shot back.
"Yes, I accept," Miss Gabor
said, referring to the community
service hours.
"It's outrageous," the former
Hungarian beauty queen later told

about 80 reporters.
June 8 fund-raiser for the shelter.
Miss Gabor, 72, was sentenced
"It's clear to me the defendant
last year to 120 hours-bf communi- had a rather lax attitude about it,
ty service on her conviction of ' Rubin said.
slapping a Beverly Hills motorcy"(It) means nothing to Miss
cle policeman who stopped her
Gabof, buying community service
Rolls-Royce last June for expired
hours: She is a wealthy person."
registration tags.
Rubin
said after meeting with Miss
Rubin originally ordered her to
Gabor
and her attorney, Harrison
do the service at the Lower Income
Bull for 31/4 hours. "The primary
Elderly United Community Assismotive was Miss Gabor's promotance Program in Venice, with the
tion,
and not fund raising.
time to be completed by March 30.
"I
repeated numerous times (at
Rubin ordered Tuesday's &tiring
the
origina
l sentencing) that she
after he received a sparse-account
perform
commun
ity service at the
from the shelter's executive director, Vera Davis, about how Miss
Gabor spent her tinie.
Davis said Miss Gabor spent
about 50 hours at the shelter and
the rest of the time working from
her Bel-Air mansion, organizing a
lets show her how

center."
Miss Gabor later told reporters:
"I served food. Why do I have to
promote myself? I'm so damned
famous it's sickening."
Rubin gave Miss Gabor credit
for 341/4 hours of community service time from her 120-hour sentence. He ordered her to serve the
remaining 851/4 hours,. plus 60
penalty hours.
"Miss Gabor must now document her community service time
and there will be random, in-person
verification," the judge said.
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This Saturday, Noon-1i30 p.m.
$500

Lattice
Cherry Pie.

Let us make it just for her!
With the correct buthst9nes
to show how proud she Is of
her children and her family
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Look What's NEW

much we Jove her!
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Mother's Day Corsages
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On Mother's Day
with a
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decorating eggs;
Margaret Coffeen of Gilbertsville who has studied under Jackson
and DeFord.
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Students collect for St. Jude's Math-A-Thon
grode- students at North
Calloway Elementary School
recently collected S1,421 in the
annual Math-A-Thon for St. Jude's
Children's Research ,Hbspital,
Memphis, Tenn.
Thirty-two students received

Math-A-Tip t-shlrts for collecting—"lustin Paschall, Brad Bogard,
$25 or more. North Calloway Kelly Tabers, Chad Thorn, Amanda
received a plaque and a letter of Adams, Cary Ahart, Toni Bennett,
appreciation for the generous Ricky Tabers, Renae Rowland,
donation.
Heather Henderson, Susan Green,
Students participating were the
Allison Duke, Summer Hill, Adam
following:
Haley,
Jeremy Chapman, Michelle
Angela Leach, Brad Johnson,
Green, Lou Robinson, April Webb, Amy Wyatt, Josh Bucy, Beth CarMark Johnson, Laurie Jo Parker, raway, Jason Stations, Jennifer
Robert Lewis, Stephen Hester, Ku- Brame, Chris Prescott, Lori RobinIi
April Hutchison, Germ son, Mechelle Woodall, Lisa Holt,
Taylor, Melissa Johnson,
Holly Leslie, Jason Henson,

Ragen Riley, Angela Fortener,
Brad Forrester, Des Banks, Amanda Barrow, Joe David Rayburn,
Thomas Wilcox, Beth Morris,
Catherine Riley, Amy Boggess and
Josh Adams.
"North Calloway is proud of
these students and their accomplishment. They not only gave of
their time and energy to help someone else, but they also sharpened
their math skills in the process," a
school spokesperson said.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway Coun- ,
ty Hospital for Tuesday, May 1,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Ellis baby boy, parents, Karen
and Don, 711 Poplar St., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Julie Royster and baby girl,
Rt. 4, Box 457A, Benton; Miss
Kailee Muhia, 822 Souttunore Dr.,
Round Lake Beach, Ill.;
Miss Ginger Elkins, 16 McClain
Trailer Pk., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Sherry Brown, RL 5, Box 398,
Murray;
Blake Henson, Rt. 8, Box 159,
Benton;. Robert Marsh, RL 1, Box
101H, Benton; Alan Griggs, No. 7
Riveria Cis., Murray;
Jonathan Soncrant, RL 1, Box
394, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs.
Bema Gordon, Box 143, Hardin;
Mrs. Muncie Geurin, 503 North
16th St., Murray; Mrs. Beauton
Hart, Rt. 1, Box 125, Hazel;
Mrs. Iva Allbritten, 504 South
11th St., Murray; William Futrell,
West View Nursing Home, Murray.

North students collecting the largest amount of money
homeroom displaying the plaque are, from left, Jeremy
Michelle Green, Lori Robinson and April Webb.

BEL-AIR
HOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

KRAFT
WRAPPED AMERICAW

FREE.

15 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

Camera Club
sees slides taken
on China travels

INGLES
$I79
12 OZ.
40
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD
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Margaret Terhune showed slides
of her recent trip to China while
She was on'alteaching assignment
there at the April 2nd meeting of
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club held in Annex of Canoisy
County Public Library.
Mrs. Terhune, a club member,
was assisted by her granddaughter,
Ginger Terhune, in presenting the
program.
Members exchanged other pictures following the program. They
also discussed photographic techniques and films.
The club planned a field trip to
Opryland on April 28.
Club officers reappointed for
another one-year term were Jackie
Wayne Jones, president; Beth Parka
er, secretary; Tom Maxwell, treasurer. Larrie Clark will in charge of
PSA activities.
Also present were Paul Yambert,
Robert Crenshaw, Bobbie Lane and
Russell Parker.
The club will meet Monday,
May 7, at 7 p.m. in meeting room
of Calloway Public Library. Club
member Robert Crenshaw who
recently returned from a trip to
Hawaii will show his pictures.
All interested persons are invited
to attend. There is no charge, Parker said.

First Lady Bush
cuddles children
infected by AIDS
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — First Lady Barbara Bush
cuddled children infected with the
AIDS virus and encouraged more
community support for youngsters
suffering from the disease.
Mrs. Bush sat in a rocking chair
at ConnOr's Nursery, the only
nursery for AIDS-infected children
in Florida, and played grandmother, smiling for a child's toy
camera and fussing over each baby.
"He doesn't like white hair,"
she joked as one baby started crying in her arms.
"It's important to know that you
can love and hug and change these
babies and be spit upon and you
can't get AIDS," Mrs. Bush said.
"You can't get AIDS from holding
babies. If I didn't know that before,
I learned that from Ryan White."
Mrs. Bush attended the funeral
of White, the Indiana teen-ager
who died April 8 of acquired
immune deficiency syndrome after
getting a tainted blood transfusiOn.
Connor's Nursery houses eight
babies but has room for 12. The
oldest of the children Mts. Bush
visited Tuesday is 2. Most are
infants. Nursery officials said that
ku than half of the children, born
addicted to cocaine and testing
HIV-positive, were likely to develop the AIDS virus.

C PEPSI COLA
DECORATED MARDI GRAS

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
BARQ'S, ROOT BEER OR
CRUSH FLAVORS
12 PK. $309
12 OZ.
CANS

PAPER TOWELS OR
(120 CT.) NAPKINS

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
179
REG., BLEACH, UNSENT.

39 OZ.

I
RONCO

DOWNY

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

MACARONI & CHEESE

FABRIC SOFTENER

CUT GREEN BEANS

,3.890
•70z.

$249 jj"

18 OZ.

KELLOGG'S
APPLE JACKS, HONEY SMACKS
• I un LOOPS OR CORN POPS

AIL =MIT

•

COTTAGE
40Z.$1
"
—41.4

Wednesday, May 2
Wednesday, May 2
Murray-Calloway County _he- Att_CanOttray County Health Center.
school Screening will be from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. at East Calloway
MSU Chess Club will meet at 6
Elementary School. For appoint- p.m. in Mississippi Room, Curris
ment call 762-6862.
Center.
Cesarean Birth Class will be
Student written one-act plays
from 7 to 9;p.m. in Education Unit, will be presented at
Murray-Calloway county HospitaL__ Room 310B, Wilson 8 p.m. in
Hall, Murray
State University.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meetirg at 5:30
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
p.m. arid regular meeting at 6 p.m. Church will include First Commun*Ma

Wednesday, May 2
Wednesday, May 2
ion Group at 5:30 p.m.; RCIA at 7—Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
p.m.; Ladies Guild at 7:30 p.m. 'Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covennat
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4:15 p.m.; Fellowship at
5:4i p.m. and Study at 6:15 p.m.;
Finance Committee at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir and Administrative
Board at 7:30 p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m.
University Church of Christ.

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week
Bible Study, RAs, GAs, Acteens
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
Events at -Memorial Baptist
Church will include Habitat Supper
at 5:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting,
Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs and
Mission Friends at 7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

1
Wednesday, May 2
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Bible Study and
Mid-Week Service at 7 p.m. and
Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Brainstorming session
on program for fall at 6 p.m. and
Chancel Choir at 730 p.m.
-Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Mission Trip Youth Choir
Rehearsal at 5:30 p.m.; Prayer

Events at Westside Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting
at 7 p.m. and Choir Practice at 8

Thursday, May 3
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 9:30
a.m. at club house for outing in
Land Between the Lakes.

YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m.,.,at Sirloin Stockade.

,111
*,
1,1

Murray-Calloway County Preschool Screening will be from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. at North Calloway
Elementary School. For appointment ca1I-762-6862.

1
11 A 01;1#
*44'4

•

PRICES GOOD WED., MAY 2ND
THRU TUES., MAY 8TH

Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.
(Cont'd on page 9A)

USDA GRJ

Infant pillows
.are recalled
by officials

CAN'

DS

79

Wednesday, May 2
meeting, Children's Choirs and
Klaymats Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

r--
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USDA CHOICE
WHOLE
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LB.
-SLICED FREE

SLICED FREE

OHSE BIG-T BONELESS
$169
18.1
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99'
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BRYAN ALL VARIETIES
SMOKED

BOLOGNA

SAUSAGE

99'

1 LB.
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BUNS

$

19

ICED OR PLAIN CAKE

DONUTS

EA.

DANISH

raU
rZERS.....
nt
FRESH CRISP

HOFFMAN'S SUPER SHARP

CHEESE

$489

LAR131 SLICING

CELERY...........

TOMATOES

FRESH BELL

PEPPERS

4/$1°°

104 -

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
nationwide recall of infant pillows
is being expanded to include nearly
one million of the bean bag-style
products that federal officials say
caused the deaths of at least 19
babies.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission on Monday added five
manufacturers to the list of those
recalling the items.
The new recalls came 11 days
lefer the agency announced voluntary withdrawal of the product by
eight other manufacturers and
retailers involving 644,000 of the
fabric-covered cushions sold under
several brand names. The cushions
are filled with polystyrene pellets.
The latest recall included Comfort Products of Dallas, which
commission officials said had
resisted the initial recall.
Jacqueline Jones-Smith, CPSC
chairwoman, said 19 infants age 3
months or younger had been
"found dead lying stomach-down"
on the cushions since September
1987. The latest three deaths were
in January and February, she said.
Ten occurred last year.
The soft pillows conform to the
baby's shape and could engulf a
child placed face down on them,
the CPSC said.
On March 6, the commission
issued a warning urging parents to
discontinue use of the pillows, but
it did not move to ban the pillows
because such action can take longer
than voluntary recalls, said CPSC
spokesman Dan Rumelt.
The commission said consumers
should immediately stop using the
products and contact the manufacturer for any exchange that might
be available.
The new batch of recalls and the
manufacturers included:
—"Comfort Tote," "Comfy
Tote" and "Cushie Comfort" by
Comfort Products; 133,800 have
been sold.
—"Baby's Cloud" by U.S.
Mom's of Las Vegas; the CPSC
said these products should be
destroyed because the manufacturer
is out of business; about 3,500
were sold between 1985 and 1988.
—"Sof-Sak" by MFP of Hays,
Kart; 76,000 were sold nationwide
from 1986 through February 1990.
—"Comfort Cushion" by Tailored Baby, Inc., of San Fernando.
Calif.; approximately 78,000 were
sold from 1988 through April 1990.
—"Baby Jacks Bean Bag" by
Jumping-hcks Shoes, Inc., of
Monett, Mo., which manufactured
about 45,000 sold in Jumping-Jacks
Shoes and other retail stores from
1985 through February 1990-.
The previously announced
recalls were "Mother's Helper" by
Hollander Home Fashions of Newark, N.J., which announced its
recall in January; "Gold Bug Support Sacks" by Gold Inc. of Denver; "Cozy Cushions" by Pinky
Baby Products of Houston; "Cozy
Baby" by Cozy Baby Products of
Mount Vernon, N.Y.; "Baby Minder" by The Fourth Little Pig of
San Anselmo, Calif; "Baby Sak"
by Baby Sak of Pembroke Pines,
Fla.; and cushions sold by J.C.
Penney Co. and the Army and Air
Force Exchange Service.
The government's consumer
affairs hotline, 1-800-638-2772,
provides automated information on
individual recalls and takes reports
on incidents involving the
cushions.
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Hudson and Buchanan wedding planned Bowling-Knight wedding to be May 19
Kr. and Mrs. William Nelson
Hudson of Benton announce the
approaching marriage of their
daughter. Deborah Elizabeth, to
Brian Keith Buchanan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Buchanan of Lone
Oak.
Miss Hudson is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. G.C.
Hudson of Golden Pond and MIS.
Nellie Cannon of Benton and the
late Ben L Cannon.
Mr. Buchanan is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Buchanan of
Hot Springs, Ark., and the late Mr.
and Mrs. H.H. Williams of
Paducah.
The bride-elect, a graduate of
Marshall County High School and
Murray , State University, is an
account executive for South Central Bell.
The groom-elect, a graduate of
Lone Oak High School, is a technician with South Central Bell.
The wedding will take place on
Saturday, May 19, at 6 p.m. at
Benton Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, Mayfield Highway,
Benton.
A reception will follow, at the
home of the bride-elect's parents
on Merrywood Drive, Benton.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

FAR LANDS riZAVEL
tICIENCI INC
Murray - 753-4646
Mayfirid - 247-8747
1-800-592-3017

CANCUN
3,-4 and 7 Night
Vacation. from

$289

per person
Two shari .
includes:
-Airfare round trip from
Meuaptris -Beach front hotel
•15% tic:40 tax
-Airport hotel transfer round
trip weekly departures
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The approaching marriage of Ms.
Robin Gosnell Bowling and Bill
Knight (Alt. 7. Box 458A, Murray, has been announced.
.
" Ms. Bowling is the daughter of
Mrs. Alice Todd of906 Broad Ext.,
Apt. K-6, Murray, and the late Virgil Gosnell.
Mr. Knight is the son of Mrs.
Barbara Knight of Princeton, Ind.,
and the late Bill Ward. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Mary Helm of
Princeton and the late William
Helm. The bride-elect is employed ,at/
Eagle Inn of Murray.
The groom-elect is employed at
Mohon of Paris, Tenn. ,
The vows will be solemnized on
Saturday, May 19,,it 2 p.m. at
Faith Apostolic Church, 2205 Coldwater Rd., Mittray.
A reception/will follow at Ellis
Community Center, located on
Ellis and Nash Drives, Murray.
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Deborah Elizabeth Hudson and
Brian Keith Buchanan to many

Miss USA
visits home
DETROIT (AP) -- Miss USA
Carole Gist was welcomed back to
Cass Technical High School„ her
alma mater, with a chorus of students' screams, whoops and a
standing ovation.
The reigning Miss/ USA, who
graduated from Cass Tech in 1987,
told the 1,6Q0 students that hard
work, academic excellence and
detefmination are the keys to
success.
"You have a beautiful road
ahead of you; all you have to do is
go out there and grab it," she said
Monday's appearance.
Gist, who was first runner-up to
Miss Norway in the Miss Universe
pageant last month, appeared overwhelmed to be back at school,
where her interests included singing,. running track, dancing and
modeling.

100 REWARD
For information that will lead

Robin Bowling and
Bill Knight to marry

DATEBOOK
Oaks Club plans special events
Special events are scheduled this week at Oaks Country Club. On
Thursday, May 3, Men's Stag Night will be at 5 p.m. with Charlie Hargrove, Bob Brown. Nicky Knight and Barry Futrell in charge. Twilight
Golf for men and ladies will be at 5:30 p.m. Friday. May 4, with Isabell
and Rudell Parks as chairpersons. Couples Bridge with Gloria McLaughlin and Corinne McNutt as hostesses will be at 7:30 p.m. Saturday. Men's
Spring Golf Championship will be Saturday and Sunday, May. 5 and 6,
with a $5 entry fee. Men are asked to sign up at the club house or call
Charlie Hargrove at 753-6454.
•

Farmers meeting on Thursday

Area farmers are invited to a grain marketing meeting on Thursday,
May 3, at 7 p.m. in Agriculture Department of Calloway County High
School. Plans will be made for a marketing class that will meet through-out the summer to keep members abreast of current marketing opportunities and strategies. Anyone interested in improving grain marketing is
invited to attend. For information call Johnnie Stockdale, Adult and
Young Farmer instructor at Calloway County High School.

CWLI Fellowship event Friday
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will sponsor
May Fellowship Day on Friday, May 4, at 10 a.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
Church. Euple Ward, executive director of Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Church and Gooperative Ministry, Inc., will be the speaker
during the prayer service. Donations collected will be for local needs,
according to Mary Anne Yanz, president of CWU. The theme for the day
will be "Justice With All Your Mite." A potluck Luncheon will be served
following the program. All women of the area are invited to attend this
city and county wide fellowship program, Yanz said.

Murray Pre-School plans sale
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Murray Pre-School Corporation will have a yard sale on Friday, May 4,
from 7:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at parking lot of First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, Murray. On sale will be new crafts, baked goods,
furniture, dishes, baby items, toys, books, tables, chairs, etc. Ttitpublic is
urged to attend this sale to support the pre-school in its activitiesva
spokesperson said.

Market scheduled on Sunday
Antique and Collector's Market will be Sunday, May 6, from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Arena Building, Cape Girardeau, Mo. Exhibitors from four
states will be .offering antique glassware. jewelry. wins. conlics
baseball cards,'furniture, primitives, paper-Americana, and various other
collectables. For more information, call or write Mike Newell, 2113 Nottingham, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701, or call 1-314-334-5153.-

Softball tournament planned
— Beta Sigma Phi Second Annual Softball Tournament will be Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, May 4, 5 and 6, at McNeil Park, Paris, Tenn. Three
• "place" trophies,"Most Homeruns" Trophy, and Give-A-Ways on Homeruns will be presented. The entry fee will be $75. For information call
1-901-247-3236-before 4:30 p.m. and 1-901-247-5253 from 5 to 9 p.m.

Celebrates first birthclau

Sorority donates to library

to the arrest and conviction of
person or perwns responsible
for the damage to Bright's
awning in downtown Murray on
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Friday night, April 20.

Call 753-5442
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Kathie Fleming, left, co-founder of Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International, and recording secretary of the Kentucky State
Council of ESA, presents a year's subscription to the International
publication, The Jonquil, to Mary Curtis Taylor, right, director of
Calloway County Public Library, for the library. Taylor said "They
always appreciate community involvement interest from local organizations like Alpha Mu which helps make the library what it is in the
community.
EXCLUSIVE!20 LB.CAPACITY
NEW GENERATION
LAUNDRY PAIR

Two New Lower Cost
Weight Control Programs.

Andy Boren of Tupelo, Miss., celebrated his first birthday on April
13, at the home of his grandparents, Jo and Purdom Lovett of Murray. Guests included his parents, Carma Lisa and Larry Boren; Jim
and Bettye Conner; Melissa Baker; David, Donna and Elliott Lovett,
Effie Kemp; Hal, Leslie and Will Kemp; Kim, Jimmy, Jason and
Bradley Hale; Charlie and Ruth Lassiter; Nick, Frankie and Jessie
Horton; and Michael Lovett.

Call For Details...No Obligation!

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FORTIFE!"

Call
762-1533
-today

Underwood Appliance
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
Medical Arts Eiuilding•300 South 5th StrceteMurray, KY
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Laundry & Dry
Cleaners

"WASH & FOLD SERVICE AVAILABLE"
Mon.-Frl. 7-6, Sat. 7-7, Sun. Closed
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242
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'Geurin-McCallon vows solemnized Community...
Miss Jeanette Carol Geurin and
-Randy-Leis-MeCallon-were marrieg
Thursdk, Marcb 15.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Geurin of RL 5,
Murray. The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rob McCallon of Rt.
2, Murray.
The -vows were so1emnizr..r1 at 6
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Ed Davis and the Rev.
Lloyd Doyle officiated.
Music was presented by Joan
Bowker, orgamst, Linda Wright,
pianist, and Julie Stone, soloist.
The bride, given in marriage by
her parents, wore a formal gown of
white summer satin with a molded
bodice and elongated waistline.
The sweetheart yoke was adorned
with pearl encrusted lace and
pearled lace formed a Victorian
stand-up collar.
Shepherdess sleeves were graced
with pearled lace and deep cuffs of
English net covered the wrists with
lace appliques. The floor length
softly gathered skirt and cathedral
train were encircled at the hemline
with a border of imported schiffli
lace. Pearl applied, lace motifs
graced the length of the skirt and
train.
She wore a fingertip veil of silk
illusion flowing from a tiara of silk
flowers, ribbon and pearls. She carried a bouquet of white roses, gladioli and greenery.
Miss Jennifer Geurin, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Andrea Nesbitt,
Tamie Blakely, Sherrie Coles
Anderson and Dawn Hale.
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Lesson on "Home Nursing" for
health leaders of Calloway County
HOMCMOZ13 and other interested
persons will be *1 1:30 p.m. Murray Area Vocational School.

-Monday, May 3

AA and Al-Anon will !lave
doted meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton- RN information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Events `in Lund Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 Lin. uid,Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. -at Woodlands Nature
Center: Iron Industry at 10:30 Lm.
and 1:30 p.m. at Haneplace-1850.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Health Expres; of Murray- Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Hospital will e at Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Liberty Savings Bank, Symsonia, Church.
from 9 to 11:30 am. and at State
Parking Lot at Hardin from 1 to 3
Murray High School sports
p.m.
events will include track hosting
Mayfield and Reidland: Softball
MSU Radio Station WKMS-FM Team hosts Graves County; Tennis
will start 20th anniversary celebra- Team hosts Tilghman; Baseball
tion today. For information call Taub at Tilghman.
762-4743.
Men's Stag Night will be at 5
p.m. at Oaks Country Cll.
YMCA Aerobics will be at 6:45
p.m. at Robertson Elementary
School.

Mr. and Mrs. Randy Lee McCallon
The attendants wore teal dresses
and carried floral bouquests.
Mandie Pearson and Katie Pearson were flower girls. They wore
pink dresses.
Rob McCallon served as best
man for his son. Groomsmen were
Danny Kingins, Dave Watson,'Rusty Scott and Jim Glover.
The ring bearer was Kyle
Morris.
A reception followed at the

church.
The new Mrs. McCallon is
attending Murray State University
and is employed by TRIO at MSU.
Mr. McCallon is teaching and
coaching at Calloway County High
School.
They are now residing on Rt. 2,
Murray.
The groom's parents_hosted a
rehearsal -dinner at R.J.
Brewbaker's.
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H. Eddie Roberts Post '6291 of
Veterans. of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home on
Highway 94 East.
Calloway County High School
Baseball Team will host Hopkinsville at 4:30 p.m.
-

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 Lm. and Knights, of
Columbus at 7:30 p.m.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Television ratings released for past week
NEW YORK,(AP)- Here are
the prime-time television ratings as
compiled by:the AC. Nielsen Co.
for the week of April 23-29. Top
20 listings include the week's ranking, with full season-to-date ranking in parentheses, rating for the
week, and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating measures the percentage of the
nation's 92.1 million TV homes.

6.(7)"60 Minutes," CBS, 18.4, 17.0 million
homes.
I. (36 "Fall From Grace"-"NBC Sunday
Movie," 17.6, 16.2 million homes.
11. (10) "Wings," NBC, 17.6, 16.2 million
homes.
10. (13) "Unsolved Mysteries," NBC, 17.5,
16.1 million hones.
11. (16) "LA. Law," NBC, 17.1, 15.7 million ..hornes.
12. (X) "Tim Conway: Funny America,"
ABC, 17.0, 15.6- million homes.
13. (30) "Simpaons," FOX, 16.4, 15.1 million homes.
14. (9) "Empty Nest," NBC, 16.3, 15.0 mu.
lion homes.
15. (16) "Murder, She Wrote," CBS, 16.2,
14.9 million homes.
16. • (8)
"Woriier Years" ABC, 16.1, 14.8
million homes.
' 17.(6)"Golden Girls," NBC, 15.8, 14.6 million homes.
II. (51) ''Married...With Children," FOX,
15.5, 44.3 million homes.
19. (19) "In The Heat of the Night," NBC,
15.2, 14.0 million. homes.
20. (20) "Coach," ABC, 15.0, 13.8 million
homes.

1. (4) "Arnenca's Funniest Home Videos,"
ABC, 22.9.rating, 20.3 million homes.
2. (3) "Cheers," NBC, 21.2 , 19.5' million
homes.
3.(4)"A Different World," NBC, 19.5, 18.0
million homes.
4. (26) "Hallmark: Caroline?" - "CBS
Sunday Movie," 19.4, 17.9 million homes.
5. (2) "The Cosby Show," NBC, 19.2. 17.7
million bomes.
6. (1) "Roseanne," ABC. 18.4, 17.0 million

Yearly awards will be presented
to outstanding Murray State University ROTC cadets at 3:30 p.m.
in Curris Center theater. This open
to the public.
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Patio umbrellas donated Or terrace
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"The Right Look For The Right Price!"
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Special Saving4
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Spring &
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Dresses
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,

Take An
Additional

20% Off
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We hate the pertec t Dress
for Atom. Choose from
dressa, career A, casuai
stt les. Junior. 11isses

k
Nov

Junior &
Misses
Two Piece
Dressing

SR
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Accessories
Sale!
* Jewelry* Belts

Take An Additional

20% Off
Ruth Eversmeyer, far left, director of Volunteer Services at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital,
one of the new patio umbrellas recently installed on "The Terrace" at the hospital. Members admires
of MCCH
Auxiliary present were, from left, Margaret Boyd, LaVerne Cornett and Marjorie Crass.
donated four new rose colored umbrellas for "The Terrace" which is used by employeesThe Auxiliary
and
Eversmeyer says the Auxiliary will spend about $800 this spring on refurbishing "The Terrace," patients.
the new umbrellas and the new flowers in all the planters. It is one of the Auxiliary's projects including
to maintain
"The Terrace."

* Handbags
* Hanes Hosiery

t-

Your Choice:
Take An Additional

Great assortment of Tito
Piece Dressing in casual
and dressy sta k's. Choose
from skirts, pants, cotton
sit eaters, blouses & jac Lets.

20% Off
erb.

Prince Aya to marry graduate student June 29
TOKYO (AP) - Prince Aya,
second son of Empetor Akihito,
will marry graduate student Kiko

Kawashima on June 29, the Imperial Household Agency said
Tuesday.

SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE

Just In Time
For Summer!
•let
tr.
1

co)

r.1)

Ma.

'et
61,

"4C

'et
CAC

MI Athletic Shoes

All Summer
Dress Shoes

30%

Take An Additional

30% Off
The newest looks in Spring
Pants in belted, plaid &
pleated styles. Junior &
Misses sizes.

5.00 Will Hold
Your Summer
Layaway!

Playwear Sa e.
Your Choice:

Shorts * Knit Tops
* Cotton Sweaters

9

.88 Reg. 12.99
Great assortment of plat near
in Junior & Misses sizes.

Take An Additional

I

OFF

ft
Shoes

Southside Shopping Center
753-4383

30% Off
tlioose from a beautiful collection of
Sit eaters A Dressa Blouses in the hest
nen "ft k's. Perfecil gift for, tlotn.

*Free Gift Boxes.

Central Shopping Center - Murray _Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

MONEY SAVING COUPONS

ow,

I ki.aNt Fs. TI. *Eire.

NTRODUCING

Maxwell House,

k

PON. I

QC I

SAVE 750
• aIN

I

COFFEE

&Ilex drinkers'hive said our Rich French
'Roast ground coffee is rich, full-flavored and
delightfully smooth. Now you can savor
this experience will-Out brewing a pot.
Introducing NEW Maxwell House' Rich
,French Roast Instant Coffee. Available in .
regular and naturally decaffeinated.

753-7991

441 O
isorma

the Sunflower Group • 10895 Lowell, Overland Park Kansas 66210

STANT

SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $
SAVE
•

Junior & Misses
Dressy Blouses &
Cotton Sweaters

Menswear Pants

RICH,FRENCH ROAST

Thursday, Friday and Saturday Only!!

Children.

,1

The government plans to spend
about SI million on the wedding of
Miss Kawashima and the 24-yearold Aya, second in line to the
throng. after his elder brother,
Crown Prince Naruhito. The crown
prince, 30, is unmarried.

20% OFF

'et
ur)

c,r)

An agency official, who spoke
on condition of anonymity, said a
messenger from the emperor will
call on Miss Kawashima, 23, and
her parents at theirhome on May
11 to formIlly notify them of the
wedding date.
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Upon Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00,
Fri. 9:00-8:00, Closed Easter Sunday
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps
'111•••Nvo

Pepsi- Cola

Prairie Farms

2 Liter Products

Yogurt

89

8 oz.

Pepsi Cola

•

Prairie Farms

Orange Juice

12 Pk Can Products ill

TA 10;41

$3 9

2/89'

Ia
Gal.

$299
Sunflower

Bananas

Corn
Meal

.
4078104

4seir d°

391b.

5th.

/51
4'Ale'''.

fr"

PORK

'

SAUSAGE

•

•
'

.

.

•

•••,

Sausage
16 oz.

Ground
Beef
Family Pack

59

1°9
lb

I

111•-•

;11
re•;"

• MO

Big

Buy

Ham

16 oz

5 lb.

149
lb.
I

Cranberry

Juice Cocktail
$139
Prune Juice
48 oz

40 oz.

$119

ialitSTYLE-Mo
5

4.111147KEemi.701
11

S.

;:fir
Whole Kernel or-Cream Style

,6,,2
0z.
290
Corn

amfor
Y°

•

Golden Flake

Potato
Chips -

'-riarcoal
firiqutts

Charcoal

Arrr
44
4)
••

2,011) $249
Charcoal Lighter
32 oz

6oz.

that require less costly care, he said
older, these costs could increase
at a briefing on the study.
sixfold, they said.
The study estimates that in 1985,
Also, costs for nursing khome
WASHINGTON — The costs of care, now $3.1 billion
the cost of caring for 2.4 million
for 1.3 milcaring for the elderly will soar in
lion people 65 and older, could rise
Americans with moderate to severe
the coming decades without to $139 billion
senile dementia was $35.8 billion.
with as many as 5.9
advances in the prevention and
In 2040, when many baby boomers
million elderly Americans, most of
treatment of illnesses such as Alz- them over 85, living
will be in their 80s, as many as 9.8
out their years
heimer's disease, researchers in these facilities.
million Americans will need care
reported Tuesday.
Cost-containment strategies will
for this dementia, costing as much
As baby boomers age and medi- not be enough to
as $149 billion.
prevent these
cal advances increase their life
massive increases, said Dr. Edward
A $I billion annual investment
span, a larger group of Americans L. Schneider, dean of
in Alzheimer's research would
the
Oniversi
will be at risk of developing the
ty of Southern California's Andrus
likely yield advances that could at
debilitating diseases that rob the
Gerontology Center and co-author
least delay the onset of the disease
elderly of their independence, the of the report.
by a minimum of five years, which
researchers said.
The greatest savings will come
would save $500 billion in care
"This is where the challenge of in preventing
costs in the two decades from
and delaying the
aging (research) lies," said Dr. onset of illnesses
and conditions 2000-2020, Schneider said.
Jack M. Guralnik, an epidemiolo- that make thc
elderly dependant on
About 220,000 older Americans
gist at the National Institute on others for care,
such as dementia, suffered hip fractures, mostly as a
Aging and co-author of a report in
the most common form of which is
result cf osteoporosis, in 1887, and
this week's Journal of the AmeriAlzheimer's disease, and hip fractheir care cost $1.6 billion. In
can Medical Association.
tures, he said.
2040, as many as 840,000 elderly
"Unless we make substantial
"If we can preVeht br delay the
could
be expected to suffer hip
advances in the prevention and onset for people in their
80s, these
fractures, at a cost of as much as
treatment of the diseases that cause
people will die of other things" $6 billion in inflatio
n-adjusted
the greatest disability, the aging of
1987
dollars.
our oldest age groups will have a
The researchers pointed to the
major impact on future health care
search
for ways to prevent and treat
costs," the report said.
polio
and
tuberculosis as examples
Joseph Califano Jr., once secretof cost-effective research because,
ary of the old Department of
once found, they reduced the inciHealth, Education and Welfare and
dence
and costs of these
a national spokesman for Project
conditions.
Independence for Older Americans,
"If, instead of research, we had
said the study findings show that
relied
solely on cost containment or
"the most cost-effective research
rationin
g, we might still have
WASHI
NGTON
—
More
than
the United States can put money
tuberculosis sanatariums and iron
20 police force jobs at Fort Knox
into now is in aging" research.
lungs," the researchers said.
At a briefing on the study, Sen. would be saved under language
U.S.
Senator
Wendell
Ford (D-KY)
Tom Harkin, D-lowa and chairman
of the Senate Appropriations sub- included in the 1990 Supplemental
•
committee that deals with medical Appropriations Bill, which passed
research, said he will introduce the Senate late Tuesday.
Ford stated the need for this (Cont'd from page I)
legislation that would increase fedI got a phone call saying we had
eral financing of aging research measure arose from the Bush
two more. This is absolutely fanfrom the current $400 million to $I Administration's plans to consider
the "contracting out" of security
tastic. We are beginning to get the
billion annually.
project off the ground."
"We're either going to invest services at Fort Knox and other
properties of the U.S. Mint in this
Wallace is in Murray for the
now or pay later," Harkin said.
third and final "Sommer Day"
Applying Census Bureau popula- year's budget proposal. The lantoday — the final day to draw
tion projections 10-- 1nflation- guage Ford inserted into the
blood to try and find a bone maradjusted 1987 Medicare spending states that no funds appropriated to
the
row match for Slacy.
figures, the researchers said costs be Department of the Treasury can
obligated or expended to conThe names of people who give
of the program for those 65 and
tract
out
position
s
in,
or
downgra
blood
are enteed into the National
de
older could triple by 2040, reachBone Marrow Registry becoming
ing $212 billion. For those 85 and the classifications of members of
the U.S. Mint Force.
part of a network to find donor
"We depend upon professional
matches across the nation.
security forces, such as those at
Herndon, also director of alumni
Fort Knox, to protect our nation's affairs at Murray State, and
the
gold reserves," Ford said "The task
Student Alumni Association have
they perform is too important to be
been trying to get other regional
subjected to ill-considered budgetuniversities -to establish donor
ary changes that could compromise
programs on their campuses.
The Non-Formal Education this vital service."
"Seven schools have sent us
Ford noted that the initiative to checks to support our efforts here,
Committee of the Center for International Programs, in conjunction accept bids for security services at and they have indicated that they
with the College of Business and these facilities was advanced by the are going to establish such progPublic Affairi and the Department Office of Management and Budget, rams on campus," Herndon said,
of Foreign Languages, will sponsor but was not supported by the U.S. "but I've been so wrapped up in
a lecture by Kadriya Salimova, Treasury Department or the U.S. what we are doing here that I
haven't had time to pursue it any
head of research at the Soviet Mint.
further than that. We are in the preAcademy of Pedagogical Sciences.
liminary stages."
The lecture, which topic is
Although three donors have been
"Soviet Russia Today: Education,
found after the initial test, they
Politics, Life," is scheduled for
must still go through a second,
7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Barkley
more specific test. Wallace said
Room of the Curris Center on the
camp,us of Murray State University.
The 1990 Cystic Fibrosis Found- there arc 56 antigens (toxins or
A reception will follow the
ation Walk-A-Thon will be held on enzymes capable of stimulating an
lecture.
May 12 at the Calloway County immune response) on the blood
"The lecture is open to anyone
High School track. It will begin at cells. Donors must match all 56
antigens exactly..
who might have questions about 2 p.m.
"We look for-the most common
the recent changes in Russia,"
There will be prizes awarded to
according to Dr. Dieter Jedan, head
the persons who walk the most ones in the first test," Wallace said,
of the university's Honors Program
laps, the youngest walker, and the "then we get more specific."
If the secondary tests are sucwho invited Salimova to visit oldest walker. In addition anyone
cessful,
MSU.
then the donor is given
who walks and receives and colThursday night's lecture will follects pledges over $35 will receive counseling to make sure he underlow another lecture, titled "Busi- a 1990 CFF Tee shirt. Other prizes stands the procedure and the risks.
Wallace said he is then left alone
ness in the USSR," set for 3 p.m. are also available.
Thursday in Room 404 of the BusiFor more information call Brow- to maka4decision.
"For T,this reason, the names of
ness Building on ciriMus.
nie Jones at 753-6178 or 753-8777
For more information, contact or Postmaster Ron Hubbard, or Jer- the donors are confidential," Wallace said. "It allows them the
Dr. Jedan at 762-4522.
ry Fulton at 753-8777.
opportunity to say no. If the recipient found out who the donor was,
there might be a lot of pressure on
1
the donor to say yes."
The transplant operation itself is
relatively simple. The donor is
given a thorough physical to see if
he can withstand the operation. He
is given a general anesthesia to put
him to sleep or a spinal anesthesia,
which numbs from the waist doivn.
At that point, marrow is removed
.from the donor's pelvis through
— four to eight small incisions. It is
an overnight operation with minimal risk. Only 2 to 5 percent of the
total volume of a donor's marrow
is removed — the body will
replace that in two to three weeks.
The recipient has a more difficult battle ahead. The patient is
Why pay rent and more per gallon for \
given chemotherapy to destroy all
marrow tissues — good and bad.
gas when you can own your tank and
'"This is to prevent the recipient
buy from us at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE,
from rejecting the graft;'_Wallace
said:
The new marrow cells are transEl000OD00000DO000000000O0El OLl
fused into the circulatory system
and settle in the cavities of the
bones. In approximately two weeks
there is an increase in the white
blood cell count, if the body has
liwy. 80 East
not rejected the new cells.
The recipient is put into isolation
Hardin, Kentucky
•
FA
to prevent infection while the cell
GAS D-ECK
(1)354-8011
count is increasing.
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Members of the Murray State University Public Relations Student Society of America organization contribute to Earth Day festivities Saturday by cleaning up at the old Murray City Park. In honor of Sunday's
holiday, the group, above, planted a sugar maple tree. Pictured from left are Sid O'Nan, Michelle McKirOh Jennifer' Lashlee, Melanie Bucklip, Amber Rhody, Karen Jackson, Sherry Lassiter, Cheryl Gentry
and Nathan Yancy. Below, group members load part of the 20 garbage bags filled with trash and leaves
duting the cleanup. Pictured from left are Nathan Yancy, Laura Robinson, Amber Rhody, Lisa Tate and
- Cheryl Gentry.
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_ ThrE_IiitulaySAlloiny_County_
Hospital's long term careunit has
been named a superior facility for
the past six years after the completion of a state inspection. This
year's rating was announced the
last week of April.
Hospital administrator Stuart
Poston said,"We always appreciate
Uhe recognition. Our long term care
people work diligently every day to
assure that LTC and our hospital
consistently provide the very highest quality health care for the people bf tips area.'
To receive a superior rating, the
long term care unit must meet
minimum requirements and exceed
minimum standards for licensure in
six of the 11 areas identified by the
state.
."During that inspection process,
the state team observes our staff as
they interact with residents," says
R.N. Barbara Clapp, clinical manager. "The state people also talk privately with patients and their
families."
"I feel that the LTC staff is one
of the most caring and professional
staffs I've ever worked iwth,"
Clapp said.
During National Nursing Home
Week, Kentuckians are urged to

had
P. or
lave
iron

_Adler Yoluoisa time-401m1p msidents with daily activities at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's long term care umt.
In celebration of National Nuning Home Week. May 6-12. special
activities have been planned at
MCCH honoring the residents of
the long term care unit.
Activities throughout the week
include church services, special
singing, family picnic, balloon
release, and an ice cream social.
Corsages will also be provided for
all the mothers in observance of
Mother's Day!
The activities for the residents at
MCCH's long term care unit are
planned and coordinated by Valerie
Morris, licensed social worker and
activities director.
In addition to Morris and Clapp,
others on the long term care unit
staff include:
R.N.s: Diane Underwood, Lana
Wade.
L.P.N.s: Margaret McCuiston,
Doris Williams. Mai Beasley. Alice
Roy, Peggy Prichard, Susan Capps,
Nell Evans, Glynda Burnett,
Mydell Rickman, Kathleen Morris.
Unit Clerk: Ruth Mills
Hairdresser: Nancy Rogers.
Nursing Assistants: Dell Wells,

Debbie Childress, Carolyn Morris,
Olamae Brandon, Carol Wolfe,
Mary Conner, April Willie, Mary
Jane Skiriner, Rachel fluky, Valerie Buy, Jody Hatcher, Lillie
Hornbuckk, Georgia Causey, Betty
Spencer. ,

15-year-old girl
says man raped,
killed 2 friend's
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
15-year-old girl who fatally shot
Phillip Clopton after he allegedly
held her _captive and repeatedly
raped her-at a rural campsite said
Clopton told her he raped and murdered two of her friends.
The girl, during 'an interview
broadcast Tuesday by WAVE-TV
in Louisville, said Clopton told her
he killed Bridgett Allen and Sherry
Wilson in January in his Louisville
apartment.
The girl said Clopton said he and
James Ray Cable raped the girls
before killing them about 3 a.m.
EDT.
Cable, 41, of Louisville, is
charged with rape and sodomy of
the 15-year-old girl and was to be
arraigned today in LaRue Circuit
Court.

SATURDAY, MAY 12
8:30 & 10:30 P.M.
*** And, Later in May

Dan Seals

Ricky Van Shelton

Saturday, May 19
Two Shows - 8:30 & 10:30 p.m.

Friday & Saturday - May 25 & 26
ilne Show Each Night • 9 p.m.
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(502)443-8000
1-800-866-3636
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RIVERFRONT

ONE EXECUTIVE BLVD. • PADUCAH • KY • 42001

Bush to continue fight to cut gains tax
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush told small business owners Tuesday he will keep fighting
to cut the capital gains tax and
keep government from trying to
"swallow a third" of their
businesses.
"Limited government must
mean limited taxes,' Bush told
almost 200 members of National
Small Business United and the

National Association of Women
Business Owners.
Bush, who wants the top tax rate
on capital gains cut from 33 to 19.6
percent, said the government
should not discourage people
"from investing in small businesses, nor should it swallqw a third
of the business you've spent your
life building.
"But that's what our taxation of

capital gains does," said the
president.
. The groups gave Bush a plaque
and also introduced the president to
Elena Medvedkova, a leader of a
newly affiliated Soviet Association
of Women Business Owners.
The SoVet woman thanked Bush
for the "great opportunity" to visit
the White House "at this turning
point" in U.S.-Soviet relations.

FABRIC
SALE

Bush pushes change in civil service pay scales
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush sent Congress legislation
Tuesday to' overhaul the federal,
civil service pay system.
If enacted, the Bush initiative
would scrap the current "General
Schedule" of pay scales and erect
a new, two-tier pay system for professional and clerical jobs.
It would install a new, higher
pay scale for the professionals and
others in hard-to-fill administrative
posts, and allow the government to
vary pay for' clerical jobs by the
prevailing wages in different
regions.
It would eliminate automatic
"step— increases for the 'professionals and top administrators, substituting instead pay increases onmerit.
The Office of Personnel Management planned to release full

details of the pay plan at a news
briefing Wednesday.
• White House press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said in a written
statement the proposal "will provide several interim measures- to
address the most serious recruitment and retention problems and

then, over the next several years,
will initiate broader reforms of the
pay-setting machinery."
Fitzwater said, "These changes
will help make,the system more
flexible in responding to the labor
market and will Strengthen the ties
between pay and performance." .

Sale Ends May 15

'
114
-,44
MOTHER'S DAY
GIFT IDEAS...
All Wood Caddy
"
1114
..

J. DONALD BROCK, M.S.S„W.
Clinical Social Worker

2 Price

Opens To A Full 331/2"
This sewing caddy is made
--, from selected hard woods with
11-1!'• a rich, natural finish Dimens:ions 191/2" x10" x 10- dosed
33,1" x 10" x 10" opened

McCall • Simplicity • Butterick
3

Muehleman Psychological
Consulting Services

Expires May 15, 1990

WITH TWIS COUPON

$29.50

NEON PRINTS

;111

Announces Beginning Private Practice
Individual and Family Counseling

503 Poplar Street, Murray

,AVE
PATTERNS

;
; 101--$59° ;
60 in. wide
3000 yds

753-2757

Reg $398 yd

CHAMBRAY PRINTS

s,
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.TERRIFIC VALUES .TERRIFIC VALUES

1.
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RIBBON

Le

PENN

SCISSORS

II
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2

Prices
Satin, Grossgrain. ,Velvet

Murray Sewing Center

L-

e 425 yds.
Black & White

II
753-4563
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We are overstocked on discontinued, one-of-akind floor samples. We have new merchandise in
our warehouse that we cannot display.

Your Answer. • •
This merchandise hasgot togo.Below is apartial
listing of our fantastic bargains!

CHAIRS

BEDROOM

2 Lane° Rocker
Recliners

spet

expc
of Le
cu t;

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite

Green Scored Velvet Cover.
Reg. $429.95 Ea.

Now

175

Washed Pine Door Dresser with Mirror
& Jewelry Box.Large Chest.Pencil Post
Bed & Night Stand.

SOFAS

2 Queen Ann Style
Wing Chairs

Reg. $3045.00

$399.95 NOW

150

2 Lounge Chairs
Loose Pillow Back, Brick Color. Mini
.
Flamc Cover.
Reg. $399.95 NOW

Lane® Rocker
Recliner

150

Traditional Style with Skirt, 5 to Sell,
Assorted Colors.
Reg. $560.00 NOW $250

2 Chippendale High
Back Occasional Chairs

Navy & Beige Plaid. Traditional Style.
Attached Back.
Reg. $1399.95 NOW

Reg. $1649.95

Red. Blue & Green Stripe Cover.
- Reg. $425.00 NOW

1 Chaise Lounge

150

With Skirt, Loose Pillow Back, Pale
Blue with Poka Dot Cover.
Reg. $499.95 NOW $200

Meadowcraft

save25%to 40%
DINING ROOM

700

Washed Oak. Contemporary Triple
Dresser & Mirror. Large Chest with
Doors Wood & Cane. Headboard &
Night Stand.
Reg. $2645.00 NOW

$500

Reg. $2099.90

'
900

NOW

by Stratford'
Blue & Mauve Country style Cover with
2 Incliners.
R;$2199.95 NOW

Boy

Queen

$900

'
350

NOW

Size

qiiherspring Mattress. Traditional Style.
Reg. $989.95

NOW

With Formica Top. 4 Heavy Chairs.gnnn
(Extra Chair Available)

Lazy Boy° Incliner Sofa

Pocket Door For T.V. & V.C.R.. Cable $
Ready.
Reg. $799.95 NOW

Solid Oak
Entertainment Center

$300

Brass & Glass
Etageres
NOW

Reg. $125.00

Pocket Doors Swivel for T.V.. 2 Drawer.
Reg. $799.95

NOW $550

Brass & Glass, 4 Cane Back Chairs. $

NOW

50
$350

NOW

1 Cherry
Entertainment Center
Pocket Door Por T.V. & V.C.R.. Cable
Ready.
Reg. $799.95 NOW

by Daystrom°

a5

2 Solid Doors, 1 Glass Door. 1 Drawer. 9
Reg. $899.95 NOW.

Oak Entertainment

5 Pc. Dinette
Reg. $699.95

I Cherry
Entertainment Center

by Hooker'

Scored Mauve Cover.
Reg. $1099.95

00Set

MISC.

5 Shelves.

1 Love Seat by Hickory Hill°

Solid Oak Pedistal
Table
NOW Y VVA

50

-GI

Attached Back. Mauve. Green & Beige
Floral Stripe Cover.
Reg. $74.95 NOW

2

$

6 Sets to Sell!

1 Black Leather & Vinyl
Match Sofa by Stratford'

Lazy

1300

•

Reg. *39995
Reg. Size Only

5 Pc. Sectional

Sleep Sofa

1000

En Since UM•

need

jarmson Bedding

1 Sleep Sofa By Jamison'
Queen Size Innerspring Mattress. Blue
Country Plaid Cover.

8 Pc. Contemporary
Rectangle Table

about
childi
on I
based
child'
Arcs
test

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite by
Stanley°

$400

3 Pc. Sectional with
Sleeper Unit

Reg. $799.95

Reg. $1994.00

Oak, Triple Dresser with Door, Large
Oval Mirror C.hestr Headboard & Night
sp75
0
Stand.
Reg. $1499.95 NOW i

'750

With Natural Butcher Block Top. 4
Ladder Back Chairs,Antique Blue Corner China.
Reg. $1999.95 NOW

1

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite

Country Style Camel Back
Sofa & Love Seat
Blue Mini Plaid Cover with Contrasting
Arm Pillows'.
Reg. $1499.95 NOW

'11750

Reg. $1499.95 NOW

$350

Attached Pillow Back Nail Head Trim
Reg. $1499.95 NOW

6 Pc. Antique Blue
Pedestal Table

by StaSey ittui•
Pecan with6Cane Back Chairs & Large
Glass Door China with Drawer &
Doors. (Best Buy in the Store)
Reg. $5915.00 NOW

Contemporary. Large Triple Dresser &
Mirror Chest. Headboard & Night
Stand.

Sofa & Love Seat
Attached Pillow Back with Skirt. Blue
Beige Stripe Cover.
Reg. $899.95 NOW

NOW $1000

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite

'

NOW

Incliner. Corner Wedge has Jensen'
Stereo & Speakers.

Patio Furniture

Reg. $2380.00

$550

Queen Ann Style Sofa &
Love Seat
Burgundy & Green Tapestry Cover.
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Solid Cherry Triple Dresser. Pediment
Mirror. Lingere Chest. Poster Bed,
Drawer. Night Stand.

Sofa & Chair
Country Style. Wing Back,Blue, Nylon
Mini Print Cover.
Reg. $1.
19900 NOW

inter

NOW $1500

4 ,Pc. Bedroom Suite

Sofa & Love Seat

Blue Flame Stitel Covers.

•

11J
10
SU

tit
350

1 Cherry Wall Unit

ongA

Adjustable Shelves. 1 Drawer. 2 Doors
with Light.
Reg. $549.95 NOW

(WV

Titurrrialf-s
FURNITURE
208 E. Main

Baltic Finanang

Sorry, No Layaways

753-4834
-AN
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opinion that if a female wanted in her supervisor approved it. The
there
she was just wanting to cause
Murray Lodger & Times Stall WrSer
blueprint was sent to the parent
trouble," she said.
plant in Milwaukee, Wis., but
Vaughn gained mechanical
Jennifer Vaughn grabs her books
Vaughn was told by Dick Fotsch,
and a cup of coffee and dashes for experience after graduation work- Murray's plant manager, to sign
her eight o'clock class. There, obli- ing in factories such as Roman her name J. Vaughn - not Jennifer.
vious to her surroundings, she Ceramics and Merit Clothing Co.
"Some of the engineers in Miltakes out her notepad and prepares in Mayfield and Ken Lake Foods in
waukee have been there 40 plus
to listen to the instructor; she has Murray.
years," she said. "Dick didn't think
long since grown accustomed to
"Some of those jobs paid by the they would take my design seriousbeing the only female in the room. piece, so it paid you to learn to fix
ly if they knew I was a woman."
The 33-year-old Murrayan has your own equipment," she said.
Vaughn said she is treated equalbeen the only woman majoring in
But Vaughn said her mechanical ly at the Murray plant and was
manufacturing engineering at Mur- skills were often not recognized
promoted because of her
ray
State University since 1986. In because she was a woman. One qualifications.
manufacturi
Jennifer Vaughn, the only female
ng engineering major at Murray State University, operates
August, she will be the third company promoted a man over
a milling machine in an engineering lab at the Applied Science Building on campus. Vaughn, a department
"I think men (in this field)
woman to graduate the program
Vaughn even though she scored accept women once they work wi
supervisor on the afternoon shift at Briggs & Stratton, graduates in August.
since it began in 1970.
higher on an exam which the com- them," she said.
Vaughn, who started Murray
pany claimed was used to decide
Vaughn said females tend vy shy
State in 1986 to advance at Briggs the successful bidder.
away from engineering because of
& Stratton, Inc., is now one of two
"They called me in there and the intense mathematical backwomen department supervisors at said he had a family to support," ground required.
Lhe plant.
she said.
"It's a traditional/tiling and has
Tests have become an important
taking the appropriate school progShe said the men she works with
When Vaughn was a line super- nothing to do Oen (a woman's)
aspect of your child's total school
ram, and to help in planning the
at Briggs & Stratton and the stu-- viser at Briggs & Stratton, she and capability," said Steven Nesbitt,
experience. There are many kinds
dents. in the engineering department her fellow workers were cited for Vaughn's academic adviser and
instructional program.
of tests: scholastic aptitude, more By
poor quality parts because of a associate professor of engineering
3. Encourage your child to do do not treat her differently because
commonly known as mental ability
she
is
a
woman.
"mickey
his/her
mouse design" that caused and technology. "Guys tinker
best.
Try
to
avoid
conflict
or IQ tests, achievement tests, EDITH V.
"When I started the engineering
the night before and the morning of
the parts to crack easily when arouncl'with mechanical and elecinterest inventories, personality CARLISLE,
program, my adviser warned me I placed on the engines.
tests.
trica4- things; they tend to take that
tests and special aptitude, just to
might run into problems since I
4.
Vaughn redesigned the part and route more than girls do."
Explain
that
no
special
prepaPh.D.
name a few. Students in most area
ration or studying the night before was the only female," she said. "He
schools grades 1-7 and 10 are takwasn't ,sure how (the students)
is required.
ing the Comprehensive Test of
would treat me. They've accepted
A few hints or suggestions to
Basic Skills during the first two
5. Make sure your child has the me a lot more than I thought they
assist parents in helping their childweeks of May.
necessary materials. Most standar- would; some have even asked me
ren follow:
dized
tests require No.2 pencils and to study with them."
What are the effects of tests on
1. Encourage your child to rest
scratch
paper.
Vaughn said there are still those
children? Questions such as these
properly and eat a good breakfast
Students
usually are familiarized who divot think women belong in
may enter your mind. Do children on
test days. Try not to place
with the format and proper marking engineering, but that it is much betfear tests? If so, what impact does
extreme emphasis on tests because
to
test •taking. The classroom is ter than it used to be.
this have on learning ability? Do this
chn create undue stress and
kept
as quite as possible, free from
She said she has always been
test results label children by other
adversely affect your child's
distractions and interruptions.
interested in how things are made
students and by teachers? What
performance. _
Computerized scoring and and how they work. As a teert,
--about the talents and abilities of
7.usu4
it • your child understand
analysis
of test data can provide Vaughn helped her -brOther tear
children who do not perform well. -why' s being tested. Teachparents and eclucamrs with uwful down car motoii:- he explained to
on test.ir—Do remedial programs
ers
'explain the purpose
data; however, testing has its-lim- her how they worked and how they
based on low test scores really help
(— Insurance Claims Welcome —)
ment
itations, and as with most every- were made more powerful when
tests
assessment
and
progchildren who participate in them?
he
rams
that
thing
might
else can be abused. Tests are "souped them -ups" She was fascihelp?
Are students informed of their own
such as: to determine strengths and
* 15 Years Experience *
not a panacea; but can render valu- nated and wanted toltake automotest results?
weaknesses, to determine what able information to parents, child- tive mechanics in high school,
but
What are some things parents skills have been learned and what ren, teachers, and school districts
Fax 502-436-2728
Bus. 436-2727
females were not allowed.,
need to know concerning achieve- needs to be improved, to assist in
in the total educational process.
"(School officials) were of the
By KRIS FAZI

What are the effects of tests on children?

NATIONAL TRUCK
BODY REPAIR

I:k•
Paint & Repair
targe Over the Road Trucks & Trailers

759-1144

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Oxydol

Laundry Detergen

Blue Bonnet

Vlasic Slice Hamburger

Margarine

Dill Pickles

Pre-Priced

$2.29
39 oz.
Box

1 Lb.
Box

32 oz.
Jar
Roses Chunk or Ration

Grap6aft Jelly

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew

eec

2 Lb..
Jar

Pre-Priced
$1.29

20 Lb. Bag

2 Liter

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew
12 pk. 12 oz. cans
Allen White or Goldbn

Field Pro Leaguer

Wieners

Celery

Bananas

Bell

Pepper
Lipton

Tea
$199
White

100 Ct. Box

Potatoes.. 0 Lb. $199
a
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Murray linksters enjoy wet weather
Staff Ropon

Atlanta's Fulton County Stadium is legendary for
its generosity towards power hitters, as baseballs are
known to take off in midflight and land somewhere
near Noc-A-Homa's tepee for a home run.

11

II

lb

- The National League will be expanding in the near future,
with an annoucement of new cities coming in the summer
sometime.
The NL will add two new cities, probably Denver and Tampa, and will be faced with realignment.
Eventually, the big leagues will have 16 teams in each circuit, with two divisions of eight. This will come slowly, but it
will come, because politicial problems demand it.
To keep its anti-trust exemption, granted by Congress, baseball
will have to appease Congress by giving some members teams
back in their hometowns. And look for baseball in Washington
by the end of the decade.
There has been some talk of inter-league play, but I don't
think that will happen, and it shouldn'L I also hope that the
playoff structure isn't changed to cheapen Octobers by leuing
more teams share in playoff revenue.
Baseball is a great game. I just hope that Organized Baseball
doesn't ruin it.
• • •
The Murray State Racer football team finished up their spring
practice last week with a No.1 quarterback in place.
Chris Beckish, the redshirt sophomore, will be the solid No. 1
entering the fall, and will more than likely take the snap from
center Steve Broughton when the Racers open their season at
Cardinal Stadium in Louisville.
'Beckish did not have any challengers in the spring, but Racer
coach Mike Mahoney will bring in some in the fall, to keep
Beckish on his toes, and give Murray some options if the
sophomore trips over them.
One will probably be Kevin Proctor, the brother of the fellow
who ran the show for the last four years. Proctor is now at a
junior college in Oklahoma, but has barely played the last two
seasons after being a standout high school signal caller.
The main challenger to Beckish will be a freshman from Texas, Ray Donaldson, who is 6-4 and is also quick. If he can
rebound from a knee injury that cost him playing time his
senior year, and probably cost him a SWC scholarship, Donaldson will be groomed to take over from Beckish when the OVC
schedule comes around.
But Mahoney is not going to start a freshman in front of
36,000 in Cardinal Stadium. He says Beckish is his No. 1 quarterbaik, and I believe him. But Beckish is only temporary,
unled he turns out to be something special.
The key to Murray's football success in 1990 will be the
defense. After moving some people around, and bringing in a
new safety. Mahonq feels his detente is better than the 1989
group was.

ID

Murray 1.4141g0/ a Thews Spada

David Ramey

There are some theories about this. Fulton County's dimensions are average (not short), but the ball carries better in
Atlanta then it does in most symmetrical ballparks in the
National League.
The reason may be altitude, as Atlanta is 1,050 feet above
sea level, the highest city in all of baseball.
That may explain Davey Johnson hitting 40 home runs one
season in the early 1970s, or why Bob Horner stormed the
league later that decade, but it doesn't explain Derek Lilliquist.
Lilliquist yesterday afternoon pulled two Ron Darling .pitches
onto Noc-A-Homa's front lawn in Atlanta's 5-2 victory over the
New York Mets. The young Brave hurler became the first pitcher to hit two home runs in the big leagues since Jim Gott did
it in 1985.
Lilliquist has a history of home run power, setting a University of Georgia career mark for home runs, but he is the exception, rather than the rule, in the National League.
The National League, which proclaims itself as the last bastion of baseball tradition despite playing half its games on plastic grass, remains the only league on this planet that makes
pitchers bat.
Baseball is a game that is bent on tradition. The game has
remained basically unchanged since the American League and
National League joined forces under the Organized Baseball
Umbrella at the turn of the century.
Only one major rule change, the designated hitter, has been
made, with the American League adopting the DH in 1973. The
10th man has drifted downwards, with all the minor leagues, the
college game, and even the high school contests played with the
DH rule.
Only the National League remains.
It is time that changed.
It is time, the Derek Lilliquist's of the world aside, that the
National League adopt the designated hitter rule, because until
they do, NL pitchers only have to get eight men out, because
the ninth man is a gift.
Pitcher batting averages slip year after year, as most pitchers
arrive in the NL without ever picking up a bat_ Last year,
pitchers in the NL hit .140, had an on-base percentage of .179,
and slugged .178.
The Cy Young's with The Sticks in 1989 included Don Carman of the Phillies, who was 1 for 34, Mike Bielecki of the
Cubs (3 for 70), and Bruce Hurst, who led the league by striking out 47 times. Only once in the last 55 years have pitchers
hit over .200, and .150 for most staffs would be an
improvement.
. Tradition is one thing. Mediocrity is another.
NL fans talk about strategy. The bunt? What strategy is there
in having the pitcher bat ninth, and bunt. Everyone knows the
pitcher is going to bunt, and half of the pitchers can't even
do
that.
More strategy decisions are made in the American League. Do
you hit a speed demon at No. 1 or at No. 9? Where do you
put guys to keep from clogging up the bases? Where do you
want to put your contact hitters? Lineup selections alone in the
AL count for more strategy.
Handling a pitching staff is much harder in the AL. Half of
pitching staff decisions in the National League are made by the
batting order. If a pitcher is behind in the sixth or seventh and
he comes up to bat, he's finished.
In the AL, the managers have to decide when to go get
pitchers. If you have a lefthanded starter for example, do you
let him stay in another inning to let him face the tough lefthander, or is he losing it? When do you go to your bullpen?
When do you take' out your relievers?
In the NL, those decisions are made by the batting order
most of the time.
The AL game, with the DH, has much more strategy than the
NL. It's time the National League stepped into the new world
of baseball and brought the DH with it.

.1

Murray High's Todd Sims watches his second shot on the first hole head toward the green during the rain
Tuesday afternoon. Sims was a co-medalist for the Tigers, who edge Calloway and Fulton in a tri-matc
h at
the Murray County Club.
sum photo by David Ramey

NBA playoffs

The Murray High Tiger golf
Learn withstood the rain and the
challenge from Fulton City and
Calloway County's linksters Tuesday afternoon, with Murray winning soggy boys' and girls' golf
matches at Murray Country Club.
Todd Sims and Adam Grogan
shared medalist honors to lead the
Tigers to a 155-168 win over Fulton, with Calloway third at 184.
In girls' action, Joy Roach's 45
won medallist honors for the Lady
Tigers, who claimed a 37-stroke
victory, 201-238. Calloway and
Fulton finished tied for second in
team scores.
The rest of the scoring foursome
for Murray weren't far behind the
co-medalists, as Bill Fandrich was
only one shot off Sims' and Grogan's 38 and Brock Peyer followed
Fandrich's 39 with a 40.
For Calloway, Mike Wilson fired
a 39 while Jeremiah Rayburn
carded a 42, Chad Jenkins shot a
46 and Roy Reardon a 57.
Roach's 45 to lead the Lady
Tigers was followed by a 48 from
Connie Steely while Jennifer Howe_
shot a 50 and Amy Perrin completed a 58.
For the Lady Ulcers, Angie Haywood led the day with a 49, Kelly
Gupton and Farrah Beach notched
56s and Ami Barnett shot a 67.
(Cont'd on page 4B)
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Rockets upend Lakers but still trail in series
By The Associated Press
Floyd finished the job with 22 seconds to go
The Los Angeles Lakers do so lose in the first
when his basket broke a string of eight straight
round of the playoffs — when they play the points by the Lakers that had cut Houston'
s lead
Houston Rockets.
to 111-108.
It had tpe,- .ea nine years since Los Angeles had
James Worthy led the Lakers with 26 points,
come out
the wrong end of a first-round Orlando Woolridge scored 18 and Magic JohnNBA playoff game. Back in 1981, the Lakers son had 17 points and 18 assists. Johnson,
howfell to Houston in a three-game series.
ever, was held without a point in the fourth
Twenty wins later, the Lakers were beaten quarter.
again in a first-round game.
"We shouldn't force up shots like we did that
Sleepy Floyd scored 23 points and set a club their double-team, coaxed us into,"
Johnson
playoff record with 18 assists as Houston won said. "Tonight, they made the plays
they needed
114-108 Tuesday night. Still, Houston trails the to offensively and defensively in the
last five
Lakers 2-1 in the best-of-5 series, which minutes.
resumes Thursday night.
"We have to play 48 minutes, not 40
The key to victory was how the Rockets play- minutes."
ed while star center Akeem Olajuwon was on
Elsewhere, Detroit, Portland and San Antonio
the bench with four fouls.
completed sweeps while Cleveland and Milwau"We've played well before when he has been kee stayed alive.
out of the game," Floyd said. "We've got playThe defending champion Pistons
ers who can play with anyone, whether he is in 108-96, the Trail Blazers knockedbeat Indiana
off Dallas
or out of the game."
1,
2(16-92 despite losing starters Buck Williams
Otis Thorpe, who had 27 points, took up the and Kevin Duckworth to injuries,
and San Antoscoring and rebounding slack for Olajuwon, who nio took care of Denver
131-120.
picked up his fourth foul 26 seconds into the
The Cavaliers beat Philadelphia 122-95 and
third quarter. Vernon Maxwell had 26 points for the Bucks took the
Bulls 119-112. Those series
Houston.
resume Thursday night.
"When Akeem is out, we try to focus on
Tonight, Boston tries to sweep New York,
teamwork," Thorpe said. "It's just a matter of while Utah is at Phoenix
with the series tied 1-1.
doing your job and that's what we did."
Moons 1011, Pacers 96

At Indenspols, Isiah Thome scored 23 points and Bill Laminar had 12
points and 19 rebounds, a Is... Moon mark "That's erg job, to rebound for
the cLub." the 6-fool-11 war said "Morelorportently. I was ads to slam the
leo break "
That fast broil helped the Patois WI a IS-point led tn the third querInclana gd
eve
Daindi
away vath three baskets scil
ffiletelytt
hlitZer
irDennis .Rbu
odtmen durfriS)
A"
a
12-4 spurt
14%11 Meows 1116, Meverldie
At Dallas, Millams went ciown 0th an *ye inlury at the tind S. a Ind quarter In which he had 10 rebeunda An siXidi by Dkers caner Jones Donaldson did Ms damage Duckworth was 1.4 in the Wird period as Donaldson
at tie bell and Mt the Poland WW1 Ageft hind.
Sit=ans,
d
taken to • hosista& ,as a corneal abrasion and • cradt
Os
sinus area A Trail Blazers spokesman sod he 'should be able to mums
nornasi acreilles in the met low days." Duckworth fractured the kurth realecarpel ,n his riga hand It is molded to be pieced Iris spirit and car If
venni immediately detrained how rnudi arns he world rhea.
Jerome Kersey scored 2$ points and Terry Patter end Crde Douai
had 20 lot the Blazers, who Nut pis San Antonio. Rolando Blackmanea&
led
Dallis 011 20 mina
epos 131, Nuggets 120
Al Demo the Spurs did sorer serious M000ng —56 Penitent — and
ed some 'mous Meese. WON the 04u09013 so 40 percent shoorng foistIsm
Currindngs scored NI points, inducing 10 in the third quart* as San Antonio
thwarted •Seem Dower rally. and also had 14 rebounds Spurs maw Dead
Robinson. the NEM1 rookie d the year. had 26 points and 16 rebounds, and
Wile Anderson had 26 points
Ales ErigIsh. possi
. bly paying Ns Ilnal ism In a Orme unlicion because
of dflerences oth Coa.6 Doug Moe, led the Nuggets Or 24 points, 1$ in
the second haN Fel Lever had 20.
Blair Raerruseen. the Nuggets likading scorer In the crayons, ht on three
of 14 shots and sowed 10 mina
Cavaliers 132, Mere 96
Crag Ebbe scored 10 of Ns 16 thM-quarier points diming a 22-4 run that
broke It,. game open. Go/eland had Its biggest victory margin In a pavan
game after Phisdeiphia .on the Ira two goers at hone by a combined 11
pools That shows you what we knew ell along the Camases an miry, wry
good," Ph isdetihie coach Jun Lynam sad "We ham to be at the top d our
gains"
76ers oar Charles Barkley left the game wilth 4 42 to go In the thrd period
with 17 points all.. oaraging 35 in the err two games. Re also helped spark
the Cava
Mer the Sizent got *On pine early In the period, Barkley levied Brad
Daughoty and was whored tor a technical when he argued the oil
Oudot 119, Bulbs 112
At MIlwaikers, Alvin Robsraon sowed 34 points, a career playoff hit and
Fred Roberti had 23 Michael Jordan had 46
Cticago, which had
Milwaukee in 19 al the previous 21 pones
The Buis had an eight-point lead 0th 643 to go saw Jordan sparked a
16-3 run starting the fourth quarter But Flabanson. Ratans, Brad
Lotion
and Jack Sikms brought the Bucks back

Smith and Walling lead Cardinals past Padres
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The hits
have been slow in coming for Denny Walling this season but he's
making the most of them.
His two-out, eighth-inning single
Tuesday night drove home the winning run in the SL Louis Cardinals'
2-1 win over the San Diego Padres.
It was his fifth hit of the year
and fifth RBI, although he is batting just .179 overall in 28 official
at-bats.
"I haven't done too much lately.
It's been tough," said Walling,
who went 0-for-10 in his first two
games. "I've been working on it,
coming out for extra batting practice. It was good to get a hit and
contribute to the win."

The Padres lost for the fifth
straight time and are 4-7 in a
12ffgame homestand that ends today
with an afternoon rematch against
St. Louis.
San Diego starter Ed Whitson
was locked in a 1-1 duel with St.
Louis starter Bryn Smith when the
Cardinals' Vince Coleman led off
the eighth with a single that eluded
the backhand stab of second baseman Roberto Alomar.
Ozzie Smith sacrificed Coleman
to second and Whitson then struck
out Willie McGee before walking
Pedro Guerrero intentionally to
face Walling.
Guerrero had hit a solo home run
in the fourth for the Cardinals'

Lady Racer tennis award winners from the Murray State Olympic
Sports Ita*(from left): Bobbi Koehn, most outstanding player;
Lima Alcori, ant courageous player; Celia. Neefkes, most valuable
player and Lady Racer coach Sherryl Rouse.

other run, so Walling wasn't surprised when the decisive at-bat fell
to him.
"If you have Pedro Guerrero up,
a .300 lifetime hitter, who's (nearly) leading the league in home runs
and RBI, and then you have a guy
batting behind him hiuing .150,
what would you do?" said Walling. "Any sensible baseball man is
going to do that."
Walling worked the count to 2-2
before lining a single to left to
score Coleman.
Whitson, 2-1, had struck out
Coleman three times before the
Cardinals leadoff man grounded
the hit into center field past
Alomar.

CARDINALS 2, PADRES 1
STLOUG
SAN DIEGO
sbrPlbP
Coleman I
5 1 1 0 Abner 2b
°Smith as
3 0 0 0 Moine rl
McGee d
4 0 0 0 JCarler d
Queerer lb
2 1 1 1 JeCialk lb
Collins lb
0 0 0 0 Core pr
Waling 3b
4 0 1 I Lynn N
bm risky rt
3 0 0 0 So c
is C
4 0 1 0 Roberta 3b
Oqueed 2b
2 0 1 0 Trepan as
Math p
2 0 0 0 VOMiton p
0
13 0 0 Mohnen ph
DMIol P
Noel ph
1 0 0 0 Warta p
Terri p
0 00 0
Totals
29 2 $ 5 Tows

si Ira 151
40 1 0
4 1 1 0
40 1 1
30 1 0
000 0
40 1 0
40 1 0
30 00
3 000
2 0 00
1 0 00
0 0 00
32

1 i

StLeuis
COO 100 010-2
Saa Dag*
COO 106 1106-1
LOB—StLouis 9, San Diego 5 28-201. Oquendo.
JeCler HR—Guerrero (II) S&—Tdarynn (2), JCoter
(51 S-83410. Oarrdth
II ER OS CO
ItUsuis
Meath W.3-2
7 2-3 5 1
I 5
Doyley
1-3 0
o o 0
Terry 52
-0 9 0
Boa Diego
Whitson L.2-1
5 2 2 5 6
Citiarits
I
0 0 0 1
1
WP—Whitson

Racer tennis award winners from the Murray State Olympic Sports
Banquet (from left): Scott Yarbrough, hustle award; Doug Hawthorne, most valuabk player; coach Bennie Purcell; and Phil Billington,
OVC Scholar-Athlete award and academic award.
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Trainer says maiden Pendleton Ridgeis_no joke
Crown winner.
"This is no surprise that he's The last maiden to run in the
running here.," Frankel said. "It's
Derby was Great Redeemer in
a bigger surprise I ran him in the
1979. He quickly proved he didn't Wood."
belong.
Pendleton Ridge closed strongly
The footnote on the chart of the to finish fourth in the 1 /1 4 -mile
race describes his peformance Wood Memorial on April 21 at
simply: "Great Reedemer stopped
Aqueduct, beaten by 11
/
4 lengths
badly." "Reversed direction" by Thirty Six Red, who is a
Leading
might have been a better discrip- Derby contender.
tion for the way he shot from fifth
"If this horse didn't run so well
to last in the 10-horse field in the in the Wood and finish so well, I
blink of an eye.
wouldn't be running him here,"
Starting Pendleton Ridge in the Frankel said.
grueling
-mile Derby, however,
Second in that race, by a head,
is not Frankel's idea of a joke. Nor was the Frankel-trained. Burnt
is it a case of Derby fever.
Hills, who also will start in the
"If he doesn't belong here, half Derby. •
of the field doesn't," Frankel said
Pendleton Ridge was bought for
of the huge colt (he stands 17 $160,000 at a 2-year-olds-inhands high) who has raced only training sale by Bruce McNall, but
three times.
he didn't race last year.

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated

NEW YORK (AP) — The 1903 TRC Tn94
Crown Poll, ranlung Seeding 3-year-old Thoroughbfed contenders lot the Kentucky
May 5), l
Preakness Stakes
(
(Nay 19) ar pt
d
mon! Stakes (June 9)
S. 5t-1-2-3 Pts Poe
1. Summer Sgil (13) C 3-2-1-0 296 2
2 Mister Frisky (17) C 4-4-0-0 294 1
3. Thirty Six Red
C 6-3-0-3 218 3
4. Silver Ending
C 3-2-0-0 215 4
5. Unbridled (1)
C 5-1-0-3 183 5
6. Land Rush
C 4-1-1-1 126 7
7 Housabuster
C 5-5-0-0 96 10
8 ChmpignIrshly (1) C 3-24-1 91 6
9 Burnt Hilts
C 5-2-2-1 86 8
10 Pleasant Tap
C 3-1-1-0 45 —

Prose Sports Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Pendleton
Ridge will try to score the first victory of his brief career Saturday in
the Kentucky Derby.
C'mon, try to win the Derby
with a maiden?
Would you try to win the Indy
500 with a van?
Would you try to beat Minnesota
Fats using a broom handle?
Would you try to climb Mount
Everest with a stepladder?
Trainer Bobby Frankel would. In
fact, he will.
And, lest we forget, it has been
done before, by Buchannan in
1884, Sir Barton in 1919 and Brokers Tip in 1933. Sir Barton just
happened to become the first Triple

Pendleton Ridge got to the races
March 18 when he finished second
in a seven-furlong maiden race.
"He impressed me so much the
first time out," Frankel said. "I
shipped him back to New York and
wanted to run him at 1% miles, but
two or three times races didn't
So the son of Cox's Ridge, who
was a stayer when he raced, made
his second start at seven furlongs,
beaten by a nose April 7 at

Aqueduct.
"I said, 'Let's run him in the
Wood,— Frankel recalled. "He
(McNall) said, 'OK, great.'
"You've got a lot of stories in
this Derby,' Frankel added.
There axe such stories as Mister
Frisky, who is unbeaten in 16
starts; Summer Squall, who has
overcome physical problems to
become Mister Frisky's major
rival, and Silver Ending, the Ark(Cont'd on page 4B)

'New Officesame good neighbor."

Major League Baseball

Ryan hit hard; Lilliquist and Smith hit back

Compiled From Associated Press Reports
Even the best pitchers can't win 'em all...and pitchers, known as the
worst batters, don't miss 'em all, either.
The great Nolan Ryan lost for the first time this season, giving up five
runs in the first inning Tuesday night as the Chicago White Sox beat the
Texas Rangers 5-1.
in the National League, where pitchers still bat, Derek Lilliquist and
Zane Smith didn't listen to all that talk about pitchers not being able
to
hit.
Lilliquist became the first pitcher in five years to homer twice in one
game as he led the Atlanta Braves to a 5-2 victory Tuesday night over the
New York Mets.
Smith never got to the mound, but found his way toll* batter's box in
the 13th inning. He doubled as a pinch-hitter, giving the Montreal
Expos
a 2-1 "victory over the Houston Astros,
Ryan (4-1), who had matched the best start of his career, allowed three
hits and three walks in the first inning. He gave up just one more hit
and
one more walk in six innings and struck out eight.
"For some reason it took me an inning to get it together," Ryan
"I didn't have command of any of my pitches in the first inning. said.
In
second inning I had tilT1C to think and I went to my fastball to get aheadthe
of
the hitters."
Mclido Perez (2-2) gave up two hits and struck out 10 in 7 1-3
innings
as the White Sox won their fifth straight game. Last Thursd
ay back in
Texas, Ryan pitched a one-hitter and struck out 16 as the Ranger
s beat
Perez and White Sox 1-0.
"They.. came to see a pitching duel and they saw it after
the first
inning," Texas manager Bobby Valentine said. "Ryan missed
with his
breaking balls and fell behind. Melido was outstanding. He's
a good
pitcher, real good." "I've got to pitch first before I can hit," said Lilliquist, who
allowed
three hits in seven innings. "But don't get me wrong. When
I get in there
I want to hit."
Lilliquist (1-3) became the first pitcher to hit two homers in
a game
since Jim Gott did it for San Francisco against St. Louis on May
12, 1985.
The last Atlanta pitcher to homer twice in a game was Tony
Cloninger,
who hit two grand slams at San Francisco on July 3,
1966.
With the Expos out of position players, it fell to Smith come
to
up in
the 13th, and he got his second pinch-hit in three career tries.
The last

At Kansas City. Tod liguets improved to 6-0 Iletime against
the Royals as IMIwaukse roughed up Bret
Salmorhafeen
Higuera (3-0) gave up three fura on eight Nils In Men Inniogs.
Royals
The
ate the only Al. Newt Mint teasel Nth
Dan Pew got the Ilnal three outs for Ns third save lie
allowed prick MIN Pal Tabbies RBI angle
(1-3) gre upa career-hap 13 hits in six innings Greg Vaughn
trt a three-fun homier the Snit aand
Gary SheffieldNt a two-run hornier in the girth
Blue Jaye 4, Indians 3
Cleveland. Genet*, II homered, doubled and scored two runs u
Toronto beat the Incline tor the 10th time in
11 games
Owe Saab (4-1) allowed two runs on lye iits In seven innings Tom
bated double play that ended the eighth. and gave up Brook Jaooby'sHenke got Cory Snyder to hit into a basessolo homer in the torah Wore pelting Na
second save
Red sex 5, Marlowe 2
At Boston, Eric Hebei worked WWI Irrpreeliv• Innings and Ells Burns got three Nts and drove
In two rune as the
Red Soo bew Seanle for the, filth *dory In Us games
Melva (1-1) allowed one fun on lour Nis He welted none and struck out oht
Randy Johnson 12-21 took the lose. He stnxli out six, inckichng Wade Boggs
three limos in a row
Twins II, Tigers 5
At Detroit. /Orb, Puckett and Kent Hit. Mt consecutive home runs and Minnesota stopped
a tour-gerris bong
sneak
Gene Larkin had two of the Tarns' 12 Ms and draw In three runs, Brian Harper broke a 5-5 Seth
the 11th Inning
wth an RBI double
_
John Candelaria (2-0) got the victory and Paul Gibson (0.1) teat the boa
Larry Sheets and Lloyd Moseby homened In the Tigers' thrd litoosbys three-tun shot
was Ns 150th career home
fun
Breves 5, Nut.?
Lieguist (1 3) retired the first 11 boners before Howard Johnson. vote
along with Karin Eisler angled
inside the first base bag on a cheated swing in the fourth inning Cherie/Refhornered
loat. smutted In a trade with Hcuston on
Saturday cached the 4110I two linings for his aria save since 1986
The Braves also got solo homers from Oddibe McDowell and Ernie Whitt in hieing Darling
in 13 career decisions Atlanta has won three In a row for the Vat time since lel Juno tor only the second erne
Now York has tow tour

(Cont'd on page 4B)

NL expansion
timetable to
be announced
before names

el
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

NEW YORK (AP) — A timetable for National League expansion
will,be announced next month, but
not the identity of the two cities
that will get teams.
The NL expansion committee
met on Monday to go over plans
for adding two teams. All NL owners met Tuesday in New York, and
the league said the committee
updated the full ownership on
expansion progress.
On June 14, following a meeting
of major league owners in Cleveland, further plans will be
announced.
"The report on June 14 will
include the timetable and general
guidelines," a league statement
said. "Sites, of course, will not be
announced in the June 14 report, as
that is the final stage of the expansion process."
The NL is expected to add two
teams beginning in either the 1993
or 1994 seasons. Under a preliminary outline created under Commissioner Peter Ueberroth in 1988, the
new franchises would have Class
AA L ms in place two years
before L major league teams start
play and Class AAA teams one
year before starting.
The leading contenders for the
new franchises are thought to be
Denver and South Florida. TampaSt. Petersburg, Orlando and Miami
are vying for a Florida team but St.
Petersburg is rated the favorite
because it already has built a stadium, the 43,000-seat Florida Suncoast Dome.
Baseball last expanded in 1977,
when the American League added
Toronto and Seattle for a total of
14 teams. The last NL expansion
came in 1969, when it added Montreal and San Diego fdr .s total of
12 teams. Commissioner Fay Vincent said
the proposed sale of the Padres by
Joan Kroc to Hollywood producer
Tom Werner wasn't discussed at
the meeting.
In addition to the NL meeting,
baseball's executive council also
met Tuesday.
"Ownership was discussing a
variety of ownership issues," Vincent said.

We think you'll be
sold on Michelin
radials for their long
mileage, all-weather
traction and quality.
And you'll be sold on
our service department
once you give us a try
with this coupon

can better serve your
family insurance needs.
Call or drop in anytime."

one, also a double, came last Aug. 4 against the New
York Mets.
"I don't think any pitcher expects to hit in a situation like
Smith, 3-for-9 this season. "I was just trying to make contact that," said
and I guess
I hit it in the right place."
In other American League games, Oakland downed New
York 4-2,
California beat Baltimore 7-1, Boston stopped Seattle 8-2,
Toronto topped
Cleveland 4-3, Milwaukee beat Kansas City 6-4 and
Minnesota defeated
Detroit 9-5.
Elsewhere in the National League, it was Los Angeles 4,
Pittsbu
Chicago 7, San Francisco 4; St. Louis 2, San Diego I and Philade rgh 1;
lphia 4,
Cincinnati 2.
•
AROUND THE HORN
Athletics 4, Yankees 2
/Ake Gallego, mired In a 140r-31 Mump, ht a two-run
double in the ehrth inning that broke a 1-1 Se and sent
Oakland to Its 11th victory in 14 games against New Yorn
The noting A's won emir ford straight gams and the
lost their third in a row
Mks Moore 12.11 gave up bur hib In woven innings DennisYarguies
Ediereley got the Anal lair outs, striking out three tor
his eighth save in eight triest
And HaNune (0-3) look the loss In tour wane, he has
been tagged tor 29 ha and 19 runs in 21 1-3 Warps
Angels 7, Orioles 1
Lance Parneli. robbed ol a three-run homer Monday night
by caster fielder Sins Finley's leaping catch, hi two
homers and drove in four funs as California won at Baltimore
Parrish went 4-lor-4 and also doubled He had Ns 19th mil-horns
run game NW first owe July 9, 1906
„Am Abbott I -1) won tor the Ilfb time since lest
ompore
Sept 20,Royme
givirig up
4 Ivo hits in seven innings Mai Venable led oft
the gams- enh a horns run against ,lay Tibbs (0-3) 5,

•

new office means!
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Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.

(Next To Century 21)

753-9627
State Farm Insurance Compares • Horne Oft,ce Bioorrin•ton,
Illirios
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides--to-be, new parents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome, Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Ingeborg King, 492-8348

Myold mower
couldn't cutit
-----'anymore...so
Iuseditto cutthe cost
ofanew
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MICHELIN'XZ4

luxury domestic cars
• Long -mileage all-weather
radial
• For

MICHELIN'MXL

• Low -profile, for imporied
cars
• Excellent handling 4.
mileage

.

MICHELIN XH'
v;i/1 1
.•

• For domestic cars
• longest-mileage Michelin
radial

MICIIIIELIN

•

BECAUSE SO'AUDI5IBOING ON TOUR TIRES.

During All American Trading Snapper Walk Mowers
are
Days your Snapper dealer serious cutting machines
will cut at least $75 off the designed to take on tall
price of any Snapper selfand tough grass So if
propelled walk mower
you re serious about getting
when you trade in` your old a great looking lawn and
lawn mower And Its
_
really great
not just Snapper s
deal
trade in that
e°t
great deal that
old lawn mower
Get
%
t
i
will make you feel
for America's noS
good You re getnonsense lawn

ting the foremost
name in lawn care

See Our Hunter Certified Alignment Technician
WE OFFER FOUR-WHEEL COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENTS

SPACE TIRE

ttacle
...nee. machine Snapper
2,110' 'Trade
iilasanco
le'r'
aveslatile
on pushlmovows

PER
otter vabd when you Ow at mower retail once Not yak)) veM any oltase pearnotton lomat QM
trade-in per transaction At Olatramting dealers Hurry one,aryls soon

HOME

1406 W. Main. Murray
759-1331

Off-Price Mall
Paducah

Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mayfield

101 State Line
S. Fulton

41IV

XigsWas
elie
HARDWARE STORES

0

Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
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SCOrABOARD
The- Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

753-8355

901 Sycamore

David King

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Lea Waimea
W
Pa
;mat:e
ver
14
7 667
—
Cl
9 S60
7/4
9 550
ZA
10 II 476
GI Lass
4
C hicarcik
.......... .
9 11 450
44
4:4
9 11 450
- Vika Oeinekre
W L Pa
Cincinnati
13 4 766
—
Los Angola
12 10 545
36
Houston
6:4
9 11 450
Sari Diego
5:4
9 11 450
San Francisco
7
II 13 at
Hants
5 13 279
114
sancta hrst garns via Ison
Tuseiley a Games
Mettalcha 4. Caannse 2
Atlanta S. New York 2
Montreal 2. Houaon 1, 13 innings
St Loa 2. San Diego 1
Los Angeles 4. Paiturgh 1
Chicago 7 San F mimeos 4
Wedneedity's Games
Chicago (Hamay 2-1) at San Francisco (Garrets
0-2), 2 35 p m
St Louis (Dotson 2-01 at San Diego (How 0-3)
305 p

GB LIO Streak
04-2 Lost 1
1411 Won 1
0-7-3 Won 1
5-5 Won 1
3-7 WOO 2
5-5 LoW 4

Home Away
2-4 12-3
5-3
64
3-3
6-4
74
3-5
74
2-5
34
6-5

GB Lb O Streak
14-4 Lost 1
5-5 Won 1
z-5-5 Losi 1
3-7 Loa 5
2-5-5 Lost 1
44 Won 3

Hone Away
7-1
6-3
5-3
7-7
54
4-3
3-3
64
2-10 6-3
1-5
44

Ananta (Clary 0-1) at Monate! a Smith 2-1).
6 35 p m
C.-manna" (Groaning 2-1)U Neer Yost (Viols
4-0). 635 pm
Houston (Clancy 1-01 a Phitadelphis (Cook 3-0),
6 35 p.m
PIMA:NV (Snarl 2-2) at Los Mesas (Valenta)" 1-2). 935 pm
Thursday's Genies
Atlanta sl Montreal, 635 pm.
Cincinnati at Na. York. 635 p rn.
Houston et Philadelphia. 635 p m

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Mkaukee
Boston
Toronto
Cieveland
Eleanor"
New York
Detroit

,Ls.

........

Eset Chaska
W I PcS
13 6 1114
14
02 11 900
1L4
13 9 501
9 10 A74
4
9 12 429 .5
7 11 3119
54
I 13 3111
6
West Diviskin
W I Pc*
5 750
6 647
7,4
10 624
11'4
11 .450
6
12 .400
7
13 361
7:4
6 13 316
5L4

.............

Oakand
Chicago
Tears
Caltornia
Minnesota
Seattle
"anus City
0-denotes lbw game was a

GEI 00 Streak Home
5-2
042 Won 3
7-3 Won 2
10-4
5-5 Won 2
9-4
0-5-5 Loil 2
6-2
0-44 Low 1
6-7
0-3-7 Lost 3
64
i-44 LOW 3
54
GB 110 Strait
z-7-3 Won 3
5
24-4 Losi 3
44 Won 1
0-4-6 Won 1
5-5 Lost 3
24 Lost 1

Away
11-4
2-4
4-5
34
3-5
1-5
3-7

Home Away
4-3 11-2
2-4
9-2
4-7
7-3
4-7
5-4
3-3
5-9
74
1-5
5-7
1-6

un

Tuesday" Gemini
Oakland 4 NM York 2
Cr/Morns 7 Salerno(' 1
Batson 11. Seat* 2
Torano 4 Cimalend 3
animate 9 Detrot 5
Geimego 5. Texas 1
Milwaukee 6. Kansas Coy 4
Wedneeday-s Games
(Hanson 2-0) a Bolan interns 2-0) 505
pm.
Oakland iSanderson 2-1) at New York (Lan
1 1), 630 pm
California (Shaven 0.2) st Baterraro (Ballard
0-3) 635 pm

Toronto (Calm 1-3i at Cleveiend (Back 2-0)
635 pm
Minnesota (West 1-3)10 Dime (tarns 2-2). 6.35
pm
Texas (Hough '1-1) al Chicago (Hibbard 2-1),
705 pm
lAtelaikee (Navarro 0-0) at Kansas City (Gubscza -3). 7)5 pm.
Thursday's Games
Cievetand at New York noon
lannesota st Detroit. 12 35 pm.
killeausaii at Kansas City, 135 pm
Texas a Chicago, 705 pm
CaMorria It Seale, 906 pm
Only games scheduled

TIE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

• N;

N.NN. N.N.

753-8355
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Morehead penalized for charitable play
MOREHEAD, Ky.(AP) — Eight
Morehead State University basketball players who participated in a
charity tournament violated NCAA
rules governing outside competition and must each sit out one
game next season, the school
announced Tuesday.
University officials had reported
the violations to the NCAA last
month.
"We certainly accept the
NCAA's direction in this matter,"
said Athletic Director Steve Hamilton. "We appreciate the prompt

Murray...
(Cont'd from page 213)
BASEBALL
In previously unreported action
from Monday afternoon, the Murray High Tigers got ideal production out of their leadoff man and
pitcher in a 3-2 victory over the
visiting St. Mary Vikings.
Leadoff man Don Easley scored
all three runs for the Tigers, with
Doug Payne supplying two RBI
hits and hurler Chad Bazzell going
the distance on the mound, stopping the Vikings on three hits with
nine strikeouts.
Easley singled to lead off the
first for Murray and scored on Payne's single. In the third, Easley
reached on a walk, stole second,
moved to third on Payne's single
and scored on Allen Rayburn's sacrifice fly.
Payne's third hit of the game
scored Easley in the fourth after
the Tiger leadoff man reached en a
fielder's choice and advanced on a
wild pitch.

Trainer...
(Cont'd fromvage 3B)
ansas Derby winner, who was purchased for $1,500 as a yearling.
There couldn't be a better story
_Saturday, however, than a victory
by Pendleton Ridge, the inexperienced colt to be ridden by veteran
jockey Laffit Pincay Jr.
Sounds like a movie script.
Among other things, McNall just
happens to be a film producer.

0-Sii>SSS:;SiSSW•S‘.1•0;78s6.
SSt3011139ivizSM

N.'s.

action of the NCAA infractions
staff."
The NCAA ruled that Morehead
will be required to withhold from
competition each of the players for
one game among the school's first
four regular season contests during
the 1990-91 season. The school
will decide which game each player will miss.
Doug Bentz, a 6-9 centerforward, was the only starter
involved in the decision.
The other players are David
Derozier, Deron Grant, Brian Mill-

er, Rod Mitchell, Mitch Sowards,
Patrick Tubbs and Greg Wheeler.
They played in a fraternity.
sponsored tournament on April 7.
The school reported the violations
three days later.
"It is unfortunate that the violations occurred, but in the great
scope of things, they are relatively
minor," Hamilton said. "However,
we will make every effort to insure
that similar violations do not occur
again.
Coach Tommy Gaither said his
coaching staff had no knowledge of
1 9

Actions& Reactions

the players' involvement in the
tournament.
"We were out of town recruiting," Gaither said. "We certainly
accept what the NCAA has come
back wfth. We self-reported our
mistake. We think they've been
fair."
Gaither said he would decide
later how to comply with the
penalties.
"Well try to do what's best for
our team and the young men
involved," the coach said. "We
can spread them out over the four
games, which is certainly a lot better than having them suspended for
the same game."
Morehead has not finalized its
schedule for next season.

Texas school is
having a weird
year for sports

_

ATLANTA, Texas (AP) —
Atlanta High School is having a
bizarre year.
Last winter, the school played a
double-overtime basketball game
— dubbed "the best game nobody
ever saw" — in complete privacy.
This week, it won a track title a
day late after even its coach
assumed it had lost.
• "It's the weirdest thing I've
been involved with," said track
Calloway County Middle School 7th-grade Lady Laker basketball award winners
coach
Gordon Pynes, a history
included (left to right) Kim Johnson, Academic Award and Best Defense; Carrie
teacher who acknowledged that
Bell, Most Improved; Linda Stubblefield, Most Valuable Player; Jennifer Paul, A
math isn't his strong point But
Academic Award, co-captain; and Farrah Beach, Best Offense and co-captain.
Pynes, with the help of a newspap4
er editor, recalculated the standings
at the Class 3A Region II meet,
N.
which took place Saturday at
eameiirrQk,
•
Commerce.
"At the end of the track meet,
they announced Gladewater- was
t Priv
.
the winner with 57 points. I knew
wirip,„;110-,
we had 52 points, but I had lost
•
track
of Gladewater," Pynes said.
..ionnion••
t
"So I went over and congratulated
the Gladewater coach."
Hours later, Pynes talked with
Johnny Green, the sports editor of
the Texarkana Gazette. Green, who
didn't have team totals but added
up results of each event, congratulated the Atlanta coach for
winning.
Pynes told Green he was mistaCalloway County Middle School 8th-grade Lady Laker basketball award winners
included (left to right) Valerie Shelton, Most Valuable Player and co-captain; Jaime
ken and that Atlanta had finished
Pigg, 100% Award; Marti McClard, Academic Award and co-captain; Mitzi Ricksecond.
man, Best Defense; and Vanessa Bucy, Best Offense.
But later that night, Pyne.t.
thought back to a strange Incident
at the meet.
"At the end, we were looking at
NEW YORK — All 26 major league teams decided to keep 25 players instead of
the final stat sheets and the Bonr itting down to 24. Because of the owners' spring training lockout, teams were
ham girls coach showed me the
allowed to carry 27 players for the first three weeks of the season. The normal limit
final
results in the 200-meter
is a maxiumum of 25 and a minimum of 24. Under a gentlemen's agreement, all
dash," Pynes said. "It showed his
teams have carried 24 players since the 1986 season. The limit goes back to 25
next season. According io the American League, Detroit had been the only team to
girl running sixth, with a 26.99,
cut its roster to 24, but the Tigers added a player.
and she got one point. But he said
• 5 •
she wasn't even entered."
NEW YORK— Dave Stewart of the Oakland Athletics has been named the AmeriPynes immediately got his stat
can League's pitcher of the Month for April and outfielder Ken Griffey Jr. has been
sheet.
chosen the AL's player of the month. Stewart was 5-0 with a 1.32 ERA. Griffey hit
.388, with 31 hits in 80 at-bats, including five hogiers. He also drove in 17 runs and
"I thought about that phantom
scored 10.
girl and how I had dismissed what
• • •
Johnny Green said without checkNEW YORK — Oakland reliever Dennis Eckersley agreed to a two-year contract
ing," he said. "I added up the
extension for $6 million. The terms call for Eckersley to get a $2 million signing
bonus, $2 million in 1991 and $2 million in 1992. He has 78 saves the last two
score about 10 times, then my wife
years.
adaed it up about 10 times."
Then he called Gladewater's
assistant coach Ken Little, who
conceded his team had five fewer
BERN, Switzerland— Team USA won its sixth straight game in the World Champpoints than Atlanta instead of five
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Baseball

We Invite You To Our

OPEN HOUSE
May 5th & 6th...9:0O A.(14. to 5:00 P.M.
Free Coffee & Donuts
Drawings for T-Shirts, Depression Doll,
Rod & Reel and Case of Evinrude Oil.
(Prize draunngs on Sunday. May 6 at 3:00 P.M. Do niit have
to be present to win.)

Come see the changes we've made9

Hockey

ionships, 3-2 over Finland in its final tournament game. The Americans streak
topped their five-game run in 1957, the last time the U.S. became world champions. The United States finished fifth and Finland sixth. Steve MacSwain, Tom
O'Regan and Mike Modano scored for the U.S.

Tennis
• Brand New Boat Launching Ramp.
No More Drop-Offs!

West Germany —

MUNICH,
Third-seeded Michael Chang was upset by Peter Korda 6-7 (6-8), 7-5, 7-6 (7-5) in the first round of the BMW Open Seventh-seeded
Guillermo Perez-Roldan lost to Thomas Muster 6-4, 6-4 and Yanick Noah fell to
Jens Wohrmann 6-2, 6-4. Top-seeded Stefan Edberg overwhelmed Christo van
Rensburg 6-1, 6-0.

• New Covered Boat Slips for Pontoon
Boats, 28 X 10' Also...
• Houseboat & Cruiser Slips for Boats
up to 52'.

WE ARE THE NEW DEALER FOR
QUAILRIDGE PARK MODEL HOMES
Rent one fully furnished for a great vacation or buy
one and we'll put it on your own vacation spot.
On & TWO Bedroom units on display.

>

"There's.à notion going around,that in business
today, th'e only thing that matters is price. We
think service is equally important_

.
f
.

CALL
• Just for our campers—Saturday Night Potluck
Supper and DJ. Bring your favorite record request, a covered dish and meet your fellow
camping friends.

1 • •

DALE WILLIS

-

• 'The Corner Cupboard" New Craft & Gift Items.
• Visit The Boat Works where we sell BassCat Bass
Boats..."Alwap.the leader of the pack".

SPORT
4/vekok

753-8810

st
.0016
The Exceptional Name In Insurance
..: • ___

CAMPING • COTTAGES • MARINA
Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek (502) 354-8493

"He said, 'That's right, I did
have 47.' I was totally stunned that
he knew that and took the trophy
home," Pynes said.
Pynes called Green to tell him he
was right and the Atlanta team
went from second-place in the
Gazette's early edition to "apparent regional champions" in the
final editions Sunday. Meanwhile,
Gladewater wound up in fourth
place.
During basketball season, a
game with Gilmer was played with
only players, coaches and referees
in the gym because the teams had
been involved in a stands-clearing
brawl earlier in the season. After
the matchup was decided in two
overtimes, a writer banned from
the game called it "the best game
nobody saw."
"We're going to have an interesting sports banquet," said Pynes.

(Cont'd from page 3B)
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Far
More
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CLEAN
CAR
POWER
BUYS

TURTLE WAX
ZIP WAX
CAR WASH

ARMOR ALL
PROTECTANT

turtI

wax

64 oz

PHILIPS
LONGER LIFE
SOFT WHITE
LIGHT BULBS
4 pk

599

20-oz Bonus Bate
16 oz +
FREE

minim

, 46 60, 75 or 100 twit
The convenience of longer Me
when you need it mot

Asst. styles

LiMit one coupon per customer.
No cash value. Good thru 5/10/90.
1

sN'k„
TownHousi

KEEBLER
TOWN HOUS
CRACKERS
16 oz., Regular or Low Salt

LIPSTICK

,PEL AL:

Asst shades,
Coty '24' Creme
or Siticsbcks

MAT TIQUI

coREAL
MAKEUP
*Ws trensible Coverage or

MA«,

89

!Illiguif Illuminating Matte

VISUELLE

NO NONSENSE
LIGHT SUPPORT
REGULAR
PANTYHOSE

NEW FREEDOM
ANYDAY
PANTILINERS
ct

Petite Medium or Tali

232
VIDEO
TAPE
RENTALS

1

SHOP PHAR.MOR IN:
KENTUCKY
Ashland
Paducah

WEST VIRGINIA

\hcleo tape

May vary
rental prces

'HAWKS"

"BLACK RAIN"

Timothy Dalton and Anthony
Edwards slug it out with fate as
two terminally ill men planning
thee secede from a hopes'

With photo. I D and
major credit card

Michael Douglas stars as a New
York City police officer set out
for revenge Also Mrs Andy
Gams and hale Capehaw.

q11111
0.100,ge
Ai Raper aterorvect

MAXIMUM
SUNDOWN 4
4Mitit
.
STRENGTH
CALM PLEX
SUDAFED
TABLETS
SINUS
CAPLETS
500 mg 100.ct

Paramount Newel Cmla
A Rights Pleationot

24 a

ROLAIDS_
ISOcI, Regular..
Sugar F
Asst Flavors

Mtn.. t

GOOD HEALTH
COMPLETE
ALLERGY
MEDICINE

Alit k, Y MEDICINE

24 ct coated costs

111

DOUBLE
COUPONS
EVER
Y DAY
sere tot &mita

Tips from your
Phar-Mor Pharmacist on...

DR. SCHOLL'S
SPORTS
CUSHIONS
pa,
^

B-D
ALCOHOL
SWABS
- 10Cr et-

For vary 100 video tapes you rent, yci, receive a $1000
.P1er4hor store gift cerlificeleWe'll keep count and every
time you reach 100 Med,relit receive your gift.....
certificate by mail

.11111161011111iMlii

Siis

For the Phor-Mor location neorest you
look under "Phormocy in the Yellow
loges or call Directory Assistance

Phor-1.4or reserves the right to
limit quantities and correct
typographical errors No rain
checks Rebates void where
prohibited See store for details

131

FOR
02 NIGHTS

VIRGINIA

Barboursville
Parkersburg
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

202

69
.
TAPES

VIDEO CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

CALM'!"
500ks

ALMAY
MOISTURE
MULTIPLIER

ANY TAPE FOR
2 NIGHTS

FREE

Charlottesville
Hampton
2 Richmond locations
Midlothian Market
Shopping Center
West End
Roanoke

DARE
EAU DE
PARFUM
SPRAY

SWEET TRUTH ABOUT SUGAR..
"Sugar may not be as bad as its reputation. It's not the
of obesity it doesn't cause diabetes or hyperactivity in reading cause
children: and it
Isn't addictive. Other untruths about sugar
include:
• Honey and brown sugar are not more
nutritious than white sugar.
• Fructose, the sugar found in fruits, is not
-'better' than the sugar found in sucrose, the
sugar in candy.
• In most cases, examining fat and carbohydrate intake is more important than .
eliminating sugar from your diet.

AND REMEMBER

Phar-Mor Guarantees
the Lowest Prices on Prescriptions

We Only Buy When We Get a Special Deal, We Buy in Huge Quantiti

es and We Pass the Savings on to You.

-wwasaw.'AP
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Jim Adams-10A
The Low Price Leader
Soft 8,8entle

100% Pure - 81% Lean - Extra Lean

Fresh California

.BATII TISSUE

• GROUND BEEF

STRAWBERRIES
Pint._

4 Roll Pkg.

Ray Sine Pkg. - Lb.

Fresh Lean Whole Boston Butt

oi.n.e. Choice - tetra Lean

PORK ROAST

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

Western

Cantaloupe

15 size
Red, Ripe, Rome Grown Taste

$1.49

Tomatoes

Lb.39c

•

Louis Rich Variety Pack
Turkey
12 Oz.

$2.19

lartha

te

FLOUR
• .
Li. lag

Duncan Hines

COOKIES
II Os. Bag

Kraft Valuate

SHELLS 'N CHEESE
DINNER

Bryan
Oscar Mayer

Zappetites

6 Oz.

$1.99

Pure Vegetable

Laundry Detergent

CRISCO OIL

TIDE

48 Oa. Bottle

39 Oz. Box

flavorsted

'WOG FOOD
137: 0:. Can

KRAFTIVAIIKAY

SOFT 'DRINKS
2 Liter Bottles

Corn
Dogs

, COKE, DIET COKE
2 Liter

Salt

BUNNY BREAD
16 Oz. Loaf

Pet Ritz 9 Inch

PIE SHELLS
2 In
Pack

Completers consist of White Wine, Flute Dessert 7'/
Plate, Goblet, Serving Bowl 5 Small Bowl 93/4" Divided
Relish Tray.

NOW ON SALE!
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by Dr. Joe Fuhrmann
Cincinaui is now torn by controversy over an exhibit of the
work of Robert Maplethorpe.
Maplethorpe was a "home-erotic"
art photograpaher, a member of the
gay community who recently fell
victim to AIDS. Some of
Maplethorpe's work is explicitly
sexual; many of his photographs
are of flowers and other traditional
still-life subjects. His pictures are
suffused with a strange, melancholy vitality. Maplethorpe's work
speaks for itself; his art was and is
controversial.
1916 witnessed a rather different
display of sex — or at least nudity
— on American coins. In that year
a new dime, quarter and half-dollar
joined the recently-issued Lincoln
penny and Buffalo nickel. The
Mercury dime and the Walking
Liberty half-dollar were designed
by Adolph Weinman. These
designs were great — and uncontroversial. But the quarter was a bit
more spicy.

Hermon MacNeil designoi the the People" just after the Revolu- world which is basic to their
world
new quarter. The obverse of the tion of 1830. This battle scale view.
quarter showed Liberty. H.N left showed a beautiful woman urging
In truth, public
arm, upraised, clasps a shield; her the people onward. Both of the Public opinion opinion is mixed.
surveys in Cincinright hand holds an olive branch. lady's breasts are bare; she holds nati, for example
, indicate that
This was powerful symbolism in the French flag in her right hand, a most citizens
of that city do not
1916 when Americans wondered if musket in her left. It is a stirring want to close down
the Maplethortheir country would be drawn into performance, and exiting piece of pe exhibit. Those
who do are well
the World War. MacNeil seemed to art.
organized, but they do not speak
be saying the United States offers
Were Americans in 1916 ready for everyone. If they did, the
"peace", we extend the olive to be exited by nudity — on coins? American system of tolerance and
branch; but if we are fe,rced to According to tradition, a cry of respect\for diversity would not —
"fight", a shield is ready for our wrath issued from the American could nht — work. But it does
defense. The reverse side of the public demanding the bare breast work — thank God!
new quarter offered another power- be clothed. Indeed, in the following
A final word about MacNeil's
ful message. Here MacNeil dis- year, 1917, Liberty's entire chest "bare-breasted Liberty." Only
plays an eagle, a traditional symbol was covered with chain armor. 52,000 'of these quarters were
of strength. But his eagle is in According to tradition, the change struck in 1916, and they fetch highflight, it is gentle and graceful, it came because of protests from the prices. One of these 1916 quarters
almost resembles a dove,
public..
in "Very Good" condition sells for
What does this have to do with
Actually, protests were few and $1,000 or more. Such a coin will
the changes had nothing to do with be worn, its sexy details were
sex and nudity?
MacNeil showed Liberty's left public opinion. MacNeil decided to rubbed away years ago. To get a
breast bare. MacNeil was thinking conceal Liberty's bare breast for good look at liberty's bare breast,
like an artist. Liberty, partially technical reasons: to improve the you need to shell out $4,000 for a
nude, was a familiar theme in art. flow of metal during striking. Yet coin in MS-60 condition. If that's
The French artist Delacroix, for the legend took shape and has the thrill you're looking for, surely
example, painted "Liberty Leading endured: Americans were offended that money could be more wisely
at nudity on a new coin.
spent.
When the truth was so simple,
why the legend?
I suspect the legend took shape
because it confirmed What a large
number of liberals "and" conserva- By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
tives choose to believe about the
American people. DEAR DR. GOTT. My 16-year-old
Those conservatives who wor- daughter wets the bed. She began
ried over public displays of nudity when she was 5 or 6 years old. My huswas a bed wetter until about 13
in 1916 were reassured to think band
years of age,
he believes she will
they spoke for the people — and outgrow the and
condition. We've never
that public opinion, aroused, could seen a doctor for her problem becauge
prevail over elitists such as Her- of illy husband's feelings on the
mon MacNeil. Liberals, on the subject.
DEAR READER: Bed-wetting (enother hand, then and now seem to
uresis)
can be caused by urinary intreasure the notion that "the peofections and anatomical abnormaliple" is a monolith with philistine ties
of the urinary tract, it is not
Lasts. Granted, not all liberals or hereditary. Your daughter needs
proDEAR ABBY: Your -letter "De41-• conservatives think
as I am sug- fessional attention to discover the
Church Member” re:nindeI me of a gesting
on this issue. But the liber- cause of her embarrassing problem
quotation attributed to/the late
als
I
have
in mind clearly see them- —1 and to correct it.
Bishop Fulton Sheen:
A urologist could coordinate the
selves
lonely chapions of the
as
"Whenever I see a church.
medical investigation, which should
best
values.
They seem to have a — In my
"Istopinfora
opinion — include a urine
semi-masochistic desire to be per- culture
"So that, when a
Ao Isolate and identify a bacme in,
secuted, to go down lighting for terial infection). an IVP (á kidney X"God won't sa 'Who is it?'"
what they think is enlightened and ray to discover congenital abnormal
MADELINE LT JOHN,ARIZ(/NA progressive. They "want" to think ties in the kidneys, bladder iand
"the people" is against them. It related structures) and cystoscopy
confirms an assumption about the (during which the specialist examines

STATE FBLA WINNERS
Murray High School FBLA Chapter winners at the Kentucky FBLA
Leadership Conference, held in Louisville, April 26-28, were (left to
right) Traci Walker, first place in Office Procedures and Shannon
Fancy, second place in impromptu Speaking. Walker will represent
Kentucky and the Murray High Chapter in the Office Procedures
Event at the National FBLA Conference to be held in Washington,
D.C., June 30-July S.

Bed-wetting

Wealthy Widow's Romance
Arouses Neighbor's Suspicion
DEAR ABBY: My sweet, little,
naive neighbor lady,atleast70years
old,is being romanced by a 49-yearold attractive man Whom she hired
to help with taxes and financial
matters.
Her husband died last year,leaving an estate of close to a,million
dollars, which,ofcourse,this man is
aware of. She has no family..She
tells me that he has preposed marriage arid she has said yes. No date
has been set as -yet, but she
on

the lower tract- with a lighted .
instrument).
•
True, some bed-wetters who have
temporary emotional upsets outgrow
this condition by the time they reach
adolescence; however, at the age of
16, your daughter,15,,not likely to be in
this category.'
I suppose she could be exhibiting
enuresis as a sign of insecurity or
emotional stress; if so, the urologist
might advise counseling.
I'm concerned that you and your
daughter seem to be unduly influenced by your husband's rather rigid
position about medical help. Most 16year-olds I know would take the view:
Hey,I'm tired of having this problem.
and I want to see a doctor about clearing it up.lt seems to me this would be
an altogether healthy response from a
young woman exhibiting a normal desire to take charge of her own life.
Without knowing the dynamics of
yew family relations, I can only
guess that your husband wishes to
maintain an inappropriate amount of
control over his daughter. This may

teen-_ager. She says he yist Una.nt.. a
companion and, due to a physical,
"problem," he cannot be a husband
to a younger woman.(I presume he's
impotent)
I called the police to see if there
was some way they could quietly
4heck up on this man. They said
there was nothing they could do.
And since he has no criminal record,
they cannot make a formal investi
gation.
./
Abby, I think I smell a rat/ Is
there anything I can do to protect
this woman from being taken dvan„tage of?
WORRIED NE GHBOR

not be in her best interests.
In any case. I recommend your
daughter see a doctor who should be
able to help her with isymptom that,
aside from being a disruption, could
-refleeta treatable physical condition.
To give you additional information,
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Medical Specialists."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
• ()WIO NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Official Derby Plates 8, Napkins
Metallic Plated Julep Glasses
Ancient Age Mint Julep Mix
Kentucky Derby Beer

DEAR WORRIED: ur neighbor is over 21 — se4eral times
over — and unle* you have

Official Derby Glasses

reason to believe/she has a few
shingles miash*from her roof,
she shotdd be le to look after
herself.
You ntaytiella rat,butIsmell
trouble if y continue to poke
aroundp
rsyour neighbor's private aff .Back off.

Kentucky Derby Pennants

DEAR Aim: I will soon be required to make an appearance in a
court bf law. My question concerns
the oath all witnesses are required
to take before testifying. It's:"Do you
swear to tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth,so
help you God?"
Well, Abby, I no more,believe in
God than I believe in Santa Claus
and the Tooth Fairy.Therefore,what
is my obligation to tell the truth?
CONFIRMED ATIIEIST

DEAR ATHEIST: Thank God
(oops!)— make thar,13e grateful
that you live in,weountry where .
we have religious-freedom — or
freedom from religion if one
prefers.
Thelaw requiresonly that you
promise to tell the truth.Itdoes
not require that you believe in
Pod.
_

DEAR ABBY:Ijustreturned from
the beauty salon More than just a
little disgusted.
The entire time the operator was
setting -my hair, she'had the -phone
perched on her shoulder while she
argued with her ex-husband about
their children. I was so angry. I
considered withholding partial payment, as I felt that I had about 50
percept of her attention.
This is not the first time she has
carried on a telephone conversation
while.setting my hair. Why do I
.continue going to this person? Be.
'cause she's the only operator.I know
..---who can make my hair li?ok nice,and
trejilly likeher—
J, •
• I wonder if others have encountered a similar problem? -ILLINOIS
DEAR ILLINOIS:You are very
wise. You probably need her
more than she needs you. Had
you told her off, she might have
suggested that you find another
operator.This way,you dumped
your anger on me, which is fine.
That's what I'm here for.

COORS
(LIGHT, liG. & EXTRA)

2/12 PACKS.
12 OZ. CANS

,;!, Most interesting ..tore

Thtl

Party Mart
Hannon Plaza 509 Lone Onk Rd Hwy 45 Paducah
Open 8 A M -10 P.M Mon.-Thurs.,8 A.M.-11

442-0011
P.M. Fri. & Sat.

11

OFFICIAL
116TH
KENTUCKY
DERBY
COFFEE MUG
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Project Graduation: Investment in the future
4ker

by Kenneth Darnell
conquere the new world before
Graduation night, Anywhere, them. Some will seek summer jobs
USA. Orderly rows of appropriate- while some will prepare for colly capped and robed seniors impa- lege. Some, however, will not see
tiently wait to make the long march the light of this new day. All
across the gym floor, then enter the through the night police, emergenspotlight of the stage as they hear cy and rescue crews, nurses, doctheir name announced to the world tors and hospital personal have
to receive the long sought after kept a silent but dread vigil. They
diploma and symbolic handshake. know too well that the odds are
Parents, friends, and relativto burst against the quiet passing of their
with pride as each son or daughter shift. The call comes. Professionals
crosses the threshold of adulthood.
frantically perform their given
Speeches are made, honors are bes- duties. Somewhere, in the still
town, and finally...the calm on the black of the night, a state policegym floor. ks broken by scores of man practices the "I'm afraid I
tasselled caps taken to flight. The have bad news" speech he thought
gym comes to life. Pictures are he would never have to deliver, as
posed for, congratulations are he walks slowly toward the door of
extended, goodbyes are spoken.
a stranger's home.
For the teachers, 'their task is
Unfortunately, the gruesome
momentarily complete, only to ritual is not an isolated incident.
begin immediately again as the Within a few weeks this scene will
assembly line prepares yet another be repeated in hundreds of comgroup for this annual rite of pas- munities across the United States.
sage. For the parents, its time to An alarmingly high number of high
'ask in the limelight of pride and school seniors will not be alive the
1:compt1shment, and to showcase day following their graduation.
..0 talents of their prodigy. To the Perhaps some member of this fatal
V. graduate, society's newest full
group will come from your com. ledged member, it is on one hand munity — be someone yan._know
tlt: pinnacle of success — the cul- or even a relative. Even if this
nation of a seemingly endless group presents itself to you as just
....est for acceptance, recognition, another grim statistic, the fact
.onformation. Yet.. on the other remains that these lives were taken
and, the friends, experiences, the before each -had the opportunity to
ornfortable routine they have reach his or her potential in socie79wn for fully 'three fourths of ty. Each life lost creates a void that
•,heir,lives has now come to the end can never be filled.
hat .always seemed so far from
To combat this needless loss of
reality. Overtome by a point,in life, a nationwide effort has been
time they stand in bittersweet implemented utilizing the support
reflection of the past and ponder of police agencies, school admi-Where do we go from here?" nistrations, teachers, parents, and
questions. Admonished by parents volunteers Dubbed PROJECT
overwhelmed still with pride and
GRADUATION, this effort is the
happiness to "go out tonight and
product of the cooperation of all
have fun", they disperse to seek the
the concerned and caring citizens
company of one another, kindred
of the community. The Project Graspirits who are. now experiencing
duation committee for Calloway
the same confusion of joy and sor- County High is currently preparing
- )w. Piled into cars they venture for their third graduation night
2t0 thenight. As they reflect and
event. Sanctioned by the Kentucky
;ICC the awesome world before
State Police and supported enthutyp,the-strangest of will is i.siastically by state and national
c.nipterl to seek the refuge taunted
drug prevention and awareness
drugs-or -alcohol, -gfoupProject Graduation in- CalDawn of the next day will find
loway County has become a model
most, but not all, going forth to for other communities and school

systems to emulate.
attend without the prospect of winThe goal of Project Graduation ning the car or a prize, the ones
is simply this: Keep our students who we feel represent the greatest
alive on graduation night. This is risk on graduation night are usually
achieved basically by providing an the students who are the most
activity for all the graduating reluctant to attend. Since we cannot
seniors beginning immediately save the lives of those who choose
after the graduation exercises, and not to come, we believe that no
continuing until dawn of the fol- effort or amount is LOO large if it
lowing day. During this time, no entices the reluctant student to
one is allowed to leave and the use attend."
of alcohol and drugs is prohibited.
Volunteers are presently solicitKaren Helm, in17
. second year ing donations in the community for
as Faculty Coordina r for Project Project Graduation. "Time is runGraduation at C oway County ning short already for this year's
High, describes the event as a project" stated Mrs. Helm. "Our
"safe, fun-filled, drug free gradua- fundraising committee under the
tion party for our seniors." Accord- direction of Carol Sims is doing a
ing to Mrs. Helm, the event could wonderful job, but they need the
not take place without the over- support of every person in the comwhelming support of the communi- munity. When you are contacted by
ty. "Our goal is 100% participation one of our volunteers, please recof the senior class. In order for ognize the need to make a donation
Project Graduation to be effective, to Project Graduation. Your supwe must have every senior in atten- port may just keep someone you
dance. This requires a varied array know alive on graduation night.
of activities in order to appeal to Just consider it an investment in
each individual. Of course the main the future."
attraction of the evening is the
This year's Project Graduation is
drawing for a car. The prospect of scheduled for May 25. For inforwinning the car or one of the other mation on how you can help Pronice gifts that we give away creates ject Graduation, or to pledge your
the necessary desire to attend and donation, contact Karen Helm at
stay at the event all night.
Calloway County High School. The
. The community is a very integral phone number is 753-5479.
part or the program. Not only does
the project require vast amounts of
time on the part of our volunteers,
but it also requires a great amount
of money. The support has been
tremdous in the past. The business
community has been very receptive
and very generous to our cause
with donations of merchandise that
Area farmers are invited to a
we use as gifts for the students,
food items and decorations. Our grain marketing meeting Thursday,
operating funds come exclusively' May 3, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
fromthe monetary support of indi- County High School agriculture
viduals, groups and civic organiza- department Plans will be made for
tions, and the area businesses." a marketing class that will meet
Although the car that is given away throughout the summer to keep
and the various other gifts repre- members abreast of current marketsertt the greater portion of the com- ing opportunities and strategies.
Anyone interested in improving
mittee's budget, Mrs. Helm considers the expenditure not only neces- his grain marketing is invited to
sary, but vital to the success of the attend. Those having questions may
program. "Each student attends call Johnnie Stockdale, adult and
strictly on a voluntary basis. While young farmer instructor at Callothere may be several who would way County High School.

Grain marketing
meeting scheduled
for Thursday night

Bring the good life home.
95
*No cash deposit
*No credit hassles
*No long-term obligation
*Call now and we'll deliver today

per
week*

as low as

••••.,
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Super Special
This Week!

Rent a 19" Home Entertainment
Center For Only '16" And Get A
—
VCR or CD Player at No Extra Charge!
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4
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Math adds up to pizza? It does if you are one of the many students
taking part in the voluntary math program in Dick Farrell's sixth
grade math classes at Murray Middle School. Here Karen Green, left,
and Heather Jedan receive pizza buffet coupons frm Matt Bartholemy
for having completed half the program. The program, designed to
increase mathematical skills, is part of the partnership between area
businesses and the Murray school system. This program is supported
by Mr. Gatti's, the graphic arts department at Murray State and a
grant from the Murray Independent School District Foundation for
Excellence.

Krizan elected to two-year
oterm on NBEA executive board
Dr. A.C. -Buddy" Krizan, a professor in the Department of Office
Systems and Business Education at
Murray State University, has been
elected to a two-year term on the
executive board of the National
Business Education Association
(NBEA).
Krizan, who joined the Murray
State faculty in 1978, will represent
the National Association for Busi-

ness Teacher Education, the institutional division for business teacher
education of the NBEA.
NBEA is the nation's largest
professional organization devoted
exclusively to serving business
education. Its members also
include administrators, supervisors,
teacher educators and college and

university students planning to
become business teacliers.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THUR.SDAY,MAY 3, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21-to Apr. 1-9) '
le-You have a staring new business
plan that has every chance of working. Do your best to get along with a
difficult co-worker. Shopping and
financial dealings are favored.
TAURUS
(Apr.20to May 201
1
Far
You're more articulate and selfexpressive than usual. Exciting new
friendships, possibly through travel,
come today. A friend is competitive.
Romance is a plus.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)'
SoCial life picks up for you in the
coming weeks, but you'll want to
spend part of today on a study, or
research project. It's a wonderful day
to go shopping.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
• Even though an argumentative type
could upset you now, it's still a good
day for making important phone calls
and Tor getting your thoughts across
to others.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
This is a good day i.o meet• with
higher-ups about important business
concerns. A trip may soon be on Your
agenda. Money prospects improve,
but quarrels are still possible.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Exciting romance is now possible
for those elig,ible. You're in a period
of improved popularity,but make you
sure you give an existing tie his or her
proper due.
.
LIBRA
bets
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
It's a good day for making important financial decisions. You may
start a home improvement project
now. An irritation may arise with a
co-worker.

l-( IR)

k SCORPIO
(Oct 23r tolgoii:21)
.
The signIng of contracts is favored
now. It's a good time for reaching
agreements with others. Dating is
favored if you quell a tendency to be
fault-finding.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Though the accent now is on home
life, the coming weeks will find you
going out more for happy social
times. As for your career... you'll
make important progress today.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll'reach an understanding with
a child, though you may not see eye
to eye with an adviser. Creative work
is highlighted. Partners work well
together as a team.
AQUARIUS
—
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
It's a day for making Major domestic decisions. A new careli, or
financial opportunity comes now.
Local travel Ras romantic overtones.
Avoid money quarrels tonight.
PISCES
>vim
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•41600
Clarity of thought and facility of
expression are your allies now.Social
opportunities are plentiful today, but
don't become too full of yourself. Be
humble and happy in the
YOU BORN TODAY are selfexpressive, a good money-maker,and
ambitious. You may have a natural
• talents for writing. Often you're foundin businesses allied to the arts, but
you may be creatively talented yourself as well. You have many interests,
but be careful that you don't have
your finger -in too many pies. The
ability to sell yourself is an asset in all
you do. Birthdate of: Golds Meir,
government leader; Earl Wilson, cotumnist; and Sugar Ray Robinson,
boxer.
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GRASS.TRIMMER
I
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THE RIGHT TOOL

Sale Priced

metabl

43999
$25 OFF

_/

This Week
Only!
_•

Full Size Whirlpool'
Washer/Dryer Pairs
Starting at $1495
per week

Tv

VIDEO• AtIMO• Ft liNiTt RI • APR IANCFS

Rent-to-Own Today, Call:
nonago..,

••••
,14,p.n.ow

Iv= •••••••••01*
to•••••1 Vv.& e•Ir.

woo ••-• law

408 N. 12th Street
Murray
759-4487

111/

•

GT1100A

'Powerful 21.2 cc
two-cycle engine
•Pro-Fire'" Electronic
Ignition for easy starts
'Centrifugal Clutch for
ease of starting and
operation

SRM1501
_TRIMMER/
BRUSFICUTTER

Sale Priced

$1

99

$.20 OFF

•

SRM1501
Optional
Blade kit
evadable

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571 or
753-4110

Tsai1/ctaie
.41,OMNI41

TOM
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Hours:
Mon -Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00
I 1(
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SS card more important than ever
,Social Security has always
advised people to have their Social
Security cards before they are
needed. Recent changes in tu laws
and work requirements have made
the Social Security card more
important than ever before.

number. Employers and Government agencies will ask to see your
card as issued by SSA and often
cannot accept just the number or a
plastic or metal card.

The Social Security Administra
tion (SSA) does not issue plastic or
metal cards. SSA does not charge a
fee to issue cards. You should have
the paper card issued by SSA even
if you choose to have a plastic or
metal card made.
When asked for your number,
you should always read it from the
paper card. Tax and work records
are kept by the Social Security

If you do not have the paper
card, it is easy to apply for one.
You should call us for an application form. If you have a Social
Security number, you have only to
return the completed application
with proof of your identity to your
local Social Security office. You
do not have to come to the office.
We cannot accept photocopies, so
you must send the original document you use to establish your
identity. It will be returned to you

Plans are now being made for
the 1990 Red Cross Learn to Swim
Program, set for June 4 through
August 10. Registration will be
May 7 at the Murray Calloway
County Library from 9 a.m. until 4
p.m. Sign up thereafter will be at
the Red Cross office, third floor of
the Courthouse Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. No
phone registration will be accepted.
Again this year, the program will
take place at the Murray Calloway
County Pool. Classes will be
offered to infants through adults. A

schedule of the ten weeks session
is as follows.
FIRST SESSION: JUNE 4-15
11 a.m.-12 noon: Beginners
(SP); Beginners (BP); Beginners
(BP) Adv. Beginners. EVENING
CLASSES 8-9, p.m.: Beginners
(SP) Beginners (BP); Beginners
(BP) Adult Beginners
SECOND SESSION: JUNE 18-29
11-12 noon: Beginners (SP);
Beginners (BP) Intermediates.
11-11:30 a.m.: Parent & tot;
11:30-12 noon: Parent & preschool. EVENING CLASSES: 8-9

promptly. While it must be a recent and the original documen
t will be
document, it does not have to be
returned at once.
current. For example, you can send
If you are going to continue
an expired driver's license or work
using your maiden name, you do
record from 2 to 3 years ago.
not have to change the name on the
If you are a foreign born U.S. card. You should be
careful to be
citizen, you must also furnish evi- consistent in using
the name to
dence or your U.S. citizenship. If avoid problems with your
Federal
you are not a U.S. citizen, you
work and tax records. The last
must provide evidence of your
name on your tax return, for examalien status.
plc, should match the name on your
This is the time of year for mar- Social Security card.
riages and new brides. If you marry
If you have a question or a proband wish to change your name on lem with your card or applicati
on
Social Security's records, you must for a card, call us at 443-7506
in
apply and provide proof of youloqoPaducah or 247-8095 in Mayfield.
name change such as a marriage Social Security now has a toll-free
certificate. As with any request for telephone nubmer. It is
a card, photocopies cannot be used
1-800-2345-SSA.

p.m.: Beginners; Adv. Beginners
(BP); Adult Beginners (BP). 8-8:30
p.m.: Parent & tot; 8:30-9 p.m.:
Parent & pre-school. _
THIRD SESSION: JULY 2-13
11-12 noon: Beginners (SP);
Beginners (BP) Adult Beginners
(BP); Swimmers. 11-11:30 a.m.
Parent & tot; 11:30-12 noon:
Parent & Pre-school. EVENING
CLASSES: 8-9 p.m.: Beginners
(SP); Adult Beginners (BP); Intermediates (BP). 8-8:30 p.m.: Parent
& tot; 8:30-9 p.m.: Parents & preschool.

Red Cross CPR,first aid classes to be offered
The Calloway County Vocational Center will offer an Instructor
Class for the American Red Cross
Instructors in Fire Service, Community CPR BLS CPR and Standard First Aid.
The training dates are May 15,

17, 22 at 6:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Vocational Center. These
dates are required for all participants. Fire instructor will also meet
on May 23 and June 11, 12. Community CPR Instructor will meet
May 24.

BLS/CPR will meet May 29 and
First Aid Instructors will meet on
June 12.

ATLANTA — Eight months into
a study of chronic fatigue syndrome, doctors in four cities have
reported 250 possible cases of the
mysterious malady to the Centers
for Disease Control.
About 350 physicians in Atlanta:
Reno, Nev.; Grand Rapids, Mich.;
and Wichita, Kan., are cooperating
with the CDC, reporting possible
cases of chronic fatigue syndrome,
sometimes termed the ''yuppie
disease."

know somebody who hasit, GUM
said.
Symptoms of the illness, first
named in 1988 but described in
medical literature back to the
1700s, include the debilitating
fatigue which gives kits name, as
well as fever, sore throat, muscle
weakness and discomfort, headaches and insomnia.
Studies have suggested anger or
depression may be implicated in
chronic fatigue syndrome, but
there's no suggestion it is an imaginary ailment.

YES MA'AM,I'M CALLING ABOUT
MY D06..APPARENTLY YOU'VE
SELECTED 141M FOR JURY DUTY..
-7
(

ASK I-IER IF
1-14EY SIVE
I.FREE COOKIES

"The conversations I have had
have been very encouraging. Basically I'm going through the process
to make a personal decision on
that."
The race for next ytar's Democratic nomination for lieutenant
governor may attract a sizable roster of candidates. Attorney General
Fred Cowan and Pike County
Judge-Executive Paul Patton, who
ran for the job unsuccessfully in
1987, already are seeking the
position.
Rep. Bobby Richardson, DGlasgow, a former House speaker,
has expressed an interest, as has

TIE'
11E"
TIE.!
TIE!

House Speaker Pro Tern Pete
Worthington, D-Ewing. Franklin
Circuit Judge Ray Corns, who
wrote the original ruling declaring
Kentucky's school system unconstitutional, also is a potential
candidate.
Three of the last five governors
served as lieutenant governor, and
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones is considered the front-runner for the 1991
Democratic nomination for
governor.
Wright would not comment on
whether he would run for governor
in 1995 if he is elected lieutenant
governor next year.

U.S. savings bonds earnings on the rise
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
savings bonds will earn interest it
a rate of 7.01 percent from May 1
through Oct. 31, up slightly from
6.98 percent the during the previous six months, the Treasury
Department said Tuesday.
Catalina V. Villalpando, treasurer of the United States, said the
new rate "will keep savings bonds
in the competitive range with other
market-sensitive instruments during
the coming months."
Savings bond interest rates are

Lady Bird Johnson
tosscale back
different activities
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Lady
Bird Johnson says she is as dedicated as ever to-the National Wildflower Research Center but plans
to scale back some of her other
activities.
The former first lady has previously said she would do less work
with the Texas Highway Department Beautification Awards, a project she has sponsored for 20 years.
At a tree-planting ceremony
Monday, Mrs. Johnson, 77, said
she also intends to cut back on
activities such as public speaking.

changed each May 1 and Nov. 1 to
reflect open market rates. They are
based on 85 percent of the yield on
five-year Treasury securitieS,
which have averaged 8.25 percent.
Savings bond yields at redemp-

lion are the average of semiannual
market-based rates during the time
held, compounded semiannually or
at a minimum rate, whichever is
greater. The current minimum rate
is 6 percent.

NO, MA'AM '
I M NOT CALLING
FOR MYSELF...IM CALLING
FOR MY DOG_ I TPINK
THERE'S BEENA MISTAKE..

TIE.'
TIE'
TIE!
TIE.!
TIE.!

Wright pondering race for Lt. Governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Sen. Joe Wright, part of the
leadership group that controls the
Kentutky General Assembly, is
pondering a race for lieutenant
governor in 1991.
Wright is a Breckinridge County
native who has been in the Senate
since 1976. He said Tuesday he
intends to decide by early June
whether to enter the race.
"I have never said anything
about it publicly, but I've always
had an interest in moving up, I
guess," said Wright, who is the
number-two ranking Democrat in
the Senate as majority floor leader.

West. your partner, leads fourth
best against a no-trump game, and
you can kill an honor from dummy
quickly with your ace. Could there
be any reason to act more slowly?
Dummy's heart queen was played
at trick one, and East was quick to
win his ace and return the suit.
Dummy won and a club finesse lost
to West's queen. Reading East's
heart seven as the top of his remaining two hearts, West also correctly
read South for an original holding of
four hearts including the 10. And instead of trying to cash out, West led
a diamond, in desperate hopes that
East held the king. No matter, the
damage had already been done at
trick one. There was no longer any
way to score more than two heart
tricks,,and South made his vulnerable game.
East should not play his heart ace
at trick one. Instead he should signal with his seven to encourage a
continuation. When West wins his
club queen, a second heart lead is
won by East's ace, and a third heart
lead allows West to pick up South's
remaining 10-8.
Note that nothing is lost by East's
patient duck. Had West started with
J-10-x-x, it would be easy for the defense to score thre-le.. heart winners
regardless of East's play at trick
one. However, when West holds J-9x-x. East must use the hart ate to
help West score both the nine and
the jack.

SOUTH
97
IP 108 6 3
•KQJ
•K J 9
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South West
Non
1+
Pass
1 NT
Pass
•A

ANSWER: Pass. With no useful distribution and only ohe ace, do not
make any voluntary bid at this time.
Send bridge questions to The Ares. PO Box
12363 Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 United Feature Syndicate

For more information please call
the Calloway County Chapter
753-1421.

Fatigue syndrome cases reach 250 in 8 months
, The study, which began in September, has yielded 250 cases, said
Dr. Walter Gunn of the Atlantabased CDC. It will be another year
before preliminary results from the
study are available, he said today.
The CDC is trying "to determine
the prevalence and incidence of
this illness," Gunn said. "Some
people think it's increasing, but we
really don't know yei"
In the last two months, the CDC
has received about 2,000 calls
seeking information on chronic
fatigue syndrome, "mostly from
people who thini they have it, or

FOURTH SESSION: JULY 16-27
-1-1-12 noon: Beginners (SP);
Beginners (BP); Adv. Beginners (7
st); Intermediates (7 st). 11-11:30
a.m.: Parent & tot; 11:30-12
noon: Parent & pre-school. EVENING CLASSES: 8-9 p.m. Beginners (SP); Adult Beginners (BP);
Swimmers (BP). 8-8:30 p.m. Parent
& tot; 8:30-9 p.m. Parent & preschool.
Milli SESSION: JULY 30-AUG.
10
11-12 noon: Beginners (SP);
Beginners (SP); Adv. Beginners (7
st); Intermediates (7 st). 11-11:30;
Parent & tot; 11:30-12 noon:
Parent & pre-school. EVENING
CLASSES: 8-9 p.m. Beginners
(SP); Adult Beginners; Swimmers.
8-8:30 p.m. Parent & tot; 8:30-9
p.m.: Parent & pre-school.

"There is a slowness in affairs
which ripens them, and a slowness
which rots them "

EXCELLENT MISS BUxLEv
NEAT, CLEAN, NO TYPOS...
NICE WORK

PARKING? NO MA'AM I'M
NOT CALLING ABOUT PARKING..
I'M...i.4ELLQ? HELLO?

EVER'. ACX.g. 1 6PEND
GETTING LkDCZE.6ET)
ANO14ER 1-1OUR. I GET
TO -1-A!k4 UP!

- Alwre

PACE

108

WEDNESDAY, MAY

2, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
010

020
Notice

ADVERTISEMENT
4, FOR BIDS
Kentucky• • Finance
AdmIttisnauon
and
Cabinet. Department
for Facilities Mariageinent, Division of
Contracting & Administration. Room *
122, New Capitol Annex. Frankfort. KY
40601.
INVITATION
TO
HID: ES-334-90
OPENING DATE:
May 22, 1990
2:00 P.M., EDT
PROJECT':
Roof Replacement
Clark Hall
Murray State
University
Murray. Ky
INVITATION
TO
RID: ES-335-90
OPENING DATE:
May 22. 1990
2:00 P.M.. E.D.T.
PROJECT:
Roof Replacement
Physical Plant
Building
Murray State
University
Murray. KY
FOR ADDMONAL
INFORMATION
AND BID DOCUMENTS CALL (502
564-3050.

S.

020

Notice

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE_
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses For
free information
Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
733-4199
"free local
claim service"

Retail Space
. Available In
Bel-Air Center
Call 753-4751
Aftw 5 p.m 753-9439

Venison
Special

1980 Ford
Fairmont SW
6 cyl., auto,PS.PB..
5450.

$60 00 PER HUNDRED remelting letters from hornet
Details. send selfaddressed, stamped envelope Associates. Box
309-7, Colonia, NJ 07067.
ADVERTISING sales person Journal Communications Inc is looking for
aggressrve sales person for
Calloway County area Call
247-2169
BOAT mechanic tor Evinrude outboards, OMC in
MerCruiser stern drives.
Call Sportsman's Boat
Works For interview between 9am-4pm Mon -Fn.
only 502-354-6569.

WANT
TO. BUY
Large Safe

436-5360
Key Mini=
Warehouses

60"1o 70" Tall.
Will move it.

Hwy. 121 South
Saes -from 5x10 to 10x30
753-5562 H no answer:
753-6078, 7534996

Carport
Sale

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

Office of
GOLD CREDIT CARD
Guaranteed Approval' No
Credit Check $800-$5000
Credit Line. Must Be 18
years old. Call 24 hr recorded message (714)
399-1055

Shady Oaks
Trailer Park
Hwy. 121 N.
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
clothes,
Children's
lots of miscellaneous

Northwood Storage

PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography,753-8809

10X12' to 12X24'
saes Available

Northwood aubdivision
Off 641 N.

753-8251

753-4496

Node*
11••••••••

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Astro 8 Passenger
Van $336 mei*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

Make
sss

Tnploid Grass Carp.
Channel Catfish, Lange
Mouth Bass. Hybrid
Blue Gills

55$
SSSSSS5SS55
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
ssss
SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSS
5$SSSSSSSSSSS
$55SSS$55SSSS

Delivery Date May 5

Coldwater Fish
Farm502-489-2495

WANT to lease: 3br, 2tiath
house in or near Murray
753-5615

$ts
ssss
$sss
sss
ssss
$sss
sss
ssss
ssss
$ss
ssss
sssssssssssssssss
sssssssssss
sss
sss
With Classified

After 7 p.m.

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

753-1916
025

Newspaper
Carriers

POSITION Announcement
Murray State University Accounting and Financial Services Tale: Accountant(Accounts Receivable) Description - Position will work
under the supervision of
Accounts Receivable Manager and will be actively
involved in registrations,
student accounts receivable, collections and other
related tasks. Position will
have extensive interaction
with students and parents
and good communication
skills will be essential Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Business or Business related
degree. Preferred Qualifications Experience in collections, College and University Accounting and familiarity with large
computer-based Accounting Systems. Salary
Range: Salary commensurate with qualifications Resumes with at least three
(3) professional references
(please include addresses
and telephone numbers)
should be sent to the following address - Director of Accounting and Financial Services 2nd Floor, Sparks
Hall Murray State University Murray, Ky 42071.

Personals

WANTED

$5,000 GOLD CARD No
turndowns! No deposit
needed. Cash advances!
Also fast, easy VISA/MC,
no deposit! Free info!
1(800)677-5103, anytime.

Please apply at,

Bookkeeper
Experience preferred
in A/P, A/R, Billing;
computer experience
helpful, advertising
experience a plus. Respond immediately.

060

The Murray
Ledger & Times

Help
Wanted

759-1390
,Ask for
Ms. Whitlow.
•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Caress
4 A washing

17

;

8 Choir voice
12 Anglo-Saxon
money
13 Lamb s pen
name
14 Cook in hot
water
15 Father or
mother
17 By way of
19 Note of scale
20 Stroke
21 Wager
22 Zodiac sign
21 Rude person
25 Chicken
26 Gold symbol
27 Hurried
28 Transgress
29 Debate
32 Near
33 Keep for
future use
35 Tin symbol
36 Possessive

1

a
ID lm
E W
SUPER
SAD
:NM
,A
UT I LE
OB I
BURST
TAMA iLES
NOUN
N I P
ASSURES
TENSE
SIA
RESTS
D I E T,
STOAT
RIUT
TWO;
ECHO
SOFAS
ENI
NEEDS
LETTERS
DOE
STEM
PRESIDE
EPICS
OUR
LITERITAA
TEA
STARS
STY
+-

tithe
3 Game fish
4 Twisted
5 In music
high -6 Agave plant
7 Asylum
8 'Arabian
garment

DOWN
1 Burst
2 Period of

1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

pronoun
38 Enemy
39 Gave food to
40 River in
Siberia
41 Baby s
napkin
42 Uncouth
persons
43
- Lose or
Draw
45 Hard-shelled
fruit
46 Decay
47 At home
48 Days Of
-Lives
49 Writer
52 Cook slowly
54 Unusual
56 Guidis,s high
note
57 Domicile
58 Chooses
59 Corded cloth

4

12

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Drivers
What's brown and geld
and makes more nionoy?
The J.B. Hunt driver.
• ro secret that J8 Hunt
elnvers got ther share of was
mg in the truce woos
They wear unto:inns in a held
where die T-sh•n and worn out
ears are the usual ewe
Sul who gets he last laugh/
They do.
J8 Hunt pays the best
salaries in the business and
prov.des a tun range oi corn

party pad benefits
II you wart tome the color at
Oil money - call
1400-643-3331
J.B. Hunt
Where the driver matters
Subject to drug screen,

- Moque opportunity employer

9 Behold!
10 "The . Machine"
11 Mixture
16 Hearing
organ
18 That thing
21 Act of
kindness
22 Haul with
effort
23 Unruly third
24 Sblemn vow
25 Towel
insignia.
.28 Metric
measure
28 Sun. talk
29 Hail!
30 Employed
31 Finishes
33 Eforlirot body
34 Actor Lowe
37 Vast age
39 "- of the
41 Donkey
42 Temporary
bed
43 Fond desire
44 Toward and
within
45 Greek letter
46 Regrets
48 Be in debt
49 Skill
50 Bullring cry
51 Knock
53 Printer's
measure
55 Pacific) ID

EASY WORK! Excellent
Pay! Assemble products at
home. Call for information.
504-641-8003 Ext. 8047.
EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly. Easy
work at home. No expertonce needed. Call
1-504-641-7778 Ext. 2329
Open 24 hours, including
Sunday
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if.'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, You we
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
protect a funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A
Cal J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 .
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
ORGANIST needed for
local church by audition
Please call after 6pm to
arrange an appointment
753-3673.
PART-TIME housekeeping Must be reliable Apply
m person Eagle Inn Hwy
641So Murray

DRIVERS

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVERS
annals* coiner tor COT ca.arrid
tacsci ram dews et MURRAY
411 war at least 2 weirs wan
once Vico, a poorly onr Vu
rood pornaora orriooront, hare
Ives tome and rolavooll ita- F
tort mos aro a si banal per
ags naming maw medal. Morn
we dorsi nararrara otogrwri.rid
ouch novo a% oil Co riontioaarc
a to 04014 mMurry, KY,
Morass • SeerdayFieriovisor
cal SOP 13110181, mit for Horror
Mapate
a OCS
wors
pot antiwar movarmlon red rub
IMOD 8171/1 Mt Equal Ospor
arwr Fnarasir

DEDICATED
CARRIAGE
SERVICES, INC.

INSTVIUC T1ON

"r
n+. LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
ALLIANCE
1114Cr011•rwukw Lawn..TM
41414 vent milm

SALES representative,
part time for local Christian
newspaper Looking for
Christian person with extra
time on their hands Must
be willing to work hard For
interview. contact Darvin
Stom at 354 9144 after
5pm

1-800-334-1203
140
Want
To Buy

SHEET metal apprentice
for local heating and air
conditioner business
Please call 753-8181 from
8am-4 30pm
SUBSTITUTE driver
needed for paper carrier
Must have own car Call
759-1138 before lOwn or
after 6pm

POSTAL Jobs: Start
$11.41/hour. For exam and
application information.
Cat(219)769-6649 ext. Ky
109, 8a.m.-8p.m. seven
days.
ROUTE SALES Good Pay!
Good Future! Good Benefits! Schwan's Sales of
Kentucky. No investment,
paid training and excellent
advancement opportunities. Must be at least 21
years old and have a good
driving record Now interviewing. For an appointment, call 1-800-336-7569.
EOE.
-SALES person for in-home
sales of vinyl siding and
replacement windows Experienced only need apply
Pay is draw on commission. Leads furnished. Call
between 9-1pm Thursday
for appointment. 753-0909
MEN! WOMEN!
Get Off The Cost-of-living

TREADMILL
rinamens and horde tomeards
mama)you moos sabre Then in
ono you looked trio a rwading salts
czar vat WW1 of Omaha

GENERAL house and of
deaning References
supplied. 753-4897 or
753-6737.
lice

IF you need your yard
mowed, trash hauled off, or
any kind of clean up work
done, call James Sills at
753-4468.
I MOW yards anywhere in
Calloway Co Many references available Reasonable rates For a free estimate call 753 5368
MINI HOME for the elderly:
room for 2 elderly ladies,
complete 24 hour care, excellent conditions, like being at home. 435-4167.
SOCIAL Worker with B S.
degree seeking employment. Willing to relocate,
753-1844.
WANTED: yards to mow in
town. 759-9912.
WILL do house cleaning
Call 753-7041, leave message if not home.
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Send Resume To:
Bob Boone
P.O. Box 157
Carbondale, II. 62903
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Lb Hama MIMIC MOW ol Omaha
Era °pawn.* Comprise 16f

EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY. Local
Sub-yogurt shop Doing a
very good business and
lots of growth potiantial. Call
for
appointment
618-524-3388.

HELP WANTED

1 EUROTAN suntanning
bed,$2000. 1 1985 Big Red
Honda 3-wheeler. $900.
753-0432.
FOR Sale: Patio furniture,
umbrella and table, 4
chairs, and 4 loungers. Aluminum with baked-on
enamel. Also, man's fur
jacket, racoon, like new,
40/42. Call 753-595O-----

NEW 12hp Roper, 38in.
cut, for sale. 753-8690.

WATER heater round
electric 30 or 40gal.
$129.99. Wallin Hardware
Downtown Paris. Open alj
day Saturdays.

I i5

• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.

HOTPOINT washer/dryer.
Excellent condition
532§/peir. 753-0814.

MATCHING sofa, loveseat,
chair, earth tones Good
condition 753-5020, after
6 30pm.
MAY Sale - trough May
drastic price
on all BR,
LA, indiners, sleepers, and
DR groups Recliners and
all bedding spedal savings
too We will save you money, Carraway Furniture
105 N 3rd St. 753-1502

• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.

SECTIONAL couch - rediner in 1 end, queen size
bed other end: Ashley
wood stove 759-4144

• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help altar you
literally impoverish yourself. , -

SOFA steeper $150 Call
after 5pm 759-1956.

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HopkInsvIlle Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

GOING Out Of Business
Sale - Entire stock markdown beginning May 1st
Pianos, organs, band in
struments, guitars, amplifiers, strings, boom-boxes,
Walkman sheet music,
player pianos, grand piano., practice pianos, cassettes, records, 8-track
tapes, microphones, public
address systems, antique
pump -organs, civil war rifles, much more Lonardo
Piano Co, next to Penneys, Paris, Tenn.
240
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110ac, 1200OBTU air conditioner, new in box. $400
OBO. 436-2254.
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ts
1BR apartment nice, central H/A, utilities paid. References and deposit required, 641S $250 per
month. Call 492-8634.
1BR nice apartment, furnished, all utilities paid,
cable 753-2075
1BR unfurnished apartment, $160/mo. No pets.
Water paid. 753-5980.
2 BEDROOM duplex with
airport washer/dryer bootip.$325hno.
No pets. 753-4487.
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2BR, 2 bath, apartment
central H/A, W/D hookup
No pets References required 753-3949.
2BR duplex. Central gas
heat/air, all appliances
furnished. Available June
1st. Call 753-4390.

BASEBALL cards, mint 2BR furnished apartment
sets. T,F,D,S, 1983-88. $200/mo; 1BR unfurnished
Must sell! Call 762-4883, apartment, $160/mo. No
leave message if pets. Water paid.
necessary
753-5980.
GASOLINE air compressor, 4 cycle, 3hp Briggs &
Stratton engine Used less
than 5 hours. $350.
753-8439.

2BR, newly redecorated,
triplex apartment. Appliances furnished. 1413
Hillwood $300/mo., lease
and deposit 753-0814.

OUR good grade 8x12 storage buildings on sale for
$795. AcreePortable Buildings 1-247-7831.

2BR, unfurnished apartment for rent. Water furnished. $275/mo. on College
Farm Rd. 759-1449.

PRINTED caps 12 dozen
$2 each, 6 dozen $2.50
each, at Faye's 753-7743

APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
2 bedroom, near downtown. Lease required.
753-4109.

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641.

Appliances
2 WINDOW air conditioners: 7400BTU, used 3
months $200; 5100BTU
used one season, $150
759-9323.

kntucky Fried Chicken•

"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost
• Medicare pays less than 2%

Musical

1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61" mower deck
437-4171.

MARINE starting batteries
85amp, $39.99; Marine
trolling batteries 105arnp,
$49.99. Wallin . Hardware
Downtown Paris, TN Open
all day Saturday's.

Heating
And Cooing

WOOD for sale 436 5481

Articles
For Sail

HOTPOINT washer/dryer,
Kentucky'Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
matched set. Excellent
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people. •
condition. Call 759-9200.
we would like to meet you.
- REFRIGERATOR, washer/
Positions available are:
dryer, electric stove
'sr Manager Trainees tr Food Service Workers
753-4684.
s:r Customer Service Workers
Good Salary
160
Good Benefits
lb=
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
FundeNage
Chicken restaurant, E0E/WE
3 MOBILE homes but of
new anti used furniture for
sale, 'cheap
Call
Jack Married Franchise
753-2922 and ask for Neal

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

150

MOWER blades over 400
sizes in stock. 30in. Snapper blade $6.99, Snapper
68in. belt $5.99, Snapper
drive disc $4.49. Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris.

290

„
® am

220

TILLERS, Shp Briggs &
Stratton engine, chain
drive. $299.99. Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris.
Open all day Saturdays.

EARN money at home: for
info, send an S.-E.S.A. and
$10 cash or money order
(no checks)to- S A N D.1 S
8094 Essex, Warren, Mich.
48089.

FURNISHED 12x60 2BR
with utility room with
washer/dryer hook-up, cablevision available on nice
shady private lot with storage building. 24 miles
east of Murray. $203/mo
plus $100 deposit
753-2250.

E -Z-GO Golf Carts. EXECUTIVE office space
Electric, 753-1152, at Sulli- for rent: First Floor National
van's Par 3 golf course.
Hotel. Lease agreement includes: utilities and office
maintenance Telephone
211
system available
753-0762
Rrewood

WANT to buy an electric
chain saw. Call James at
435-4425

WILL set with children
weekdays or nights in my
home. References.
753-9783 for more
information.

4.41.1110.1 IMMIXI MO

B Allis Chalmer tractor
completely re-built 42in
cut Wood mower Call
753-0079

Sports
Equipmere

MOVING, cleaning, out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts. One piece or
house full. 642-6290,
492-8594 after 6pm.

PROM dress royal blue
lame' (Day) 753-7733, after 6pm, 492-8844

Business
Opportunity

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209

200

FURNITURE, appliances,
glassware. One item or a
houseful.
Days
502-492-8175, nights
901-247-5518.

WILL mow yards Satisfaction guaranteed. Free estimates Call 759-1546

100

601 FORD tractor with
plow, disk, blade. Reasonably overhauled in excellent condition With or without trailer 759-4664

MASSEY-FERGUSON 50
Good condition. Call
492-8566 after 5pm.

BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights

090
Situation
Warted

Mobil.
Homes For Rent

FOUR-row John Deere
planter, fair condition Best
offer. Call James at
435-4425

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

*********

GOLDEN Corral is now taking applications for a meat
cutter and waitresses
753-3822.

260
Farm
EflulPrilent

FORD 8N tractor, good
condition 489-2894 after
5.30pm.

3 POINT hitch pond scoop
Prefer Ford brand Cal
492-8774 after 6pm

EXPERIENCED cook
wanted and bus boy. Apply
in person only Martha's *********
*
HOMEMAKER'S *
Restaurant, Hwy 641N.
DREAM!
FEDERAL LAW- ENFOR- -Or We're back and better*
CEMENT JOBS. No.exper- * than even l Chnstmas Ar-*
ience -necessary. For appliound the World is now,*
cation information, call
hiring for the 1990 sea219-662-1136 ext KY 109
;
son. Work from your.
'K home, weekly paycheck,
8am-8pm, 7 days.
;
FOR YOU! Over 100 com- z bonus trice, FREE trainrig, FREE $300 sample-IL
panies that pay $242 to
$550 weekly. Assembly, IL kit No investment' Call*
for*
work at home, they supply * 1400-321-0260
materials and instructions * more exciting details! -0(
Any area, guaranteed. Details 817-888-2381.

INTELLIGENT hard working medical assistant for
busy physicians office.
Send resume to: PO Box
1040H, Murray, Ky. 42071.

140
Instruction

POSTAL JOBS Star
$11.41/tv For exam and
application information call
(219)769-6649, ext. KY
109 Sam-8pm 7 days.

'vu uuphi

BAR tender and cook 641
Club Puryear. Tenn Apply
in person between
830-4pm

4

ACROSS

110

Help
Wanted

Wanted

The car runs.
The deer don't!

BAD Credit" Learn exactly
how to fix your credityeport
- get loans - credit cards,
etc Amazing recorded
message reveals details
305-770 5307

afin

060

020

Legal
Nodes

Mirrray Ledger & Times

270
Mobilo
Homes For Sale
f0x45ft trailer, newly redecorated and carpeted
throughout $1400
759-3109
1977 14x65 mobile home
with central heat and air,
washer/dryer, Hwy 280. Priced to sell Call Toopie at
MTG Realty 753-4000,
753-8274.
3BR,2 bath, excellent condition, awning over patio
and outbuilding Set up in
Fox Meadows. Call
753-3855 or 753-7462.
CHECK us out! Huge
selection of repo's and preowned homes! Only $500
down and low monthly installments. Pre owned
homes starting at $1900
Many new homes at super
low prices! Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79E Pans
Tenn. 901-642-4466.
MOBILE Home-4977,
14x52,2BR, 1 bath, kitchen
in front, central heat and air
(electric), washer/dryer
$5800. After 5 30pm, Jeff
753-0023.
New! 3BR home only
$12,995! With plywood
floors, storm windows,
northern insulation, payments only $15381 Free
delivery and setup! Volunteer Hornet Hwy 79E Pens,
Tenn. 101442-4466.

USED Furniture: 3 piece
BR group, maple dressers,
,
Noble
chests, bed, LA suites,
Hasse For Real
loyeseat, washer/dryer. refigerator, recliners. desks, 28R. newly
sofa table, oak rocker, anti- bi
que china cabinet, swivel
chairs, 6 legged tables.
bookcase corner and end
after 6pm,
tables, dinette and DR sets,
753-6432.
folding metal chairs, self
propel mower, 13814" car 213R trailer tor rent No pets
753-9866
Ores 753-1502

lc0cova

BRAND new 2BR duplex,
on Ridgewood Dr., off Wiswell Rd. No pets. Leaseand deposit. $375/ino.
753-0814.
FOR lease - small 2BI41
furnished, stove and re
frigerator, wisher/dryer.
Available May 5. 489-2741.
LARGE and very nice 28R
apartments. Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
NEW 2BR house size
apartment: Low utilities,
central gas heat/air, appliances furnished. Deposit
required. $375/mo.
753-8828.
NICE 2 bedroom duplex.
Central HA, all appliances
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
NICE duplex 2BR,
$375/mo. Townhouse duplex 2BR, $450/mo. No
pets Lease, deposit re
quired 753-3343.
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU Days 753-6111,
after 4 30pm, 753-0606.
VERY nice 3BR, 1.5 bath
townhouse. Central H/A,
appliances furnished. Coleman R.E 753-9898,
340
Howse
For Rea
2 BEDROOM new duplex,
garage plus opener, on
Northwood Dr. Deposit plus
$450/mo Days, 753nights 759-4703.
NICE 28R house and also
a 1BR apartment Both recently remodeled Lease
required_ 753-4109.
NICE 38R 1.5 bath. Close
to town. Garden spot and
more. Coleman R E
753-9898.
VERY nice 213F1 with pas
heat, appliances furnished
Nice deck and yard. Oa,nun RE. 763-9898.
- -WELL insulated 1 4
1 story
house, near Murray Eat-in
kitchen, DR. LR, bath, 2BR
on 1st level. Garden, garage $300/mo. No pets References 753-7561.
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For Rent
Or Leave

Public
Sale

Howse
For Saki

Used
Cars

RENT or rent to own 2BR
mobile home in Getaway
Bay. Recreational development near Aurora, Ky Recreational facilities avail.
able to renters or owners
For information call
753-2613, after 5 30pm
753-0840.

MOVING Sale Complete
satellite system, rowing
machine, stereo, 25 inch
console TV 753-9302.

1513 London Dr. 38R, 2
bath brick ranch. Privacy
once, deck, many extras.
689,900. 753-5703

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

16D

For Sale
Or Lame

430
Reel
Estate
BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266

213R, 2 bath 12x65 mobile KOPPERUD REALTY ofhome, 2 mIles from Murray
fers a complete range of
on N 16th Ext. 759-9921.
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
370
homes, all prices
Lkeelock
753-1222, toll free
& !Applies
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
AMERICAN Saddlebreds 711L
stud service. World champion bloodlines. Live foal
guaranteed: also quality
saddlebreds & pleasure
Loll
horses for sale 753-9390.
For
160
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
Pets
tree tops (triangle bounded
tkopiles
by 3 roads) center of MarAKC German Shepherd shall County. Look down on
pups, 8 weeks blackrtan, Benton's lights! Deer and
shots and wormed
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
492-8745
W Nanney, 753-9622.
AKC Lab puppies, black
and yellow, male and female $100 each Ready
now. 435-4532
AKC Regist wed Doberman
Pinscher pups for sale
Black and rust, red and
rust Male and female,
shots and wormed $150
901-247-5563
or CHINESE Sharpei puppies
for sale 901-247-5252
REMODELED & New
Hours Peg's Dog Grooming. 753-2915
WHAT'S SO DIFFERENT
ABOUT THE HAPPY JACK
3X FLEA COLLAR? P
works Now Ava ae
Ca
CALLOWAY SERVICE,
SOUTHERW STATES
410
Public
Sale

Moving
Solid maple coffee &
end tables, living room
suite 1 yr. old-nice, fruit
wood cabinet-J.U. with
stereo & radio, 7 piecc
wicker set, small things.
two wheel trailer,fishing
boat, riding mower,antiques: mahogany writing
table, cherry secretary
bookcase-glass doors.
Singer treadle sewing
machine,smoking stand,
wrought iron floor lamp.
2 Waterford .vases-100
yeart. old, anUqe scrv ice-

Phone
436-2260

Big
Yard Sale
Thurs.- Fri.
May 3 & May 4
Mur-Cal Apts.
641 North
Behind Cain's AMC Jeep
Furniture, lamps,_children
clothes, toys, Ty cart,stereo, bedspread/curtains..
vac. cleaner. microwave,
ladies 8- 10- 12-1 4 clothes

Fri., May 4
Sat., May 5
2,12 mi. out
121 So.
9-?
Follow signs

Carport
Sale:
Thurs., May 3
7 a.m.
1615 Loch
Lomond
Wicker chair, coffee table, pic-

tures,
clothes,
baskets.

dishes,
wicker

Howe
For $ele

SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates.
L.R.4 D.A., Den w/wood
blaming . fireplace, breakfast, Lg. foyer, 2% baths,2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 p.m.
SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
home Double lot, gas heat,
owner financing $59,900
1613 Farmer 753-5703

470
Motorcycles

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
505 S 12th St
SAVE .THOLSANDSIII
Helping sellers sell to
51.500. Check with us when
you are thinking of selling o
buying . real estate
HomeSellers
753-0375.
LOOKING FOR A LOTT
The best lois available rrgh
next to Gatesborough
*510350 -A • great value!
HomeSellers
753-0375

1978 HONDA CX 500 motorcycle with windshield.
Good condition. Call
753-3114, after 5pm.
1981 440 KAWASAKI good
condition. 436-5243.
1981 MX Yamaha 175,
$400 492-8548
1983 GOLDWING GL1100
Interstate: excellent condition, new battery, low mileage, loaded with extras
759-4664.

- EXTRA sharp 1986 Virago
40 AC. OF FARM
Long paved road fronu
1100.4700 miles, excellent
Could be divided into seal
condition. 3 helmets, sadtracts 5800 per Ac. Dr.
dirkbags. $2750. 753-6125
Douglas Rd. 436-2165
HILLSIDE RF.TREATI
Half-mile from water. Mobile
borne in nice area with treated
deck
$11.500
Pinecresti
Resort 753-6546
LAKEFRONT LOTI taffies from Murray. Paved
road, gradual slope.deep
water:well water to lot. Call
owner $26.500 753-2723.

Used
Cars
1955 FORD Crown Victoria
$4000. 15ft. Runabout boat
100hp Evinrude $1500.
436-2831.

1974 PLYMOUTH Duster
cokerT.ETE FARM! $800 753-6519
117 Acre farm with 97 acres'
lendable House, machinery!
,shed. 3 grain bins. 2 tobacco
turns West of Hazel Call for
details on this bargain!
REPOSSESSED VA &
FmlIA HOMES/ Call 7530375 for information
60pieCRES PARMIAND1
Cdrn. wheat & tobacco bases.
:ow per acire. Dr. Douglas
Road. 436=2165_ 40 acres
AcrOss road also available.
Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES
3500sq.ft. 1-stary brick at
1306 Doran Rd., by., din.,
den ye/vault ceil,
wd.
burn. fp., 3 full baths, 3
bdrms. w/dress. area,exercise & lecuzzi rm. 7closets,
lg. kit. & breakfast area
w/pantry, laund, rm., lg. 2
car garage. lg attractive
brick 6 quarry tile patio, lg.
lot (150'x225') phone:
753-0335 after 6:00 P.M.
319R, lh bath prick. home.
Owner anxiousieoesell. Low
$60's. Phone 75$-7566.
1'4 story
house in Woodgate Subdivision 3BR, 2 baths, den
and dining room, kitchen
and utility room Extra large
walk-in closets, breezeway
and 2 car garage Priced in
the $90's. Call 753-4449
BEAUTIFUL 3BR home in
Canterbury Estates Central heat and air, all appliances, all curtains
custom-made, exquisite
landscaping. Backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
sprinkler Excellent condition Priced to sell Call
owner 759-1073
BY OWNER IMMACULATE 2 story, 3-4BR, home
in Candlehte Estates 2
bath. 2 car garage, large
walk-in closets Also 2 adjoining lots available
$75,000 Call 753-0864_
BY Owner- 313R, 2 bath
brick, eat-in kitchen, dining,
den, living room, large ublay, central gas heat and
electric air, 7 wooded acres
with large barn 1,4 miles
north of airport on 783
489-2425

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156
492-8529

PRICE REDUCED!
Older home with 4+ bedrooms, 2 modern baths,
eat-in kitchen, formal dining, sun porch and much
more Phone Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898.

-160

REAUTIFUL

Yard
Sale

HOUSE and 33 acres, 3BR
brick, 2 bath, workshop,
barn with 2 side sheds attached, tractor and tool
shed 5 miles west of Benton on Hwy
1311
1-527-8963.

inc.

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finoncing On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each VeNde

CARS
'88 Pont. 6003
'4987
'88 Dodge Arles Wgn "4%97
'88 Ford Festive L
'3987
'87 Ford Taurus
'4987'87 Chevy Celebrity
'3987
'87 Flynt Horizon._ '3987
'86 isuzu I Mark
'3,987
'86 Mustang
'4987
'86 Caviller Wgn....... '3487
16 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn.'44137
'85 Nissan Stenza
'4987
'82
...... '2987
'81 Toyota

'1987

TRUCKS
'86 Chevy. Astro Van '4987
'86 Fad Rigr Urciii34987
'84 Ply. Voyager Van '4987
'84 Chevy S10
'4987
'84 GMC S15
'4987
'84 Dodge .Van
'3987
'82 Ford Van
'3967
'91 Ford 350
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'3987

510
Used
Cws

985 BUICK Somerset
5-speed, dark red, good
condition
$3000
527-7174

CARS
1986 CAMARO V-6 fuel
excellent condi19 Tqota 11Fri
13,417 injected,
tion 753-2056. Can be
19 Toyoh Cada
1,417 seen at Sirloin Stockade.
1987 14AZDA RX7 GXL:
19 Toyota Camry '11,987 blue,
sunroof, new tires,
Call 753-2068 af'89 Mazda 123
1,487 $11,000.
ter 5pm.
18 Pad Tird
1,187 1988 AAAZDA 626 LX.
With blue interior, all
'88 Pont, Baineville 1,187 SINEW
options, including power
11 Toyota Cob GT 10,487 sunroof. $8600. 762-3156
(days), 901-247-3744 alter
18 Toyota Corolla
1,917 Som
18 Toyota Corolla LE 1,417 1988 SABLE GS, 32,000
miles 1988 Taurus GL wa18 Toyota Cain
10,487 gon, 46,000 miles Both
loaded $7950 each
17 Mazda 626 LX
1,981 437-4723
17 Mustang LX Cone 1,987 FOR sale. 1984 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme. pa/
17 BMW 32515
17,187 pb, cruise, tilt. Call
17 Toyota Supra
'11,987 759-1777 or 753-6215.
MUST sell. 1986 Nissan
17 Toyota Celd GT 1,417 Sentura. Call 759-9535.
'87 Crry LE
1,987
coo
17 Toyota Tercel
14,917
Used
Trucks_
17 Plrarth Relent '3,917
•
1971 CHEVROLET pickup
16 Fad Escort L
1,987 truck.
350 automatic, 1
Good condition.
16 Pont. Grand km LE 1,487 owner.
753-0416.
16 Olds Fienza
5,487 1976 DODGE Ram Charger 4x4: V-8, automatic
'86 Bud leSaae
1,987 transmission,
power
brakes, power steering.
'16 Olds Delta 88
1,417 $1750.
759:9648.
'16 Paitiac Grid
1979 FORD 4-wheel drive.
speed, AM/FM cassette,
'86 Bud Estate Vign 1,987 4CB,
new radials. runs great
Nice truck. $1900.
15 TO
1.937 753-1550.
15 Ford Con *Via 1437 1987 FORD F150 excellent
50,000 miles,
15 Fad LT1) IMF
'4,497 condition,
automatic, air, AM/FM, 1
15 Iktcaks 1StE
1037 owner, 22mpg. 759-4664,
1989 SILVERADO LWB,
'15 Olds Cita
1,987 loaded.
$11,800 753-8778
14 Buici Centay Vign,-$4,487 after 5pm
sale. 1987 Chevy
14 Cavalier Ty e 10 Conv 1,487 FOR
Blazer 4x4, loaded, 28,000
actual miles $10,500. Call
'13 Tolcia Celka GT '4,487 753-0621
after 4pm.
'62 Toyota Tercel
'2,987 MUST SELL: 1989 Ford
Ranger XLT; Etcellent
TRUCKS
Condition, LWB: Rue &
15,x xx miles; 4 cyl.;
19 Toyota SR5 44 13,417 Silver;
Auto.; Bedliner; 'Super
Nice Truck 753-1916, Ask
'81 Toyota 40 Ex,4 13,917 for
Greg.
19 Toyota PtI1
1,987
510
11 Chevy Silverado 12687
Campers
11 Fad Ranger
1,487 18ft. self-contained travel
in good condition
'88 Dodge Carnal 1,987 trailer
753-5615.
'88 Toyota 44
10,487 1974 WINNEBAGO motor
24ft. on a Dodge
18 9auki Samurai _5,887 home.
motor. Roof air, 4KW
18 Toyota Truck
1,987 generator. 437-4428.
1976 CHAMPION motor
17 Toyota 4Palmer 12,187'-home
26ft completely selfGenerator, mo17 Astro Vi
1,987 contained
tor re-buitt, all new inside.
'87 Toyota Vr
10,987 $11,500. Call 753-0079.
21ft. 1978 STARCRAFT
16 Toyota 4Pane 10,981 travel
trailer. 75 Ford LTD
16 Toyota NI
5,417 with hitch 753-8019.
Mini Winnie motor
16 Ford Bronco II
1,917 DODGE
home, good condition. Ne15 Chevy Bluer
1,467 gotiable. 753-4691.
camper
15 Cheri Silverado 1,981 FOUR-person
trailer, fair condition, make
an offer. Call James at
85 Toyota El Cab
1,987 435-4425
12 Chevy S113
1,487
520
Open til 7 p.m
Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Chris Beardon
Mark Elkins
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR,

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-4961

Bolls
6 Motors
14' POLARC RAFT 25hp
Evinrude 753-6389 after
5pm
15'h ft GLASTRON runabout, 85hp Johnson motor
Must seel Life Jackets arid
skis. 753-6684.
1976 TRI HULL, 40hp
Johnson, Minkota 65, asking $850 435-4299

1985 ALUMACRAFT 16'
wide beam 35hp 11.4erc
1986 BUICK Somerset. electric start In excellent
Call
Loads of lots of extras. condition
5-speed, 69.xxx miles, 901-642-6655 in Pans.
$3700 firm. 753-7549.
1986 20' CITATION ski
boat Low hours, excellent
1978 BUICK Regal $650 condition 1-328-8604
Cal 753-1073 after 5pm
'77 Chevy Van......
'2487
1986 CHEVROLET 4x4
1978 DODGE Omni with SWB, loaded 1988 ProHave You Been Turned
59,000 actual miles $600 oraft 1780 competitor with
Down Elsewhere?
Phone 753-6245.
Yamaha 150 pro V Loaded
Credit Problems V OK
with extras 435-4532
CADILLAC
1979
Runs
No Credit V OK
good, new tires, needs 1968 19ft CHEETAH RuDivorce V OK
, body work
Phone nabout 165hp I/0 $11,000
Ws sail dependable,
Spin.
L-174.1.51.35. alter.
Days 753-7688, nights
affordable cars to people
1982 HONDA GL500 wa- 759 4703
who want to tistabnsh or
re-establish their credit
ter cooled,shaft drive,5500 PONTOON boat slips tor
Low Weekly Payments
miles, excellent condition
rent Also, pontoon boats
$1000 Call after 5pm
for rent. For more informaOther Locations:
527-0047
tion call, Cypress Bay ReUayli.ld Paducah
1082 OLDSMOBILE Cut sort, 901 232 8221
See Sammy Bradshaw
lass Navy, looks and runs
or Jim Irby
530
good See at 405S Elth ST
Services
• 1113 Sycamore
Cab 753-3584
Offered
Murray
1983 OLDSM0134LE Cut759-4999
TREE
A-1
Service and
lass Cent Brougham 4
door, 1 owner, 75,000 Stump Removal Spraying
miles Excellent condition and feeding Also free estiCall after 6prn, 753-7275 mates 35 years experience Glen Joiner owner
1984 DODGE 600: very 753-0906
clean, runs good, 75,000
miles, new tires and Pion- AA Bushhogging and Grading driveways and yards
eer stereo $2 750
Cal 492 8254
759-9402

ttget"
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Services
Offered

ACE Video camera operator BS degree, VHS tormat RCA equipment, free
estimable. PVS 759-1901.
AFFORDABLE, efficient
lawn care Free estimates
Call 436-2813
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, meant.nanoe,etc. Free estimates.
4892303.

Sandell
Oilseed
PROFESSIONAL cleaning, commercial and residential carpet cleaning,
window cleaning, etc
753-7533 or 753-7617.
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling.
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126.
RESIDENTIAL plumbing
436-2156
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811

STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material
Free pickup and delivery
and free estimates. 10%
discount on fabric arid labor
on all items through May
3 1 . 436-5236 and
FREE to good home.4 yew
436-5280.
old Alaskan Malamute,
WILL do plumbing and light needs fenced in yard.
hauling 435-4169
901-247-5252.

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience Used Appliances ROGER Hygson rock haulBobby Hopper, 436-5848. ing and services
753-4545
BACKHOE Service - ROY or 753-6763
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- ROOFING, plumbing,
tree
tor. 30 years experience. removal, yard
mowing,
Septic system, drive-ways, driveway sealing.
Call
hauling, foundations, etc 753-2869 or
436-5895.
759-4664
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing. Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work.
753-5476.
DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call#759-9706 for
tree estimate.
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free estimates. 753-7203.
ELECTROLUX supplies
and service. New Lux-Lite
upright for carpets and
floors under $125 Call,for
more information
753-5568.

CUSTOM Kr1CIIEM CAMNITS
CUSTOM 111000WOHIN
All Typos 01

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
*wee by

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft. aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitivecost. Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484.
TREE trimming and brush
removal. Also handyman
work, dock repair and
inboard/outboard repair.
Service calls 436-2502.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.

WILL break ancidisk garden also landscape, level
driveway, bushhcg. Free
estimate 436-5430.

ass our showroom

409 SUIppRY1AURRA -I Ber.xl Bun,,y
753 5940

Fresh On The Market
Very neat 3 BR home at beautiful edgewood
location only 41/2 miles from town. A great buy at
$68,500,

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

BUILDING Contractor
Home improvements. pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos. Customer
satisfaction guaranteed.
Free estimates. L.E Williams 489-2663.

vi
o
••

For Mother's Day..,

FENCE sales at Sears
nave. Call Sears 753-,310
filX_free estimate _for_your _ .4 •• 4
needs.
W•
t4'
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.
GUTTERING By Sears.
Sears residential and commercial oantinuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
plumbing, electrical, masonry, roofing. Large or
small jobs Quality work at
good prices. Free estimates. 753-1550,
evenings
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683.
INBOARD/Outboard repair. Service calls
502-436-2502.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
Jim's Hauling and County
sanitation service for all
your hauling wound the
home, yard and shop. Free
estimates You call we
haul. City or county
436-5574
JOES Linvncare Residential & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming. 345-2312.
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LICENSED electrician
James Galhmore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-10335

_
Brew/7

Give Mom, Grandmother, or Mother-in-law
Something Extra Special; A Personalized,
Hand Illustrated Book About Herself.

'Picture Me Books"
753-3627
TAKING ORDERS NOW!

•-•
1

.
CIPC.•

i
Calloway County Middle School Principal
Murray, Kentucky
Serving grades 6-8 with an approximate enrollment of 750 students
Approximate enrollment district-wide, grades K-12 of 3,050 students
Required Qualifications:
Flexible, innovative, positive, highly motivated individual Person
should possess: a strong background in curriculum: a good understanding of middle school age students, a genuine liking of students
good communication skills and be an effective disciplinarian
Individual must have a valid Kentucky Administrative Certificate for
Grades 6-8.
Preferred Qualifications:
Middle school classroom teaching and/or administrative experience
and an earned doctorate.
Special Note:
Any candidate interviewed will be required to respond to a current
educational issue in written format prior to the interview
Deadline for Applications:
May 25, 1990
Employment Date:
June 15, 1990, or as soon as possible thereafter
Send letter of application. vitae, references, transcripts, and a copy of
Kentucky Certificate to
_
Dr. Jack D. Ross, Superintendent
Calloway County Schools
P.O. Box 800
Murray, KY 42071
-An Equal Educatoon and Employer Institution-

MASON with 3 years experience seeks employment. Call 435-4161
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
PAINTING, commercial
and residential Experienced, free estimates.
753-4220 10am-5pm,
753-5145 5pm-1m.
PAINTING, quality workmanshiti Free estimates
References Call Craig:
436-5245
PAUL'S Painting Service
15 years experience interior and exterior Reasonable rates Free estimates
Also other small iota done
Call now 492-6545

Southwest Calloway Elementary School Principal
Murray, Kentucky
Serving grades preschool through 5 with an approximate enrollment
of 500 students. Approximate enrollment district-wide, grades K-12 of
3,050 students.
Required Qualifications:
Flexible, positive, innovative, enthusiastic, progressive individual.
Person must possess: a good understanding of child development;
strong background in curriculum; good organizational skills; effective
communication skills; a genuine liking of elementary age children; and
be an effective disciplinarian.
Individual must have a valid Kentucky Administrative Certificate for
Grades K-5.
Preferred Qualifications:
Elementary school classroom teaching and/or administrative experience and an earned doctorate.
Special Note:

R. B. Mitchell Paying
Driveways 8. Park,
g Lots
A Special:
Also Seal Coat -g & .
Contact R 8. Guy or Rocky

753-1537
PLUMBING/24 hr
emergency service Free
estimates Reasonable
rafts Same day service
All work guaranteed
753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
1

Any candidate interviewed will be required to respond to a current
educational issue in written format prior to the interview.
Deadline for Applications:
May 25, 1990
Employment Date:
June 15, 1990, or as soon as possible thereafter.
Send letter of application, vitae, references, transcripts, and a copy of
Kentucky Certificate to:
Dr. Jack D. Rose, Superintendent
Calloway County Schools
P.O. Box 800
Murray, KY 42071
-An Equal Educatoon and Employer Institutoon-
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Senate Republicans unveil their version of reform bill

Wisconsin has highest obesity rate
Map shows percent of adults who were found to be overweight in an
obesity study conducted in 35 states and the District of Columbia.

LII 23%-28%

21,0-22% [3 19,0-20%
Not surveyed

By MATT YANCEY
Associated Poses WrIter

Wow 19%

WASHINGTON — Senate
Republicans unveiled their version
of a campaign reform bill, calling
for an abolition of all political

•••

Mass
R.I.
Conn.

Priceless manuscript found

Del
Md.
D.C.

By KEVIN COSTELLOE
Associated Press Writer

Alaska

SOURCE

AP

U.S.-Israel relations eyed
The Haaretz daily reported Tuesday that Shamir agreed to push
plans to create settlements.
JERUSALEM — Officials approved by previous governments
expressed concern Tuesday over and listed 14 sites under consideraIsrael's growing friction with the tion. The U.S. has repeatedly said
United States, which stems from
that seulements are an obstacle to
disagreements over Middle East peace.
peace policy, Jewish settlements in
President Bush made an indirect
the occupied lands and U.S. hosappeal for a prisoner release, saytages in Lebanon.
ing he "certainly had no objecReferring to the State Departtion"
if Israel made such a move
ment's sharp criticism of Israel for
as
a
goodwill
gesture.
rejecting U.S. proposals for a
But
Shamir
'spokesman
Avi PazPalestinian-Israeli dialogue, Forener
said
Israel
had
not
received
any
ign Minister Moshe Arens said, "It
request
for
a
release
prisoner
and
has to worry me, and it has to worsaid the United -States was "cerry all of us."
On Monday, the State Depart- tainly not" pressuring Israel over
ment accused right-wing Prime the issue.
He stressed that Israel was seekMinister Yitzhak Shamir of missing an important opportunity for ing the release of three Israeli serpeace by refusing to agree to U.S. vicemen held by. radical Shiite
Moslems in Lebanon.
terms for talks with Palestinians in
Cairo.
But Pazner and other officials
The Shamir government rejected gave no indication that Israel
the talks, saying they could lead to would free abducted pro-Iranian
backdoor negotiations with the Shiite cleric Sheik Abdul-Karim
Palestine Liberation Organization. Obeid or about 300 Arabs, most
Adding to the strain is Washing- Lebanese Shiites, held by an
ton's pressure on Israel to stop Israeli-backed militia in south
building Jewish settlements in the Lebanon to encourage the release
occupied West Bank and Gaza of U.S. hostages.
Strip and to free Shiite Moslem
Shamir is now trying to form a
prisoners to help win the release of right-wing coalition government
.U.S. hostages in Lebanon.
without the center-left Labor Party.
Israel has resisted both demands Labor collapsed the joint Laborand Shamir's caretaker government Likud government in March when
has even stepped up settlement Shamir refused to endorse U.S.
peace proposals.
construction in recent weeks.
By KARIN LAUB

Associated Press Writer

No discussion of hostages reported

•

THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP)
— U.S. government sources say
there has been no discussion of the
hostage issue during meetings here
this week between U.S. and Iranian
representatives, despite the fact
that two hostages have been
released:
A series of meetings began Tuesday between the State Depart-__
ment's legal 'adviser, Abraham
Sofaer, and his Iranian counterpart,
Jaromi Eftekhar, to dicuss claims
disputes between the two countries.
The Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal is
the only official forum where the
two nations meet.
The meetings take place nearly
monthly in The Hague, a U.S. source said on condition of anonymity.
He decribed Tuesday's meeting as
"routine."
President Bush has praised both
Iran and Syria for their roles in the
release of Robert Polill on April 22
and Frank Reed on Monday. The
men were among eight Americans
believed held in Beirut by proIranian groups.
Iran and Syria have said that all
16 remaining Western hostages in
Lebanon should be freed. Bush has
promised no deals to free the
hostages.
The private U.S.-Iranian discussions were believed to center on a
settlement of all so-called "Small
Claims" of under $250,000.
Those claims make up the bulk
of the caseload of the tribunal,
which is charged with the settlement of billions of ^dollars of
claims between the two nations
arising out of the 1979 Iranian
revolution, ensuing expropriations
and broken commercial contracts
between the two nations.
So far, the arbitration panel has
presided over the settlement of
more than $2.2 billion in financial
disputes stemming primarily from
expropriations by the Iranian
governmenL
U.S. and Iranian tribunal officials have repeatedly doted reports
that their negotiations touch on the
hostage issue.

"The officials, as they have in
the past, are here to discuss legal
and technical issues concerning tribunal cases," U.S. Embassy
spokesman Leonardo Williams
said.
The 9-year-old claims tribunal
was set up as part of the 1980
Algiers Accords that brought freedom to the U.S. diplomats held
hostage in the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran for 444 days.
Secrecy is a hallmark of the proceedings, which take place in a
converted hotel on a quiet residential street.
The claims are handled by three
so-called chambers, each of which
has an Iranian, an American and a
third-nation arbitrator who acts as
chairman.
Ninety-five percent of the claims
were filed by American companies
against Iran. A small number were
filed by Iranian commercial entities
against U.S. companies and the
U.S. government
The largest is Iran's claim
against the United States for
military-related items ordered by
the pre-revolutionary government
of Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi.
The claim, known as BI, amounts
to up to $11 billion.
Various Iranian officials in the
past have tied progress on the hostage issue to progress on that
claim, as well as the return of frozen Iranian assets.
But the U.S. government says
much of the military equipment
was never paid for, and is being
held by contractors over which the
United States has no influence.

By TOM CANAVAN
Associated Press Writer

ELIZABETH, N.J. — A judge
Tuesday rejected John E. List's
plea for forgiveness, and ordered
the former Sunday school teacher
imprisoned for life, saying the
voices of his slaughtered family
were demanding justice.
"For what he did to his wife, his
mother,' his daughter, his two sons
and for how he tramplatized an
entire community, (the) defendant
should have no hope of breathing
the free air that graces the lives of
law abiding citizens," said Superior Court Judge William
Wertheimer.
The judge sentenced List, 64, to
the maximum five consecutive life
sentences.
List was convicted April 12 of
murdering his wife, Helen, 46;
mother Alma, 84; daughter, Patricia, 16; and sons John, 15, and Frederick, 13, in 1971 in their
18-room mansion in Westfield, 25
miles from New York City.
"John Emil List is without
remorse and without honor,"
Wertheimer said. "After 18 years,
5 months and 22 days, it is now
time for the voices of Helen, Alma,
Patricia, Frederick and John F. List

Man says he was
victim of scheme
NEW YORK (AP) — A man
accused of trying to sell confidential company documents was the
victim of an elaborate scheme by
Ashland Oil Inc. to keep from paying an Iranian company hundreds
of millions of dollars it owed, a
defense attorney has alleged.
Attorney Marvin Segal said
Tuesday that Ashland Oil was really the "victimizer" rather than the
"so-called victim."
Segal represents Charles Barnett.
Barneu is on trial in federal court
on seven counts of conspiracy and
wire fraud for allegedly helping
former Ashland Oil Chairman Orin
Atkins, former Ashland Oil consultant Roy Furmark and others try to
sell confidential company documents to the Iranians.
The documents were to be used
by the National Iranian Oil Co. in
pressing its lawsuits against
Kentucky-based Ashland Oil for
non-payment. In 1989, Ashland Oil
and the Iranians reached an out-ofcourt settlement for $325 million.
Atkins and Furmark have
pleaded 'guilty.

to rise from the grave, for it is the
criminal justice system, through its
trial courts, that speaks for all victims of crime."
As the judge left, spectators who
packed the courtroom broke into
applause.
List, who eluded authorities for
18 years before 4, television show
led to his capture in Virginia in
June, must serve 14 years and 11
months of each life sentence. There
was no death penalty in New
Jersey at the time of the killings.

Stock Market
Report

Leading Democrats responded
with a willingness to consider the
abolition of PACs — whose contributions in recent years have tended
to benefit incumbent Democratic
candidates over GOP challengers
— but only Is a tradeoff to establishing fixed ceilings on spending.
"The most important factor in
any reform proposal must be limits
on spending," said Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine.
Mitchell called the Republican
pacluge "disappointing" because
it totally rejects such limits.

House OK's pay raise for some
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House on Tuesday approved a bill
to raise the pay of doctors, dentists
and nurses who work for the Veterans Affairs Department.
The bill, approved by voice vote
and sent to the Senate, is in
response to problems the department has had in recruiting medical
personnel.
The legislation would increase
typical physicians' pay from just
under $100,000 to a maximum
around $130,000, depending on
experience and specialities.
Dentists earning about $65,000
would see their pay increase to a
range of $70,000 to $100,000, with
most toward the lower end.
Salaries for health executives
could go up by $45,000.
The pay structure governing the
more than 10,000 nurses and
15,000 nursing assistants in the
veterans' care system also would
be revamped, including a provision
allowing local area administraloo
to increase pay to attract adequate

staff. The actual *salaries would
vary widely depending on experience, training and region.
The Congressional Budget
Office estimates the bill would add
nearly $60 million in costs to the
government in 1991,fising to $108
million in 1995.
Instead of including some
method ftv paying for the
increases, the legislation includes a
provision exempting the VA health
care system from the GrammRudman deficit reduction law.

Hog Market
Forieral-Stele Wrist New Service Itioy 2, 110N Kai!wig Ptrchair Ara Hog Martel Report Initials 3 Buying %akin, Reoriper,
Act $1A Ea. 3S• Barrows & Gilts
.7S-1.19 hips, Sows nrso1.011 highs.
US 1-2 Z20-2AS &Is
12.111-91.34
RSCISILMI
US 1-2 21*-22e 5.
US 2-3 2211-2511 its
$57-91511.11
US 3.4 rano Is
154.91-3734
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US 1-2 2711-391 ii.
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US 1-3 SIS and up
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SPRING SPECIAL
Buy this double granite
monument for onli $695
Save '155

Prices as of 10:00 AM
c-N7
-,
In
Average
+2.25
Previous Close
1668.92
Air Products
/
4
521
/
4 +1
( A.T.C.-Ciam A ....341
/
4 B 34%A
AT&T
40/
1
4 -1
/
4
Bank of Murray —117/
1
4 B 150A
/
4
Bell South
53% +1
Briggs & Stratton
3V/3 unc
Chrysler
151/3 +1
/
4
CSX Corp
/
4
32/
1
4 -1
Dean Foods
32 -%
Dollar Gen. Store...9% B 9'/, A
Exxon
45% +'/3
Ford
44% +1
/
4
/
4
General Motors
44 -1
Goodrich
42/
1
4 +1
/
4
Goodyear
35/
1
4 -1
/
4
I.B.M.108% +1
/
4
Ingersoll Rand
53'/8 +%
Kmart
32'/. uric
Kroger
/
4
12/
1
4 +1
Ky. Utilities
191
/
4 unc
Lou. G & E
36% +%
McDonalds
1
4)
30% +/
JCPenney
63'/. mac
Quaker Oats
49 -1
/
4
Sears
373 -1
/
4
/
4
Snap-On Tools
3/
1 3 -1
Texaco
58/
1
4 +%
Time-Warner.............93'/. +1%
27% +%
a,
UST
Wal-Mart
50% +%
Woolworth
61% unc)
7.70
C.E.F. Yield
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Additional Information Available
co—
Upon Request.

414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366
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cordially invites you to their

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, May 4th
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
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'Door Prizes

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Judge rejects List's plea,
orders life imprisonment

WARDEN ELECTRIC

NOTICE

Mechanicaily Removed
24- Deep Free Estimates

FRANKFURT, West Germany
— A priceless 9th century manuscript of the Gospels that disappeared near the end of World War
II will be returning to Germany, a
government-run foundation said
Tuesday.
The manuscript, called the
Samuhel-Evangeliar in German,
disappeared in April 1945 in the
town of Quedlinburg, apparently
after U.S. military forces discovered a cache of art works hidden
underground.
"The manuscript is now in Switzerland," said Erika Lancelle, an
official with the foundation. It represents "one of the masterpieces of

Carolingian (8th to late 9th century) book illumination," the
foundation said.
Ms. Lancelle; in -a telephone
interview from West Berlin, said
the manuscript will be brought to
Berlin this week, although the time
is not certain.
She added there will be a formal
ceremony in Berlin to mark the
reacquisition of the manuscript, the
name of which she translated as
Samuhel Gospels. It comes from
the year 842, and is named after
the scribe who wrote and elaborately decorated it.
The foundation is paying $3 million as a "finder's fee," with the
federal government in Bonn contributing one-third of the sum, she
added.

Tuesday as Democrats continued to
meet in private to put the finishing
touches on their campaign financing bill.
McConnell accused, Democrats
of "trying to railroad" through
Congress a bill with fixed spending
limits "because it serves the partisan interests of the Democratic Party" by "curtailing Republican fundraising advantages."
"The real problem in campaign
finance is the source of political
money, not how much spending is
necessary," McConnell said.
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Comparable Savings On Other Monuments
* FREE Lettering
* FREE Choice of Design
* SHOP & Compare Our
Quality & Prices

* FREE Installation
* GUARANTEED Founc4tions
* WRITTEN Warranty

HERITAGE MONUMENT Co.
U.S. 641 North
Murray, KY

759-1333

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-GeoInc.
Introducing

Preston Barrett
He was a partner, then owner
of Barrett's Service Center for
30 years. Let his mechanical
knowledge help you select a new or better used car
or truck.
641 South

GI.QUAU T1
Pv IC I PAS T

nt

753-2617

„Views On
Dental Health®
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

ARE PRIMARY TEETH IMPORTANT?

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

action committees but imposing no
limits on how much candidates can
raise and spend.
"Republicans are tired of being
accused of obstructing reform,"
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., the
primary author of the package, said

IF
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*Refreshments Will Be Served

901 Arcadia

753-2016
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Want to make your dentist
cringe? Tell him not to waste his
time on your child's severely
decayed tooth because,"It's only
a baby tooth and he's going to
lose it anyway".
1;Iton't kid yourself! Primary
teeth (a much better phrase
than -baby teeth") play a very
important role in the development of a child's future dental
health. Obviously, they are
necessary for chewing. Even.
more important, primary teeth
create the proper spaces for
permanent teeth. A primary
tooth that is prematurely lost
can no longer do this job. The
teeth nearby will crowd into the
empty space, and when the follow-on permanent tooth tries to

enter there may be no room. As
a result, it may come out in the
wrong place (for example,
through the front of the gum).
Or, it may crowd its way in and
destroy the delicate balance of
the mouth.
Losing primary teeth prema.turely is one of the most common reasons for orthoclentic
treatment later on. ,Prompt
treatment with a space-maintaining appliance is generally
called for to reserve the room for
the next tenant/.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
733-2642.
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